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ACADEMICAL YEAR.—1860-61.

Erffl

1860.
September 1.—Autumn Term of High School oommenoea.

“ “—Session of Normal and Model School» commences.
“ 6—Session of Faculty of Arts commences.
“ “—Matriculation Examinations in Faculty of Arts.
“ “—Supplemental Examinations, in Faculty of Arts.
“ 22—School Examinations of the University.

October 31—Quarterly Meeting of Corporation.
November 5—Session of Faculties of Law and Medicine commences.

“ 16—Winter Term of High School commences.
December 20—Normal and Model Schools close for Christmas 

tion.
“ 22—College Classes close for Christmas vacation.

1861.
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vaca-
r IJanuary 4—Classes recommence after Christmas vacation.

“ “—Class Examinations in Arts.
“ 30—Quarterly Meeting of Corporation.

February 1—Spring Term of High School commences.
10—Sessional and B. A. Examinations in Arts commence. 
16—Summer Term of High School commences.
29—Quarterly Meeting of Corporation.
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April

Iin Arts, Medicine and Law close for su/mmer■ May

I «6^-' «

| * ? ' July

t
ta!

2—Annual Meeting of Convocation.
1—Summer [Çérm of High School ends, and classes close 

vacation.
1—Normal and Model Schools close for summer vacation. 

29—Quarterly Meeting of Corporation.
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UNIVERSITY OF M°GILL COLLEGE.
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VISITOR:
His Excellency The Right.Hon. Sin Edmond Walker Head. Bert., M.A., 

Governor General of British North America, 6c.

CORPORATION.
" Governors :

The Hon. Charles Diwby Dat, LL. D., President. 
The Hon. Jakes Ferbier, M. L. 0.
The Hon. Pbieb M'Gill, M.L.C.
Thomas Brown Akdbbsok, Esq.
David Davidsoh, Esq.
Benjamin Holmes, Esq.
Aedbew Robertson, M. A.
Christopher Donkin, M. A., M. P. P.
William Molbon, Esq.
Alexander Morris, M. A.
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fr I Principal :
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Henby Asfinwall Howe, M.A., Rector of the High School.
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Governor General, under the Act 41st Geo. 3, chapter 17.
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SECRETARY, REGISTRAR, AND BURSAR,
William Cbaib Baines, B.A. Office, Burnside Hall. Office Hours, 10 to 2. 

Residence, Centre Building M'Gill College.



MOFFICERS OF INSTRUCTION.

\
ARRANGED IN THE ORDER OF STATUTORY PRECEDENCE.

Residence.
, M'Gilljobn WU.UAM Dawson, LL. D., P. G. S.—Principal, and > East Wing 

Professor of Natural History and Agriculture. £ College. 
Rev. Canon Leach, LL. D.—Vice-Principal, Dean of the ) , TT . ..

Faculty of Arts, Professor of Logic and Moral Phi- > 4’ University
losophy, and Molson Professor of English Literature. ) Avenue.

f

Andrew F. Holmes, M. D., LL. D.—Dean of the Faculty ) 
of Medicine and Professor of the Theory and Prac- > 
tice of Medicine. )

68, Craig Street.
>!

Henry Aspinwall Howe, M. A.—Rector of the High ) 3, Place St. Sophie, 
School and Emeritus Professor of Mathematics and > M'Gill College

) Avenue.
? 605, St. Catherine 
$ Street.

Great St. 
James Street.
18, Radegonde 

Street.
) 12, Little St.
$ James Street.

31, Great St. 
James Street.

, —9, Bonaventure St. 
) 1, Great St. James 
i Street.

Robert P. Howard, M. D.—Professor of Clinical Medi- ) .. n _
cine and Medical Jurisprodence. $ n> Bonaventure St

Rev. A. DbSola, LL.D.—Professor of Hebrew and Orien- > 1, Pres de Ville 
tal Literature. $ Place.

Hon. William Badgley, D.C.L.—Professor of Public and \ McGill College 
Criminal Law. $ Avenue.

Frederick W. Torrance, M. A., B. O. L.—Professor of> 69, Little St. 
Civil Law. ) James Street.

P. R. Lafrhnaye, B. 0. L.—Professor of 
and Legal Bibliography.

R. G. Laflammb, B. O.L.—Professor of Customary Law > 
and Law of Real Estate. )

Charles Smallwood, M. D., LL. D.—-Professor of Me- > St. Martin’s, Isle 
teorology. 5 Jesus.

Charles F. A. Markgraf.—Professor of German Lan- ) 2, Ashton Place, 
guage and Literature. 5 Victoria Avenue.

D. 0. M'Oallum, M. D.—Professor of Clinical Surgery. —162, Craig Street.
Mark J. Hamilton, G. E.—Professor of Road and Rail

way Engineering.

Natural Philosophy.
J. J. 0. Abbott, B. C. L.—Dean of the Faculty of Law 

and Professor of Commercial Law.
Gborgi W. Campbell, M. A., M. D.—Professor of Sur- ) 63, 

gery. j Je
Archibald Hall, M. D!—Professor of Midwifery and ) 

Diseases of Women and Children. )

William Fraser, M. D.—Professor of the Institutes of 
Medicine.

William Sutherland, M. D.—Professor of Chemistry. ^

William E. Scott, M. D.—Professor of Anatomy.
William Wright, M. D.—Professor of Materia Medica 

and Pharmacy.

■I
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Jurisprudence > Upper St. Urbain 
> Street.

1 Cornwall 
Terrace. J

1148, Craig Street.

Alexander Johnson, M. A.—Professor of Mathematics ) Centre Building, 
and Natural Philosophy. $ M'Gill College.

) East Wing, McGill 
> College.

Rev. .George Cornish, B. A.—Professor of Classical 
Literature.
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Jonathan Barber, M. R.C.8.L.—Professor of Oratory. — 64, St. Denis St. 
PlIBand LUerT’ M' Profeaaor of French Language j

T AofGffigh ’ g“i1AT'Clasaical and Se”ior English Master

Edwin Gould, B. A.—College Tutor in History and 
English Literature.

\ I 221, Dorchester 
Street.

| 168, Mountain St.
/

DlTSchMlDP™' M' A'-Mathematical Master of High j407, St. Catherine

R°TuratBo^* A“t“* and \

Jambs Duncan.—Drawing Master of High School.
Jambs Kbmp.—Junior English Master of High School.

John Andrew—Elocution Màster. **

123, Oraig Street.

—74, St. Lewis St. 
—21, Brunswick St.
) 327,Lagauchetiere 
) Street

William Kay, M. A.—Classical and Senior English Master, High School. 
John Mahtland, B. A.—Classical and Senior English Master, High School. 
John M. Riid-Junior English Master, High School.

1 )
UNIVERSITY BUILDINGS.

Original Colkge Buildings, North side of Sherbrooke Street, 

Secretary nC1Pid’ ** resldent Professors and Students, and the

2. Burnside Sail^ corner of Dorchester and University Streets • 
contains the Class-Rooms of the Faculty of Law, the C'lass-
Secretary ^ H‘gh S°hdo1 DePartment. and the Office of the

"■-tau â4tîVzi?'.æi247S.£ 
*■ f» sarssc

joint control of the Superintendent of Education and the Uni- 
versity.
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tiGENERAL ANNOUNCEMENT.

The eighth Session of this University, under its amended charter,
, will commenc| in the Autumn of 1860. The Classes in the Faculty 

of Arts will open on, the 6th of September, those to the Medical and 
Law Faculties, on the first Monday of November, those in the High 
School Department, on the 1st of September, and those in the McGill 
Normal School on the 1st of September.

The course of study in the University and the distinctions which it 
offers, may be summed up as follows :—

1. The Faculty of Law.—The lectures in this faculty comprise a 
complete course of legal study, with especial reference to the Law of 
Lower Canada, and lead to the degrees of B.C.L. and D.C.L.

2. The Faculty of Medicine embraces in its lectures and demon
strations all the necessary and important branches of a Medical edu
cation, leading to the degree of M.D.

3. The Faculty of Arts.—The undergraduate course in Arts 
offers a thorough Classical and Mathematical training, with 
adequate provision for the study of Logic, Mental and Moral Science, 
Natural Science and Modern Literature, leading to the degrees of 
B.A. and M.A. Ample provision has also been made for honour 
studies, and many facilities are offered to enable students in Law 
and Medicine to take the degree of B.A. Partial courses of study 
are provided for students not desirous of taking the whole course.

4. The Special Course of Engineering, connected with the Fa
culty of Arts, has been perfected by the experience of four Sessions, 
and offers to students of that profession the necessary scientific train
ing, and the diploma of Graduate in Civil Engineering.

6. In the High School Department, the course embraces a good 
English education in all its branches, with the French and German 
languages, and the Classical and Mathematical instruction necessary 
to enter the University.

\
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6. The McGill Normal School, affiliated to the University, 
provides the training requisite for Teachers of Elementary and Model 
Schools. Teachers trained in this school are entitled to Provincial 
diplomas.

7. St. Francis College, Richmond, is an affiliated College of the 
University ; and its matriculated students may prosecute any part of 
their course of study under the Faculty of Arts, and may be ad
mitted to examination for the degree of BA..

8. School Examinations of the University.—Under regulations 
which are appended to this Calendar, the University has appointed 
examinations for pupils of any school or academy ; on passing which, 
such pupils will be entitled to Junior or Senior School Certificates of 
the University. It is hoped that these examinations may exercise an 
important influence in encouraging good schools, in elevating the 
standard of education, and in inducing young men about to enter into 
business, to pursue a longer and more thorough course of preparatory 
study.

Details of the terms and course of study, in the several Faculties, 
in the High School Department, and in the Normal School, will be 
found under the proper heads.

The regulations of the University have been framed on the most 
liberal principles, with the view of affording to all classes of persons 
the greatest possible facilities for the attainment of mental culture 
and professional training. In its general character the University 
is Protestant, but not denominational ; and while all possible atten
tion will be given to the character and conduct of students, no inter
ference with their peculiar religious views will be sanctioned.

Arrangements have been made for receiving a number of Students 
in Arts as boarders in the College buildings, and for placing such resi
dent students under the immediate superintendence of the Rev. Pro
fessor Cornish, to whom application may be made. Board may be 
obtained in the city at from $12 to $16 per month. The Principal, 
the Deans of the several Faculties, and the Rector of the High 
School, will do all in their power to aid Students in procuring suit
able lodgings, and generally to promote their comfort and welfare 
while connected with the University.

<
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FACULTY ©F

The Principal (ex-officio.) 
Professors—Leach.

Howi.
Di Sola. 
Dawson. 
Mabkgbaf.

Professors—Smallwood.
Hamilton. 
Johnson. 
Cornish. 
Babbbb. 
Dabby.

Dean of the Faculty—Rbv. Canon Leach, LL.D.

The regular course of study in this Faculty extends over four 
sessions—one session of eight months being held in each year ; and 
under the following regulations four descriptions of Students are re
cognised : (1). Undergraduates, who must pass the matriculation 
examination and take all the courses of lectures prescribed for the 
degree of B.A. (2). Students in Special Courses (Engineering, &o.,) 
who must pass the matriculation examination and take the lectures 
prescribed for such courses. (3.) Partial Students,, not matriculated 
and taking two or more courses of lectures. (4.) Occasional Students 
taking only one course of lectures.

Fee for each Session, for Undergraduates and Special Students, 
$20. Engineering, $10 extra. Fee for Partial and Occasional Stu
dents, $5 for each course of lectures. Matriculation $4, payable only 
in the year 6Ï entrance^

§ 1. MATRICULATION AND ADMISSION.
Candidates for Matriculation as undergraduates, are required to 

present themselves to the Dean of the Faculty, on or before the 6th 
of September, that the Faculty may by examination decide on their 
fitness to enter on the prescribed course of Study ; but Candidates 
may enter at subsequent periods of the Session, if, on examination, 
found qualified to take their places in the classes at such periods.

Candidates for Matriculation will be examined in Latin Grammar ; 
Greek Grammar ; Cæsar’s Commentaries ; Sallust ; Virgil, Æneid 1st 
book ; Xenophon’s Anabasis, 1st book ; Arithmetic ; Algebra, to 
Quadratic Equations ; Euclid’s Elements, 3 books ; Writing English 
from dictation. In Classics the amount of knowledge rather than the 
particular authors studied, will be regarded.

Students who have attended Collegiate courses of study in other 
Universities for a number of terms or sessions, will be admitted, on 
the production of certificates, to a like standing in this University, 
after examination by the Faculty.

<e
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Students who may not have previously attended any Collegiate 
course of study may, nevertheless, be admitted to the standing ofso- 

' qualified1, * HtU' Cnts’ Prov*<lod that upon examination they be found

Candidates for Matriculation as students in the Special Course of 
Engineering, will be exempted from the examination in Classics, and 
will be examined as specified under the head of Civil Engineering..

Persons not desirous of entering as regular students, may, on ap
plication to the Secretary, obtain tickets as partial or occasional 
students.

§ 2. SCHOLARSHIPS AND BURSARIES.
,ii t̂e]C11cmhtarSh,i,ps have been placed by the Governors at the 
disposal of His Excellency the Governor General. These entitle the

Course of Study By command of His Excellency, threo of thet
cxtmttrsZe en2ngV2n^mPetiti0n ^ Mltrioulatton

rih.vrLPUf Tt ACh°°i or/?ademy in Lower Canada, after tating the 
degree of B. A. and a diploma as a teacher of an Academy. °

§ 3. COURSES OF STUDY.

FOB THE DEGREE OF B. A.

or Gkrman> Moral Philosophy and 
Mental Science, Mathematics, Natural Philosophy and Astro
nomy, Zoology or Chemistry. P y

>’<,Urphi,rrrC1TrS’ Frenoh or German> Rhetoric, Natural 
Philosophy and Astronomy, Mineralogy and Geology.

B
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Theological Students may talce Hebrew instead of French or 
herman.

Undergraduates in the third and fourth years, entering with consent 
« "rofessors as candidates for honors, or matriculating in the 
faculties of Law or Medicine of this University, and presenting cer
tificates of attendance therein, will be entitled to certain exemptions 
specified m the programme of Lectures.

FOE THE DIPLOMA OF GRADUATE IN CIVIL
Fint Year Drawing, Mensuration, Surveying, Mathematics of the 

second year and Experimental Physios with the ordinary 
Mathematics and Physics of the third year, English Literature, 
French or German, Chemistry.

Second Tear—Drawing, Engineering, Higher Mathematics and 
rhysics, Geology and Mineralogy, French or German.

For details of the above courses of study and for special courses of
Agriculture and Commerce, see Section 6th,

ENGINEERING.

§ 4. EXAMINATIONS, PRIZES, AND HONORS.
A preliminary examination of each class will be held at the close of 

the Christmas vacation, with classification as at the sessional examina
tion. Students who do not pass this examination will be required at 
the close of the session to submit to an extra examination on the sub
jects of the preliminary one, previous to the Sessional examination.
dietinotio SeSS'°nal exsminations l,le Faculty will award the following

1. Prizes and Certificates of Merit to those Matriculated Students 
who may have distinguished themselves in the studies of a particular 
class, and who have attended all the other classes proper to their year.

2. General Honours of first or second rank to those Matriculated 
Students who show a high degree of proficiency in all the studies 
proper to their year.

3. Special Honors of first or second rank, to those Matriculated 
Students who have successfully passed the honor examinations in any 
class in which studies for honors have been provided, ana have also 
passed creditably the ordinary examinations in all the subjects proper 
to their year.

4. The Chapman Gold Medal to the Student who in the examina
tion for the degree of B. A., shall show the greatest proficiency in the 
greatest number of the parts of study appointed for the examination 
for the said degree, with the honor subjects in at least one class.

Students who pass the sessional or degree examinations, will be ar
ranged at the close of the session according to their answering, as 1st 
class, 2d class, and unolassed : and in this, as well as the examinations 
for honors, those who are equal will be bracketed together.

r

j
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wnnî6 naS'Ci°! .th!T wh,° have graduated or taken honora or prizes,

m which their preliminary education has been received.. 
i„™îvMrLiLtW7Lm0re 8ub7to at the Besa'onal examinations will

eS» £ îSa-ssÊAtboning of the ensuing aession. For the purposes of this regulation

teïïssagt atr s - as two

§ 5. DEGREES.

"i ses srsSisRSfs™l I”'1»” "»™ » He «ZTlSK
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tPffiRttssssssrjszzïxrSffiSTSS; “• nr » vs sSFacultyUbjeCt’ to bC 8616016(1 by the oandidatef’and -approved by the

and

Candidates for the degree of Graduate in Civil Engineering will be 
examined in the subjects proper to the course of Civil Engineering in 
the same manner as the candidates for the degree of B A g’

§ 6- COURSES OF LECTURES.

ENGLISH LITERATURE.
MOLSON PROFESSORSHIP.

Professor, Rev. Canon Leach, D.O.L., LL.D.
1st Year’s Students, Monday and Friday 11 to 12, Wednesday 12 to 1

II. Grammar of the English Language-Text-books, Cromhie and Latham.
III. History of English Literature and Criticism of Literary Works-Early

M
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English Literatupe before the time of Queen Elizabeth—English Literature in 
“*e a8® of Spenser, Shakespeare, Milton, &c.,—in the age of the Restoration 
ana Revolution,—in the Eighteenth ah& Nineteenth Centuries—Text-book, 
Spalding’s History of English Literature.

The Lecturés on the above subjects will be constantly accompanied with 
exercises in the practice of composition.

LOGIC, MENTAL AND MORAL PHILOSOPHY AND RHETORIC.

Professor, Rev. Canon Leach, D.O.L., LL.D.
4th Year’s Students, Tuesday and Thursday, 10 to 11.
3rd “ Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, 11 to 12.

Monday, Wednesday and Friday,2nd 10 to 11.
Logic, (2nd Year’s Students)—History of Logic : its sphere and its advantages 

as a Practical Science—Origin and Functions of Language—Import and 
Classification of Names and Propositions—Mental Operations involved in the 
process of Reasoning—Doctrine of Syllogism—Systems of Notation, &c.— 
Application of Logic, in dealing with Fallacies, in Division and Definition, in 
Induction, Ac.

É

:
Mental Science, (3rd Year’s Students)—Mental Phenomena—Different 

Classifications of Mental Phenomena-—Unity of the Human Mind— 
Volition—Consciousness—^The Senties and Sensation—Perception—Under
standing—Reason—Instincts, Passions, Affections—Moral Sentiments— 
Reflex Sentiments—Sentiment of Beauty and Sublimity—of Religiojn.

Moral Philosophy.—Philosophy—History of Philosophy, Oriental, Greek, 
Modern—Moral Philosophy and Moral Science—Moral Systems, Systematic 
Morality, with Polity and International Law.

Rhetoric, (4th Year’s Students)—History, Sphere, Uses, &c.—Exposition and 
Classification of Rhetorical Figures—Style—Different Species of Composition 
and Rules applicable to each.

ORATORY AND ELOCUTION.

; Professor, J. Barber, M. R. 0. S. L.
2nd Year's Students, Wednesday, 11 to 12.

General Elements of Speech ; Constituents of Speech, compared with those 
of Song and Recitative. Radical and Vanishing Concrete of Dr. Rush- 
Thorough understanding of this necessary to a correction of the faults of 
Speech—Relation of Alphabetic Elements to this movement. Expressive 
Elements of Speech. Pitch and its modifications, with oral examples. Time 
of the Voice. Rythm of Speech. Force and its modifications—Abruptness- 
Quality of Voice. Emphasis, its varied and numerous forms, with oral 
examples, &c. Extempore Speaking—the means of acquiring it.

4

HISTORŸ.

The Lectures will be delivered in the ensuing Session by the Professor of 
Classical Literature.

1st and 2nd year’s Students, 11 to 12 on Tuesday.
This course will include a series of Lectures on Ancient and Modern His

tory and Chronology, with the aid of a text-book and exercises.

\
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CLASSICAL LITERATURE.

Pro/easor, Rev. G. Cornish, B. A.
4th year's Students, Monday end Friday, 11 to 12.

daily, except Saturday, 12 to 1 
" “■ 9 to 10.

2nd
1st

GEEEK.
First Year.—Xenophon.—Anabasis, Lib. I.

Homer—Lib. I. II. A m.
Greek Prose Composition. '

Second Year—Herodotus.—Lib. I.
Eubipideb.— Hecuba.
Greek Prose Composition.

Third Year.—Demosthenes.—Db Coeoba.
Sophocles.—Antisohe.
Greek Prose Composition.

Fourth Year.—Thucydides.—Lid. II.
ÆsCHÏLCS.—ProMBTHIUS VlNOIUB.

LATIN.
First Fear.—Cioebo.—Obatb. IV. in Catilinav.

Vibgil.-Æmiid, Lib. VI., ob Bucolica.
Latin Prose Composition.

Second Year.—Hobaob.—Epistolab A Ans Pobtica.
Tacitus.—Germania & Aobicola.
Latin Prose Composition.

Third Year. - Jbvbhal.—Sat. I., III., VIII. A X.
Tacitus.-Annalbs, Lib. I. 0b Horace - 
Satibab, Lib. I.
Longer Exercise in Latin Prose Composition. 

Fourth Year.—Pbbsius;—Sat. II., V. 4 VT.
Tbbbnce—Heautontimorocmbnos.

Honour Course.

Third Year, (Monday and Friday, 10 to 11.)
I. Grebe.—Sophocles.—Philootbtes.

Euripides.—Alcbstis.
Plato.—Cbito.
Æsohines—Obat. Contra Otbsiphontbm.

II. Latin.—Livr.—Lib. XXL
Cioebo.—Pbo Murbna.
Cioebo.—Db Sbnbctctb.
Tbbbnob.—Andbia,

III. —Composition in Greek and Latin Prose.

t
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B. J. Honours tn Classics, being the Honour Course for Students of the Fourth 
;year, (Monday and Wednesday, 2 P.Jtf.)

Candidates for B. A. Honours in Classics will be examined in the following 
subjects:—

I. Greek.—Æschylus.—Sbptbm contra Thbbas.
Aristophanes.—Ranae.
Aristotle.—Db Rhbtorica, Lib. I.
Thucydides.—Lib. VII. .
Pindar.—Olympia.

II. Latin.—Plautus.—Trinummus.
Terbnoe.—Adblphi.
Cicero.—Bpibt. ad Atticum, Lib. I.
Tacitus.—Historian, Lib. I.
Lucretius.—Lib. V. & VI.

III. Retranslation into Greek, and Original Composition in Latin Prose.
IV. Questions in Grammar, History and Geography.
In the work of the Class thfll attention of the Student will be directed to the 

Collateral subjects of History, Antiquities and Geography, also to the Gram
matical structure and affinities of the Greek and Latin Languages ; and to 
Prosody and Accentuation.

Candidates for Honours in Classics will be examined in all the subjects of 
each year respectively. j

:

e-

The examination for Honours of the T^ird Year, and the examination for 
B. A. Honours, in Classics, will each extend over two days, in the morning 
from 9 to 1, and in the afternoon, from 3 to 6.

Classical subjects for B. A. examination, 1861
I. Grbbk.—Thuoydidbs^Lib. II.

Æschylus.—Prombthbus Vinctus.

II. Latin.—Horace.—Satirab, Lib. I.
Tacitus.—Germania & Agricola.

III. —Composition in Greek and Latin Prose.

FRENCH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.

Professor, Pierre J. Darey, M. A.
1st Year’s Students, Monday Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday 12 to 1. 
2nd “ Monday, and Friday, 11 to 12.
Engineering Students, Tues., Wed., Thursday, at 11 ; Wednesday at 12.

The French Language being of especial importance in Lower Canada, a 
larger amount of attention is bestowed upon it than is usual in English Col
leges ; and every effort is made to train the Students to speak and write it 
with accuracy and taste.

In the first year the course
translation of Ollendorff’s Exercises, reading, and oral translation.

will embrace the Grammar of the Language,

In the second year more difficult exercises will be given in Grammar and 

French Language exclusively.

Co
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GERMAN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.

Professor, 0. F. A. Markgraf.
ls^yoaps Students, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 9 to 10 

PrÜÜÜ? ■rmA~reit_^ok8- Ollendorff's Grammar by Adler, and Adler's 
£a-dVatt, tfthe different Ten-

Fc“rv—Peit-booka. Ollendorff's Grammar by Adler and Adler's 
Literatura- To the usual Bxeretoel of the n,irions 

Ashmt SWiMd(T B,ecltatl0naLand Composition Tiva voce and in writing 
A short Series of Lectures on German Literature will be delivered and the 
German Language will be used in the work of the class ’ 4 thc

i
1

HEBREW AND ORIENTAL LITERATURE.

Professor, Rev. A. DeSola, LL.D.
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, 2 to 3.

•JnMïT W,m com.P™e lecturas on the History of the Hebrew Laneuane 
raLePtw"6 “ parllculari with a general notice of the other Orientauian- 
foom iteh ^iiPT“S an<i Peoulianties. Comparative Philology, affinity of 
translation r!“!TS du? attentio”. while the portion^ selected for
custom" histone CIplained by refcrence «0 Oriental

hr^trinM =«-
theX^urT^y’to'™ SlSrSTu7"“VthtriSc°f n^0™' P°rt™8 °f

p”a ™S| L™entatations, and Isaiah. Ancient compared with modern Hebrew 

Yeruahalmi. The 0haldee portionB of Scripture. Targnm of Onkelos and T.

'

manners,

:

/
SPANISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.

Rev. Professor DeSola.
Extra Fee for this Class $5. 

nuraued8wUh Sp,ailiah Langnage on this Continent, being generally

33Î iïïSSü?the Peni,iaular I“A—«
ÿ Velaz(i,lez and Simonné, and the Reader 

of M. Valazquez, are the teit-books employed in the Junior Class who will

SfpBpssBSsssssas
an acquaintance
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MATHEMATICS AND NATURAL PHILOSOPHY.

Professor, Alexander Johnson, M. A.

3rd and 4th year’s Students, Tuesday and Thursday, 12 to 1.
“ year's Students, Mon., Wed. and Friday, 12 to ’ 1.

2nd “ Tuesday and Thursday, 9 to 10.
Every Day except Saturday; 10 to 11.

Mathematics. (First year)—Arithmetic.—Euclid, Books 1, 2, 3, 4. 6, with 
Definitions of Book 6, (omitting propositions 27, 28, 29 of Book 6), Galbraith 
and Haughton’s Edition.—Colenso's Algebra, Part I to end of Quadratic 
Equations.—Galbraith and Haughton’s Plane Trigonometry to end of Solution 
of Plane Triangles—Nature and use of Logarithms.

Mathematics.—(Second year)—Arithmetic, Euclid, Algebra and Trigono
metry as before.—Remainder of Galbraith and Haughton’s Plane Trigonome
try.—Chief properties of Conic Sections treated Geometrically, (Drew or 
Whewell.)—Solid Geometry, (principal propositions.)

Mathematical Physics and Astronomy.—(Third year.)—Galbraith and 
Haughton’s Mechanics, Hydrostatics, Optics, and Astronomy.

Experimental Physics.—(Third, and Fourth year.)— 1. Light.—Theories.— 
Reflection.—Refraction.—Dispersion.—Interference and Diffraction.—Double 
Refraction.—Polarization)—Optical Instruments. 2. Heat.—Dilatation of 
Solids, Liquids, and Gases.—Specific and Latent Heat.—Radiation and Con
duction of Heat. 3 Electricity.—Frictional and Voltaic. 4. Magnetism.— 
Text-books.—LardnePs Hand-books.

In connection with the above, Lectures, Illustrated by Apparatus, will be 
delivered on the following subjects

Statics and Dynamics.—Properties of Matter.—Composition and Resolu
tion of Forces.—Centre of Gravity.—Mechanical Powers.—Friction.— 
Strength of Materials.—The Arch.—Laws of Motion.—Instantaneous Forces. 
—Accelerating and Retarding Forces.—Falling Bodies.—Motion on Inclined 
Planes and Curves.—Centrifugal Force.—Pendulum.—Rotation.—Collision. 
—^Projectiles.—Molecular Forces.-Theory of Machinery.

Hydrostatics and Hydrodynamics.—General properties of Fluids.—Equili
brium and pressure of liquids and of gases.—Pressure of the Atmosphere,— 
Equilibrium of floating bodies.—Specific Gravity.—Capillary Attraction.— 
Laws of Motion of Liquids.—Instruments and Machines.

Acoustics.—Theory of Undulations.—Production and'Propagation of Sound. 
—Vibration of Rods and Plates.—Vibration of Fluids.—Musical Sounds.

Astronomy, (For Engineeiing Students especially.)—Historical Sketch— 
® General acconnt of phenomena of Universe.—Astronomical Instruments.— 

Methods of finding Mean time ; setting a Transit Instrument in the Meridian ; 
and ascertaining Latitude and Longitude.

1st

!

b
f<
ti

in
Pi

i

i
E

Honor Count. I
4th Year—Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, 11 to 12.
3rd “ —Monday, Friday, 11 to 12.
2nd “ —Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 9 to 10.
1st “ —In connèction with Ordinary, 10 to 11.

Mathematics.—(First Year.)—Mulcahy’s Modern Geometry, first five chap
ters.—Wood's Algebra.—Young’s Theory of Equations.—Hind’s Plane and 
Spherical Trigonometry.

1.
witl

2.

the
3.

Life
4.

Mathematics.—(Second Year.)—Theory of Equations and Trigonometry 
continued.—Salmon's Analytic Geometry, first thirteen chapters.—Hall’s

of t)
dete

—
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NATURAL HISTORY.
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Professor, J. W. Dawson, LL.D., p. Q. g.
4th year’s Students, Monday and Friday 12 to 1.

n Tuesday and Thursday 9 to 10.
Honor Course, Wednesday 12 to 1, and othe/daya 

I. Boiurv—(Second year’s Students.)
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5. Geographical Botany, or the distribution of Plants over the Globe.
Text-Books.—Gray’s Botanical Text-Book—Grey’s Manual.
H. Zooloot and Çokfibativx Phtsioloot, (Third year’s Students.)
I. General Viewt of Mmol Life, and of the relation of the animal to 

the plant.
2. Jînimal Histology.—The elementary cell and its metamorphoses.—Mi

croscopic examination of tissues.
Functione of Animals.—With especial reference to the physiology of the 

lower animale
4. Principles of Classification.—Type or homology.—Analogy and adapta

tion.—True nature of the species, genus, and other groups in Zoology.
8. Descriptive Zoology .—The Radiata, Molluscs, Articulate and Vertebrate, 

illustrated by typical examples, and as far as possible by Canadian species. 
—Notices of Geographical distribution of animals.

6. Instructions and Illustrations in collecting and presenting specimens, 
and determining species.

Text-Books.—Synopsis by the Professor. Agassiz and Gould’s Principles. 
—Owen’s Lectures.

III. Geology and P^labcIntology.—(Fourth year’s Students.)

3.

1. Mineralogy-—Chemical and Physical characters of Minerals, including 
Crystallography : Methods of determining Minerals, with examples ; Descrip
tive Mineralogy, with especial reference to the species important in Geology 
or useful in the Arts.

2 Physical Geology.—Composition of Rocks and their structure on the small 
scale.- Origin of Kecks, aqueous,' volcanic, plutonic, metamorphic.-Arrange
ment of Rocks on the large scale ; stratification, ejevation and disturbances, 
denudation.

olottical Geology and Paleontology.—Data for determining the 
res of formations. Classification according to age. Fauna and 
e succeisive periods. Geology of British America.

4 Practical and Economical Geology.—Methods of observation and of mak- 
Applications of the science to Mining, Engineering,

3. G
relatif
Floras

ing geological surveys, 
and Agriculture.

Text-Books .—Nichol’s or Dana’s Mineralogy, and Lyell’s Elements.
IV. Practical and Honor Course,—(Students of the Fourth year and Spe

cial Students).—Students entering for honors must have passed creditably

their fitness for the studies of the class.
The course will consist of demonstrations and explanations on the following 

subjects, with such modifications as may be found necessary to suit the future 
pursuits of students.—Examination, determination, Md desonption of speci
mens.—Use of the blow-pipe and of Chemical methods in Natural History. 
Use of the Microscope in original investigation.—Preparation of Specimens 
for study and preservation.—Special studies in the Zoology, Geology.aml 
Palæontology of British America, with field work when practicable. Students 
will be required to read such of the following books as may be appointed.

reference will be furnished from the College Library.

»

—i—MWeinini.iyimi i
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CHEMISTRY.
Profoiior, W. Sutherland, M.D.

This class may be taken by Students of the third year Instead of Zoology. 
Brery Day except Saturday, 7 to 8, P.M.

'tZ°-rJanH Chem‘,lry, comprising substances found in or derived by de-
œ:7„xiB and Anim4i8; and phy8iob*i“i '

and one&^h1w““ aPMime,,a =

to

Mi-

the

ata,
lies.

ens,
AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY.

Professor Dawson.
Students of the First and Second Years—Thursday. 11 to 12.
Special Students in Agriculture—Wednesday,

ÆJî.Sïït’ÆX » £ SXïiKf £%;as weU as of Agriculture. Text-Books—Wilson and Gregory. 7
.Â' jffruur‘!tr1l. Chemistry Composition of the plant—its structures 
-Soüa^nf 1Ul pr;d“.cts- TeIturea aad composition of Soils
lmmovin»fthlm'ld2T°fuses of ‘5» exhaustion of Soils, and methods of 
rao™ZsBof n^fU^h •n0eSi"Sedfîr “amlrin8 the Soil-Composition and 
'T™ crops theirvalue as food. Text-Book-Johnston’s Lectures, 
hnnra wm °?Jr f°J .tb.e SPecial Course of Agriculture, additional
hours will be set apart for their instruction. Students should enter, If possible,
NoTOmbTI“ng °f the Seas,on' bul wiU be received until the Fust week of

ilea.

4 to 5.
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COMMERCIAL LAW.
■i°g, Professor J. J. 0. Abbott, B.O.L.

(This class is accessible to Matriculated Students in the third or fourth year.) 
Monday and Wednesday, 4 to 6.

Law^of ContactsLeC‘Ure °“ Mond,*y8 ”m be the general Principles of the 

JDNltandYns™jeCtS WlU b= A^cy- Worships, Bill,

accesrtonBth^tarek,eotenfputbUc La””6’ “ 0CCaSi<ma>8tadent8- wiU ala°ba™

Spe- 
ably 
peri- 
ater- 
>r of

fring

X—

d

A SPECIAL COURSE OP COMMERCE,

METEOROLOGY.
Professor Charles SmaUwood, M.D., LL.D

the

ada ; 
8 of
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SPECIAL COURSE OF ENGINEERING.

Extending over two Sessions and entitling to the degree of Graduate in Civil 
Engineering.—(Fee $30 per Session.)

Matriculation.—SIndents matriculating in this course will be examined in 
Arithmetic, Algebra, to Quadratics inclusive, Euclid, Books I. to IV., def. of S' il ?*• S!ane Trigonometry (especially Solution of Triangles.) Writing 
English from Dictation. If unable fully to pass this examination, they may, 
at the discretion of the Professor of Engineering, be allowed to join his class 
atthe «SoTtwo 8eS8i°n * and if found qualified, obtain the diploma m

X.ear;r:05dinary Mathematics and Physics of the Third year.—Chemistry.— 
English Literature.—French or German.

(Second Year.)—Engineering.—Drawing.—Higher Mathematics and 
Physics.—Geology and Mineralogy.—French and German.

t

CIVIL ENGINEERING.

Professor, M. J. Hamilton, O. B,

Junior Class, Monday and Wednesday, 2 P.M.
Senior “ Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 2 "
Drawing daily, during the afternoon.

FIRST YEAR.

I. Drawing.—Descriptive Geometry, Bridge Drawing, Plotting of Plans 
and Sections, sc.

n. Surveying, lye—Construction, Adjustments, and Practical Application 
of the various instruments required for Engineering operations ; Land Sur
veying, Laying Out and Parting off Land ; Surveying for Public Roads and 
Railways ; Levelling, Laying Down Curves, Half-Widths, Ao. : Measure
ments and Calculation of Earthwork, Construction and Application of Tables 
for Earthwork.

I

]

SECONP YEAR.

I. Drawing.—A more extended course,"including Perspective, Isometric 
Projection, Construction of Physical Maps, Application of Descriptive Geo
metry to Stone-cutting, 4c.

II. Engineering.—Excavation and Embankment, Quarrying and Blasting, 
Tunnelling, Construction of Public Roads ; Construction of Railways, in
cluding Gradients, Permanent Way, Rail Laying, Practice of draining, Theory 
of the Arch, Stability of Structures, Nature and Mode of Application of Ma
terials in Construction, Strength of Materials, Preparation of Mortars and 
Cements, Foundations, Piling, Coffer Dams, Retaining Walls; Bridge Build
ing in Stone, Brick, Iron and Wood ; Construction and use of Stationary 
and Locomotive Engines ; Efficiency of Labour, Preparation of Specifications 
and Estimates. When practicable, the classes of both years will go ont with 
the Professor for field-work on Saturdays, at 6 A. M.

5

3
I

\ 5
6

t<
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FÆtCyiTY ©F MEDICINE.S*
I
&
3* The Principal (ex-officio.) 

Professors,—Holmib.
Campbell. 
Hall. 
Fraber. 
Sutherland. 
Scott. 
Wright. 
Howard. 
M'Callum

Cbaik.

m
m
Sr '

3
>■3

Sr
Demonstrator and 
Curator of Museum*
Dean of the Faculty,—A. F. Holhis, M.D., LL.D

as.Sïffiî?' ■- Æ »■
tmn^e,m!i™lty °f •Medicine are >“ppy to be able to report the eon- 
2"^ ™.dvncr<;a8mg succesa of their School during the last Session 
r^d8 The a>rg-r.-tten22Vf atudenta than has ever before oc- 
Etor nf tt,„ T7rlP ,<r (whlch aJe annual) in the Matriculation 
222 1 *, faculty amounted to 108. The number ofGra- 
duates is also largely above the average of former years. The decree
ftbn°2 and,8u„rge[y was «enured at the last Convo-

- 2° v^ *° ®rec,t two new and spacious Lecture-Booms and to 

S.* thorough knowledge of their profession"-!^ evidence of
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COURSE OF STUDY.

The number of Professors in the Faculty is Nine ; the number of 
Classes Ten ; two of the classes (often conjoined in European Schools) 
being held by one Professor. '
., AÎ!at°mJ' (Prof. Scott)—The fresh subject is chiefly employed in 
the illustration oi the Lectures in this branch, aided however by dried 
preparations wax models, plates full size of life, &o. The Dissecting 
Room is under the direction of the Professor, aided hy the Demon- 
etrator of Anatomy. It is open from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m., being lighted 
with gas. All the usual conveniences are supplied^ and the Demon
strator will be m attendance to assist the pupils in their operations.

2. Chemistry.—(Prof. Sutherland.)—Inorganic Chemistry is 
fully treated ; and a arge portion of the course is devoted to Organic 
Chemistry and its relations to Physiology. The branches of Physics 
bearing upon or connected with Chemistry, also engage the attention 
ot the clsss. For experimental illustration abundant apparatus is 
possessed by the Professor, among which may be enumerated a power
ful Air Pump—Oxy-Hydrogen Microscope—Polariscope—Extensive 
trL°f&cryStall08raph,4al models~"Blectrical and Galvanic app

3. Materia Medioa.—(Prof. Wright,)-This course is Ulus- 
trated by a Cabinet of Pharmacological objects; by Plates of Medi- 
cmal Plants, (Roque, Stephenson & Churchill)—by an Herbarium, 
and by the Microscope (Nachét) and Polariscope for examining 
Crystals.—-Analytical experiments for detecting Adulterations &c 
are also shown.—Dietetics [and Therapeutics are included in the

ara-

course.
4. Institutes

are coüSllilli
5. Practice or Medicine—(Prof. Holmes.)—The extensive 

series of plates contained in the Library, (Lebert’s great recent 
work, Cruveilhier, Carswell, Hope, Alibert, Willis, Bateman, &c„ 
diseased t emP °ye(^ > a^so forbid Preparations and models of

6. Surgery.—(Prof. Campbell.)—Divided into Principles and 
Practice ; including Surgical Anatomy and Operative Surgery, exhi
bited on the subject—Quain’s large plates, Maclise, Dalmnple &o — 
the various surgical instruments and apparatus exhibited, and their 
uses and application explained and practically illustrated.
■ /' AlmwirBRY—(Prof. Hall.)—Including diseases of females and 
infants, illustrated by a series of Drawings on a large scale ; by humid 
preparations : by models in wax ; and by the juse of the artificial Pelvis.

8. Medical Jurisprudence—(Prof. Howard.)—Includes Toxi-

(
!
i
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Mr. L. J. A. McMillan, Rigaud.

Napoleon LeOlaib, N. Lancaster.
Arthur Lyon, Richmond. .
Francis W. Campbell, Montreal.
Arthur 0. Poussette, Sarnia.
Louis Duhamel, Ottawa.
F. X. Thyfault, Napierville.
Fred. D. Sutherland, Montreal.
Alex. McLean, Prince Ed. Island.
Fred. J. Austin, Montreal.
D. MoGillivray, Lochiel. x
Wm. E. Bowman, Montreal.

The number of Graduates this year has exceeded by one that of 
last year, which was considerably greater than the largest number of 
any former year. At the recent Convocation, held May 4th, 23 
Gentlemen received the degree of M.D.

The following list contains the names of the Graduates and of their 
Inaugural. Dissertations or Theses 

John W. Pickup, Montreal,
David Woods, do
Henry Warren, Whitby,
Robert W. Burnham, , Port Hope,
George Lloyd MoKelcan, Hamilton,
Henri A. Mignault, St. Denis,
Arthur 0. Poussette Sarnia,
Louis G. Turgbon, Terrebonne,
Charles H. Donnelly, Hamilton,
Wm. P. 0. Whit well, Philipsburg,
Alex. Ault, Aults ville,
Adolphe Robillard, Ottawa.
John Erskinb, Dunham,
Gustave Chevalier, Sorel,
Alexander McLean, Prince E. Island, Erysipelas.
Edwin A. Hulbert, Prescott,
William E. Bowman, Montreal,
Louis Robitaille, Varennes,
Louis J. A. McMillan, Rigaud,
Israel W. Powell, Port Dover,
Francis W. Campbell, Montreal,
Henry Thos. Tait, Melbourne,
Louis Duhamel, Ottawa,

Mr. John JBrskinb, Dunham.
“ Ls. T. Turgbon, Terrebonne.
“ W. P. 0. Whitwbll, Philipsburgh 
“ Jos. M. Drake, Montreal.
“ D. McGregor, Glengarry.
“ Edwin Brousb, Matilda.
“ David Philip, Vankleek Hill.
“ 'Jambs Gun, Palermo, 0. W.
“ Peter McLaren, Drummond.
“ Henry Usbhbr, Quebec.
“ Jos. Godin, Montreal.

Saturnine Poisoning. 
Sanitary Science. . 
Emphysema Pulmonum. 
Bright’s Disease. 
Pneumonia.
On Life and Vital Force. 
Opium.
Phthisis Pulmonalis. 
Abortion.
Authygiansis.
Tetanus.
Puerperal Fever.
Bibirina.
Abortion.

Tetanus.
Haematuria.
Croup.
Pleurisy.
Interm. Fever of U. C. 
Smallpox.
Vesico-Vaginal Fistula. 
Apoplexy.

PRIZES.
The three Prizes granted by the Governors werè awarded as fol

lows :—
For the best Thesis the Prize was given to Mr. John W. Pickup, of Mon

treal, for his Essay on Saturnine Poisoning.
For the best Examination on the Primary Branches, the Prize was divided 

between Mr. Jos. M. Drake, and Mr. F^bd. D. Sutherland, both of Montreal.
For the best Examination on the Final Branches, the Prize was adjudged 

to Mr. Henry Warren, of Whitby, 0. W., who last year carried off the Prize 
for the Primary Branches.

The Professor’s Prize in Materia Medica was awarded to Mr. Mills Church, 
of Mirickville, 0. W. ’

The two Priz
Henry Warren, of Whitby, and Robt. W. Burnham, of Port Hope.

The two Prizes in the Class of Clinical Surgery were adjudged to the same 
two Gentlemen.

es in the Class of Clinical Medicine were awarded to Messrs.

:::
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S EXTRACTS FROM THE REGULATIONS OF THE 
FACULTY.

Chap. I.

iburgh

Relative to the Coureee of Lectvree, Feee, ÿc.grmmssmss11.
r.
d.

iat of 
ber of 
th, 23

2nd. Each Lecture shall be of one hour’s duration

' their caMed fLR?L1otimenameS °f ‘he St"dentS attendin8 ”«h ="™ *a“ »e

5th. All tickets which have not a Certificate of attendance attached shall

a-
Ten ShilUngs deaohh°Se °f 01mrcal Medicine «nd Clinical Surgery, One Pound

anTciaf9nsi™nt.nt’ ^r.h,aTinKP»M thefees, and attended two courses of 
any class, shall be entitled to a perpetual ticket for that class.

»u the classes, except those of Clinical Medicine, Clinical 
ClXLf ‘Sr VF^/ence, shall be of six months’duration ; the
tiÎT.nrf tliï ef MMHd‘°!nT a"d of,Clltucal Surgery of three months’ dura- 
wht’h rlt ï °f Medical Jurisprudence, either of three months’ duration, in 
which case Five Lectures a week shall be given, or of stomonths’ duration, in 
which case only Three Lectures a week shall be required.

,aha11 oouiuience on the first Monday in November, and
wUMhe exception of a vacation at Christmas, shall continue to the end of

Cth.

irce.

Chap. II.
Of the Qualifications and Studies of Students and Candidates for the Medical 

Degree.

la.
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4th. Candidates for the final Examination shall furnish Testimonials of at

tendance on the following branches of Medical Education, viz :

Anatomy,
Chemistry,
Theory and practice of Medicine,
Principles and Practice of Surgery,
Midwifery and Diseases of Women and Children,
Materia Medica and Pharmacy.
Clinical Medicine,
Clinical Surgery,
Practical Anatomy,
Institutes of Medicine,

Medical Jurisprudence,

Of which two Courses 
will be required.

Of which one Course 
will be required.

Provided, however, that Testimonials equivalent to, though not precisely 
the same as those above stated, may be presented and accepted.

5th. The Candidate must also give proof by ticket of having attended dur
ing twelve months the Practice of the Montreal General Hospital, or that of 
some other Hospital approved of by this University.

6th. Moreover, no one shall be permitted to become a Candidate for exami
nation who shall not have attended at least one Session of this University, 
and during that Session at least four six months’ classes, or three six months' 
and two three months’ classes.

\

7th. Every Candidate shall, previous, to the Medical Examination, give 
proof of competent Classical attainments, either by examination or otherwise.

8th. Every Candidate for the Degree must, on or before the first day of 
March, present to the Dean of the Medical Faculty testimonials of his qualifi
cations, entitling him to an examination, and also a Thesis or inaugural dis- 
sertation, written by himself, on some subject connected with Medical or Sur
gical Science, either in the Latin, English, or French Language. He must at 
the same time deliver to the Secretary of the Faculty the following Certifi-

(
1

I

Montreal—— 18—.
^ L^he undersigned, being desirous of obtaining the Degree of Doctor of

twenty-one years, (or, if the case be otherwise, that I shall have attained?the 
age of twenty-one years before the next graduation day,) and that Jt am not, 
(or shall not be at the time) under articles as a pupil or apprentice to anv 
Physician, Surgeon or Apothecary.

a
p

M
(Signed,)

9th. The trials to be undergone by the Candidate shall be :
A. B.

M
1st. An examination into his Classical attainments as a preliminary to the 

Medical Examinations.
N. B.—Students are recommended to undergo this Examination when they 

first begin their attendance at the College.

2nd. The private examination of his Thesis as evidence both of Medical and 
General acquirement, followed (if approved) by its public defence. And

3rd. A general examination on all the branches of Medical and Surgical 
Science.

M

N. B.—This examination will be divided into Primary and Final, the for
me* comprehending the branches of Anatomy, Chemistry, Materia Medica, 
and Institutes of Medicine ; the latter, those of Practice of Medicine, Surgery,

nee.

F’
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The Principal (ex officio.) 
Professors.—Bàdglby.

Abbott.
Tobbanob
Lafbbnaye.
Lailaiûh,

Dean of the Faculty,—J. J. O. Abbott, Esq., B.G.L.
1

The several courses of lectures in the Faculty of Law, comprise 
every branch of Legal Study.

The Educational offibers of this Faculty have felt that the Law of 
Lower Canada, though in many of its details purely local, retains, as 
its leading characteristics, the noble and imposing features of the civil 
law, and that the principles established in the Roman jurisprudence, 
still form the groundwork of many of its departments. The lectures, 
therefore, though prepared with especial reference to the law of Lower 
Canada, have been as far as consistent with their primary object, 
divested of any purely sectional character, and are made to inculcate 
such comprehensive principles, as form, to a great extent, the basis of 
every system of jurisprudence.

It is considered that this system will afford to students of the laws 
of Lower Canada, a better foundation for their subsequent studies, and 
tend to give them a more extended and comprehensive grasp of legal 
subjects, than a course of instruction conducted solely with reference 
to local law ; while it is hoped, in view of the increased importance 
which the study of the civil law is everywhere assuming, that the ad
vantages offered, and the mode of education adopted by this Faculty, 
will open to it an extensive field of usefulness.

The complete course of study in this Faculty extends over three 
years, but may be shortened to two years, when the student matricu
lates in the third year of his indentures.

The following are the subjects comprised in the complete course of 
three years :—

i|

(

<

TO STUDENTS OP THE FIRST YEAR.
On Public and Constitutional law.

Professor Badgliv.
On obligations, and on the general principles of the law of Contracts.

Professor Abbott,

-v:' '
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- Professor Tobbancb.
0n CanJda™ Bnd Hi8t0ry of the Laws of France, of England, and of Lower

Professor Latoenayk.
On the Law of Real Estate and Customary Law. 

Minority.
Tutors and Curators.
Husband and Wife.
Fiefs.
Servitudes.

Professor Laflamme.

TO STUDENTS OP THE SECOND YEAR,

On Public and Constitutional Law.
Professor Badqlby.

6n Commercial Contracts.
Agency. 
Bailments. 
Partnerships 
Bills and Notes. 
Insurance.

mprise

Law of 
ins, as 
le civil 
idence, 
îtures, 
Lower 
object, 
nilcate 
lasis of

Professor Abbott.
On the Civil Law.

Property in Action jus ad rem, or Obligations.—Actions-Public 
Judgments.

Professor Tobbancb.
On Legal Bibliography.

The Bibliography of English Law ;
of French Law ; and 
of Canadian Law.

%

Professor Lafrenayb.e laws 
?s, and 
E* legal 
erence 
rtance 
;he ad- 
iculty,

On the Law of Real Estate and Customary Law. 
Successions:
Donations and Wills.
Contracts «f Marriage. 
Community of Property.

Professor Laflamme.

TO STUDENTS OP THE THIRD YEAR.

On Criminal Law.three
atriou- Professor Badqlby.

On Commercial Contracts.
Shipping, and Merchant Seamen. 
Sale.
Pleading.
Practice.

irse of

Professor Abbott.
On International Law. 

Conflict of Laws. 
Corporations. 
Evidence.

Y.

'T. Professor Tobbancb.
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On Leases.
Deposits.
Sequestrations.
Pledges.
Suretyships.
Compositions.
Imprisonments.

Professor Lafrsnayk.
On the Law of Real Estate and Customary Law. 

Dower.
Privileges and Hypotheques. 
Prescriptions.
Judicial Sales.

Professor Laflammi.

Students who avail themselves of the privilege of attending two 
years only, will, nevertheless, be required to pass an examination in 
the subjects Comprised in the three years’ course.

Occasional Students will be received without matriculation, for at
tendance on any particular series of Lectures ; and Students in the 
Faculty of Arts will be permitted to attend any of the courses, on 
such terms and conditions as may be fixed by that faculty. i

]

----------ugs, payable only by Students who
have ot previously matriculated in any other faculty. The annual 
fee for the full course of Lectures is fixed for the present at three 
pounds ten shillings ; for attendance on any one series of Lectures, 
one pound five shillings per annum, and the fee on graduation, in
cluding diploma, is one pound five shillings.

]
]

1

tStudents who have completed their course of three years,—or of two 
years, if they have commenced in the third-year of their indentures,— 
and have passed a satisfactory examination, will be entitled, upon the 
certificate and recommendation of the Law Faculty, to the Degree of 
Bachelor of Civil Law.

]

]

Applications for admission may be made to the Dean of the Faculty 
or to the Secretary of the College.
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STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY.
Seaaion 1859-60. ?

FACULTY OF LAW.

La Ooste, Alexis,
Leach, David S.,
Liston, James P.,
Nagle, SarsfieldE.,
M‘Gee, T. D'Ar$>
Mireault, Gilbert “
McKenzie, Frederick, “
Ouimet, Adolphe, «
t Perkins, John A., Junior, “
Paré, Louis T„ St. Athanase. 
Pominville, Louis, Montreal. 
Pagnuelo, Simeon, “
Plimsoll, Reginald J., «
Rochon, Charles A., St. Martin. 
Richard, Louis Gedeon, L. Industrie. 
Russell, Robert, Montreal, 
t Sexton, James P., 11
Tait, Melbourne, “
Trudeau, George, 11
Trudel, Anselme, St. Prosper, 
t Walsh, Thomas Joseph.
Wilkes, Thomas H.,

Ascher, Isidore, Montreal. 
Armstrong, Louis, “
Aylen, John, Aylmer.
Bethune, Robert A., Montreal. 
Bullock, William E., Georgeville. 
f Carden, Henry, St. Cesaire. 
Golovin, Mathew F., Montreal, 
uowan, Robert 0., «
Curran, John J., «
De La Bruere, Boucher, “
Doutre, Gonsalve, “
Dougall, Duncan, Windsor. 
DeSaulniers, Alexis L., Riv. de Loup, 
f Dunlop, John, Edinburgh 
Driscoll, Netterville, Montresl. 
Desrocher, Jean Baptiste, L. Industrie. 
Fontaine, Adolphe, Montreal. 
Fontaine, Urgel, « 
tGirouard, Désiré, St. Timothee.
l«»JtJ-K-'MOntreaL

Kirby, James, 
t Lanctot, Mederic,

Montreal.
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it three 
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Montreal.

t B. 0. L., 1860.

FACULTY OF MEDICINE.
De Saulniers, Antoine, Kiviere 

du Loup,
Devins, Richard J., Montreal, « 
Duncan, George, Montreal, «
fErskine, John, Dunham, “
Ferguson, Jas., Vankleek Hill, C.W. 
Fulton, James H., Winchester, “ 
Ferguson, Alex. A., Cornwall, « 
Fraser, George 8., Montreal, ' O.E. 
Fulford, Francis D., Montreal, “ 
Gibson, Edward B., Ottawa,
Godin, Joseph, Montreal,
Golds tone, Ed. A., Coburg, C.W. 
Graham, Henry, Ottawa, » 
Gun, James, Palermo, «
Gordon, William W., Bathurst, “ 
Gustin, William 0., London, u 
Grant, Donald J., Williams town/' 
Howey, William, Oxford, « 
Hamilton, Rufus F., Clar’ceville.C.E.
Hafkness, John, Matilda, -----
Hughes, John, Toronto, 

fHulbert, Edwin A., Prescott, u 
Hall, James B., Montreal, O.E. 
Lafontaine, Louis, Ohambly «
Labelle, Jules, 8t. Rose, ' «
Lyon, Arthur, Richmond,

E

fAult, Alexander, Aultsville, 
Adams, Henry, Whitby,
Aylen, James, Aylmer,
Alcock, Joseph, Beckwith. “ 
Austin, Frederick J., Montreal. “ 
Boyd, John, Huntingdon, ’ « 
Brown, Peter Eli, Lake of Two 

Mountains,
Brouse, Edwin, Matilda,
Beatty, Daniel, Aylmer,
Bucke, Maurice Richd, Sarnia, C.W. 
Battersby, Charles, Toronto, «

fBowman, William E., Montreal, O.E. 
Brathwaite, Francis H., Barrie, C.W. 

fBurnham, Robt. W., Port Hope, « 
Burland, John G.. Montreal, 
Campbell, Donald P., Bread 

fChevalier, Gustave, Sorel,
Church, Charles H., Aylmer, «
Church, MiUs K., MirickviUe, C.W. 
Case, William H., Hamilton, “
Uhesley, George A„ Cornwall, «

DeBonold, Guillaume S., Berthier,”
touted, °>-
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fRobillard, Adolphe, Ottawa, O.W 
Russell, James T., Brantford, ** 
Read, Herbert H., Minudie, 
Robertson, Charles, Quebec,
Reed, Perry H., Sutton,
Richard, Marcel, St. Jaques, 

fRobitaille, Louis, Varennes, *[_
Ross, Thomas, Lancaster,
Squire, William W., Montreal, C.E 
Senkler, Albert E., Brockville, O.W 
Sutherland, Fred. D., Montreal, C.E 
Sproul, John E., Kingston, C.W
Stafford, Wm. A., Montreal, C.E. 
Strobridge, Jas. G., Brantford, C.W. 
Sinclair, Archibald, Kenyon, "
Therien, Honore, St. David, 

fTurgeon, Louis G., Terrebonne,C.E. 
Trenholme, E. H., Trenholm ville, “ 
Tomkins, John, Dunham, “

Lavoix, Francis A., Montreal, C.E. 
j LeClair, Napol’n, N. Lancaster, C.W. 

Malcolm, John R., Oakland, C.W. 
Màllock, Edward C., Ottawa, “
McIntosh, Robert, Newcastle, “
McGlashan, Andrew, Toronto, “ 
Marston, John J., L’Orignal, “ 
McGillivray, Donald, Lochiel, “ 
Morrison, Wm. S., Waddington, N.Y. 
Morache, Adol. L., St. Jacques, C.E. 
Marion, Alfred N., Contrecoeur, “ 
McGregor, Duncan, Glengarry, O.W. 
Mirick, Edgar H., Mirickville, “ 

fMignault, Henri A., St. Denis, C.E. 
tMcLean, Alexander, Prince Ed. Is. 
McLaren, Peter, Drummond, C.W. 
McDonald, Angus, Vankleek Hill,“ 
fMcKelcan, George L., Hamilton, “ 
Mason, James L., St. Ann's, C.E.
Morris, William, Brockville, O.W.

fMcMillan, Louis J. A., Rigaud, C.E. 
McDonald, William, Montreal, “ 
Philip, David, Vankleek Hill, “ 
t Poussette, Arthur C., Sarnia, C.W. 
fPickup, John W., Montreal, C.E. 
Prentiss, George W., Aylmer, C.E. 
fPowell, Israel W., Port Dover, C.W. 
Powers, George W., Sutton, C.E.

1N.S.
JC.E.
ï
I
I
IC.W
T
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p:

Theriault, F. D., Beauharnois, “
fTait, Henry T., Melbourne, “
Uniacke, Crofton J., Halifax, N.S. 
Ussher, Henry, Quebec, O.E.
t Warren, Henry, Whitby, O.W.
Wood, George, Frost Village, O.E. 

fWoods, David, Montreal, “
Walton, Thomas C., Toronto, O.W. 

fWhitwell, W.P. 0., Philipsburg,O.E.

Di

Di

J a

f M. D., 1860.

FACULTY OF ARTS.
1. Undergraduates. De

Babin, Jeremie, St. Johns.
Babin, Hoseé,
Bell, J., L’Orignal.
Boyd, J., Huntingdon, 

t Bullock, W. E., Georgeville.
Burton, John, Brockville.
Clowe, John D., Richmond. 
Cushing, Lemuel, Chatham. 
Davidson, Chas. P., Poteau Landing.

Hall, W., Montreal.
Jones, R. A. A., St. Johns. 
Lyman, Frederick, Montreal. 
McCord, David, “ 
McDougall, A. M., Three Rivers. 
McPherson, Murdoch, Pictou, N.S. 
Ouellet, Charles, Quebec. 
O’Connor, Daniel, Montreal.

Rej

Sit

Dei
Patton, Thos., Prescott.
Plimsoll, Arthur H., Montreal. 
Ramsay, Robert A., “

I Rogers, Fitzgerald, “
; Ross, George, “

Shanks, W. H., Quebec 
Trenholme, N. W., Trenholm ville. 
Wicksted, R. J., Quebec, 

f Walker, T., Clinton, C. W. 
Wright, W. Mc K., Hull.
Walkem, Richard T. M., Montreal.

t Dougall, D, Windsor, C. W. 
f Dougall, 3. R., Montreal.

De Witt, 0. S., “

Fre

JanDrummond, E., “
Ferguson, J. 8., “
Fortin, Alfred, Christieville, 
Fortin, Octave, “
Gore, Frederick, Simcoe. 
Grant, William Brompton. 
Greene, Lonsdale. Montreal. 
Greene, Joseph, Huntingdon.

Dee

Reg

Jan
2. In Special Course of Engineering.

I Reid, John E., Bowmanville 
1 § Savage, J., Montreal. 

Sinclair, M., Ottawa 
Smyth, W., Montreal.

§ Walker, T., Clinton, 0. W.

Bell, R., L'Orignal 
Doupe, J., Camden.

§ Frost, G. H., Smith’s Falls. 
,§ Kirby, 0. H., Montreal 

Murray, J. Montreal 
§ Ross, A.. do.

Des

Dav

’t B. A., 1860. § Graduate in Civil Engineering, 1860. Jam
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3. Partial Students.
Blackwell, Charles 
Day, E. T..
Edwards, J.,
Bsdaile, J,
Forbes, James 
Leaob, D. 8.
The above 

were 34.

PRIZES, HONORS, AND STANDING, OBTAINED BY 
STUDENTS, SESSION 1859-60.

FACULTY OF LAW.
HANKING OP STUDENTS AS TO

Désiré Girouard, 1st Prize ; Job?Dunlop, 2nd Prize ;

2nd Year.
Prize8-1”6111 J‘ Plimso11» eq > l8t Prize ! Frederick McKenzie, 

Kirbprize.A'’ l8‘ PrfZe 1 Jolm P- KellJ. Samuel Pagnuelo, eq. 2nd

STANDING IN THE SEVERAL CLASSES.

Prof. Laflamme.
Désiré Girouard, 1st ; John Dunlopf“nomas j08eph Walsh, eq. 2nd.

Reginald J. Pimeoll, David 8. Whfeq'lst; Frederick Mackenzie 2nd.

Simeon Pagnuelo, 1st, John P.Mty,“james Kirby, B. A, eq. 2nd.

Prof. Lafrenaye.
Désiré Girouard, T. J. Walsh, eq1s?“ John Adams Perkins,

Frederick Mackenzie, 1st ; Regintid^Plimsoll 2nd.

James Kirby, B. A., John P. Kelly, eq. 1st ; Simeon Pagnuelo, 2nd.

Prof. Torrance.
Désiré Girouard, 1st; John DunlopfTnd.

Reginald J. Plimsoll, 1st; Frederick^âckenzie,

James Kirby, B. A., 1st ; John GK Houghton,

Prof. Abbott.
Désiré Girouard, 1st; John Dunlop, inch'

David S. Leach, 1st; Reginald J^PUmsoll,

James Kirby, B. A., 1st ; John'o. k! Houghton

N.S. Fessenden, Elisha J., 
Matheson, James 
Russell, Robert 
Wainwright, George H. R. 
White, Joseph

C.E.

C.W
C.E are exclusive of Occasional Students in Arts, of whom there

O.W
C.E

C.W
C.E.

O.W.

i,C.E.
s,“

GENERAL PROFICIENCY.

N.S.
O.E. David S.- Leach

O.W.
2ndC.E.

James
O.W.r,o.K.

•8.
NT.S-.

2nd.

ille.

2nd.•eal.

2nd.

2nd.

, 2nd.
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FACULTY OF MEDICINE.
PRIZES,

Hinbt Warren, (Whitby,) For best final examination.
Fred. a'scTiiEB..and, | -Best Primary.

J. W. Pickup,—Fur best Inaugural Dissertation.
Mills Church,— Essay on Tobacco—Prize in Materia Medica.
H. Warren,—For best reports of six cases, Prize in Clinical Medicine. 
Robert W. Burnham,—For best reported (single) cas'e.
Bobbrt W. Burnham,—Fbr best reports of six cases, Prize in Clinical 

Surgery.
H. Warren,—-Prize for best written answers on oases treated in Clinical 

wards.
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FINAL EXAMINATIONS.

Wm. E. Bowman, John W. Pickup, Robert W. Burnham, Alex. Ault, Louis 
G. Turgeon, Arthur 0. Poussette, Charles H. Donnelly, George L. McKelcan. 
W. P. 0. Whitwell, Henri A. Mignault, L. J. A. McMillan, David Woods. 
Alexander McLean, John Erskine, Francis W. Campbell, Henry Thomas Tait 
Louis Duhamel, Adolphe Robillard, Edwin A. Hulbert, Gustave Chevalier’ 
Israel W. Powell, Louis Robitaille, Henry Warren, John Rolph Malcolm, Her
bert H. Read, Charles Bajtersby.
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FACULTY OF ARTS.

HONORS AND PRIZES.

Graduating Class.
Bullock.—Chapman Medalist, 1st rank Honors in Classics, Prize in Hebrew 

Prize in French.

Ord

Thi:
Students of the Third Year.

Greene.—Second Prize in Moral Philosophy, First rank Honors, and Prize in 
Greek and Latin, Second Prize in German, Prize in Botany 
Prize in Hebrew. 1

Wright.—First Prize in Moral Philosophy.
Squire.—Prize in Botany.

Sect

Firs

Students of the Second Year.
Ross.—First rank Honors and First Prize in Mathematics, Prize in French. 

(High School, Montreal.)
Ramsay.—First rank Honors and Second Prize in Mathematics, Prize in Latin. 

(High School, Montreal.)
Hosias Babin.—Prize in Greek, Second rank Honors in Mathematics. (Bishop’s 

College Lennoxville.)
Squibb.—Prize in Zoology. (Queen’s College, Kingston.)
Drummond.—Second Prize in Mathematics, Prize in Zoology. (High School, 

Montreal.)
McDougall.—Prize in Logic. (Rev. J. Thom, Three Rivers.)
Octave Fortin.—Prize in French. (Bishop’s College Lennoxville.)

First Year.
Trbnholmb.—First General Honors, First rank Honors in Mathematics, Second 

Prize in English Literature, First Prize in Classics, Prize in 
History. (St. Francis College, Richmond.)

Walkbm.—First General Honors, First Prize in English Literature. First rank 
Honors and Second Prize in Mathematics, Prize in Classics, 
and Prize in Chemistry* (High School Montreal.)

Davidson.—First General Honors. (Victoria College, Coburg.)
Burton.-First rank Honors in Mathematics, Prize Poem and Prize Essay.

Ordi

Thir
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First

Ordii
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STUDENTS IN THE FACULTY OP ARTS WHO HAY1 PASSED THE DEGREE AND BES8IONAI 
EXAM1HATION8.—SESSION Of 1669—60.

LOfllO, MENTAL AND MORAL PHILOSOPHY AND RHETORIC

Ordinary B. A. Examination—Class 1st : Bullock. Class 2d ■ D Donir.il 
J. it. Dougail. ' 8

Fourth Year (Rhetorlc)-01ass let: Bullock. Class 2d: J.Dougail, Walker,

™r"

First Year (English Language and Literature)—-Class 1st: Walkem riet prise) Trenholme (2d prize), Davidso^ Shank* Burton ôSs 
Olowe (1st prize), Gushing (2d prize), R.Bell, O’Connor!

GREBE.
Ordinary B. ^B—ion-Clas, lst:M,nck. Class 24: D. Donga,,. 

Third Year (prize). Class 2d : Fergusson, DeWitt, Gore.

Second Year-Class 1st: Babin (prize), Fortin, Ramsay. Class 2d

Ordinary B.A. Examination—Class 1st : Bullock. Class 2d • R nm,„
„L. J „ Unclassed : D. Dougail, Walker. ' Dou«
Third Year—Class 1st : Green (prize), Wright. Class 2d : rguson,

Witt, Gore. Unclassed : None. * }
becond Year—Glass 1st: Ramsay (prize), Fortin, Ross, Jones Rabin V,

Esdaüe!' °laSB “ : DrHmm<md. Day’ uïctsfd

2d:

: Jones,

Dc-

CLA,s,os-B.rronodrs^-RZ7acr’Babi'1' ün0llSMd ’ ^tin.' 
Third Year—Honors—First Rank, Green.

HISTORY.
First and !..Roffi

n.a- o . „ mathematics and natural philosophy.
Ordinary B.A. Examination—First Olass : 1. William Bullock 2 Thom..

Redpath Douga*h ^ :

Unclassed :

37

Cushing—Second General Honors, Prize in German, Second Prize in Bn-
R0G.RS.-SeShGLe“ntrd ClM8' (ReT'J'Bn“6- “?•>

Jerehie BARiN—Second rank Honors in Mathematics. (Sabrevois Mission.) 
CLOWE-Firs^Pr™ in.Englhih)Literature Second Class. (St. Francis

Graduating Class in Engineering 
igineering and Drawing, 
k Honors in Geology and Prize.

A. Ross.—Second rank Honors in Geology.

Frost.—Prize in En 
R. Bill.—First ran

nical
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SS3F“- "nolM,ed: 0ctoT« Fortin, McCord, PaZ, 

First Year—First Class : 1 Davidson 2. Trenholme, 3. Walkem (pris.), 4.
§j£ 26: brS; 36'abke7'Babin' ? 1

Tltird Year—Honors—None.
“ '•^SKEfSsite ’■ —»■

Be

Rf
H<
m

Unclassed: Clowe, Greene, He

Be

Be

Sit

HAItnUI SCIXHC1S.

r inary . . and Engineering Examinations—(Geology)—Class 1st : Beil
W:

Ro
*E
Jol

Jot
Fr<First yesr-(Ch,mlstry)-01ass 1st: Walkem (prise.) Class 2nd: Wick- 

UnciaMe^nS,"6”®^36 ’ ?ogers' D«ldlon, Shanks, Fortin. Pit

Wi
•Li
RoFRENCH.

Ordinary B. ^“atio^-C,^,iat^ Boliock (prise), J. B. Dongall. 

Third Y“r-0^‘^™F^o|pls.^DeW^H«iae Babin, Alfred

Wi

Tei
Sai
Ch

*T1
*T1
Da
Loi
Ch
*JaGERMAN.

Senior Division—Class 1st : Green (2nd prise), Rogers. Class 2nd : Drum-

Junior Division-Class 1st : Cushing (1st prise) ; Trenholme. Class 2nd 
Shanks. Unclassed; O’Connor, PlimsoII, Rnseeil.

HEBREW.

t < »v i i Bullock (prize), J. R. Dongall.
Jnnior Divislon-Olas. 1st : J. Greene (prise), Barton. Class 2nd : Grant,

engineering.

Senior "^V^age, Frost (prise). Ohm,2nd: Bos,,

Junior Year—Sinclair, Reid.
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l, 5. Ro- 
i Doupe,

Patton,

prit»), 4. 
ass : 1. 
Greene,

GRADUATES OF THE UNIVERSITY.
DOCTORS OF DIVINITY.

Rev. John Bethune, (id eundem) 1843 | Rev. Daniel Falloon,.... (Hon.) 1844 

DOCTORS OP LAWS AND OP CIVIL LAW. ,
Rev. Francis Lundy,(D.O.L.hon.) 1843 
Hon. Wm. Badgley, (D.O.L.hon.)1843 
*Hon. J. R. Vallieres De St. Real,

(D.O.L. Hon.)
Rev. Wm. T. Leach,(D.C.L.Hon.)1849 

(LL.D. Hon. 1867.)
Rev. William A. Adamson,

(D.O.L. Hon.)............*........... ;
Rev. Benjamin Davies, Ph.D.

(LL.D. Ron.)............................
Sir William E. Logan, Knt.(LL.D.

Charles Smallwood, M.D. (LL.D.
Hon.).............................;...........

Hon. Pierre J. O. Chauveau,
(LL.D. Hon.)........................... .........

John William Dawson, M.A.
(LL.D. Hon)..............................1857

Edmund A. Meredith,B.C.L.(LL D.
Hon.)............................................1857

William Smith, (LL.D. Hon.)... 1858 
Rev. A. DeSola, (LL.D Hon )... 
Andrew F. Holmes, M.D. (LL.D. 

Hon.) ..
DOCTORS OP MEDICINE.

1866

1844 1857

1860

1856 1868on.

1866 1868

st : Bell 
honor),

iBonald, 
d, Gore, 
(prize), 
tamsay.

1833.
William Logie,................

1834.
Roderick Macdonald,.. 
•E. P. McNanghton,... 
John Finlayson,..............

1844.
..............L.O.

..............U.C.

... Scotland.

Eugene Trudel,
Philias Proulx,.
Rufus Holden,...................................u.q
Alexander Long,
William E. Scott, _
William H. Wagner,......... ...TT.n
Robert Godfrey

L.C.
do

L.C
do1836.

Joseph Workman,........................... L.C.
Frederick W. Hart,
Pierre Dansereau,.,

L.C
do 1845.: Wick- 

Fortin, 
’hereon,

do Pierre Fortin,, L.C.1836.
William Sutherland,.................... L.C.
•Louis H. Gauvreau,
RobertT. Reynolds,................ ...... .U.C.
William Fraser,

1846.
William Kelly, Surgeon, Royal 

Artillery.
A. Thomas Jackson, Staff Sur

geon in the Army.
•Andrew Aylmer Staunton, Sur

geon, Royal Artillery.
Stephen Sewell Foster,.....
John Wilbrod Wilscam,....
•Alfred Malhiot,.....7!....
James J. Dickinson,.......................
•George Augustus Scriven,......... do
Henry Paradis,...............................
George D. Gibb,....................... ..
Peter H. Church,......................... ..

do

L.C
►ougall. 1841.

Terence Sparham,..................
Samuel McMurray,.................
Charles D. DeCelles,..............

Ü.O.
Alfred ..L.C. ....L.C.

do do1842.», Ram- 
Drum-

do•Thomas Reynolds,.........
•Thomas L. B. Meredith,.
David D. Logan,..............
Louis Boyer,.......................
Charles Dansereau,..........
•James Thomson,..
•James R. Dick,...

1843.
Augustus Carson,..............
•Severe Dorion,...............
John L. Leprohon,............
Jean G. Bibaud,..................
Jean M. Paquin,..................
•William Oscar Dunn,...
Charles B. de Boucherville,.........  do
Andrew F. Holmes,.. ..(ad eun.) do 
Geo. W. Campbell,M.A.,(ad eun ) do
Archibald Hall, ......... (adeun.) do
Stephen 0. Sewell,.... (ad eun.) do
•Michael McCulloch,......(Hon.) do
Olivier T. Bruneau,

...U.C.
......L.C.
...' do

...U.C,

L.C.Rogers
tholme, do do

do U.C.
England. 1847.

L.C Geo. Edgeworth Fenwick,........... .
John Duncan McDiarmid, Staff 

Surgeon in the Army.
Peter A. McDougall,....
William Mayrand,...........
•Peter Warren Dease,...
William H. Brouse,................................U. C.
Darby Bergin....................................
Christopher Widmer, Toronto,

(Hon.).......................................U. 0.
James Sampson, Kingston,(Hon.) U. C. 
•Daniel Arnold!, Montreal, (Hon.) L.C. 
James Douglas, Quebec, (Hon.) L. C.
o*B* ^«ocque,..............................L. 0.
Samuel B. Schmidt,

• Deceased.

L. C.
Drum-

England.
L.C1 2nd : U. 0.
do ....L.C,
do do
do
do U.C

Grant

talker.

(Hon.) do do
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♦John Fisher,.................... L. 0.
William Irwin Breslin, Asst. 8ur- 

n. 46th Regiment of Line 
•Alexis Pinet,..................................L. 0.

Edward H. Bncke,......... ................U.C.
Joseph Moore,.....................
Joseph Garvey,...................
John Easton,......................
Victor Perrault,....................
Eric B. Spar ham,............ .
George Henry Boulter,...
Henry Thomas Ridley,....
Burnham G. G. Demorest,......... .. do
Newton W. Powell,
Allen Ruttan,...........
Angus McDonnell,.................. ,,.L. (J.
•Amable Simard,

do
geo do

......... do
•••• •.L. 0.
.........Ü.C.

1848.
T. W. Smythe,..,..
Thomas Christie,;...
Josiah G. Whitcomb
John W. Hall............
Josiah S. Brigham,*.........
William McGill,..................
•John Rolph Lee,.............
Albert Baker,.......................
Joseph R. Culver,...............
R. Palmer Howard,...........
William Wright,................
Peter Henderson,................
Pierre F. Longpré,...........
Edward S, L. Painchaud,
André Seguin,....................
Léonard Lepailleur,.........
Wolfred Nelson, Montreal, (Hon.) L.O.

. ..U. 0.
... .L. 0. do

do do
do

...L.C. 

.. .U.C.
do
do

do
England. 
... .U.C. 
... .L.C.

do
1853.

Henry A. Tuzo,....
Benjamin Workman,
Adolphe Bruneau,..
•Stephen Duckett,............................L.C.
Colin Macdonald,.............................. U.C.
Richard Moore,..........................Ireland.
John Rae, Hamilton, (Hon.)....... U.C.
Walter Henry, Belleville, (Hon.) C.W, 

1854.
•James Crawford,... .(ad eun.) L.C.

L.C.
do do
do do
do
do
do
do

1849.
Jules M. Quesnel,.
•John N. Buxton,.
Moïse Sabourin,..
Francis Ohallinor,
Thomas McGrath,
•Israel P.Marr,...
George 0. Wood,.
Eneas McDonnell,
William Odell.................Surgeon,

Ï9th Regiment of the Line.
1850.

Duncan 0. McOallum,....
Amos S. Bristol,.................
George W. Sanderson,...
John A. Nelles,....................
Jonathan M. Vannorman,
•Enoch P. Dorland,......
Robert M. Wilson,..............
André Loupret,..................
Charles Lemoiue.................
Olivier Raymond,..............
Josh. Morns, Quebec. (Hon.) L. C.

1851.
Remi Claude Weilbrenner,......... .L. 0.
William H. Hingston,....
•Peter O’Oarr,......................
George McMicking,.............
Robert Walker,...................
Samuel T. Brooks,..............
John J. Blacklock,.............
Onesime Bruneau,......... ..
Charles E. Oasgrain,.....
George Leelere,....................
John W. Moont,....................

1852.
Robert Thompson.......
Richard Weir,......................

10.■hi
do Thomas W. Jones,......... do

Augustus M. Corbett,..............
William H. Corbett,....... ».
Robert Craik,
•Joseph P. Phelan,........................ U.C.
James A. Grant, .
Thomas Simpson,.
•David M. Rintoul,......................... do
Cornelius H. O’Callaghan,... .Cuba. 
Alfred J. Burns,....
Thomas Y. Savage,.
Walter Mackay,....
Hermon L. Cook, ..
Peter Rolph Shaver,
Stephen A. Scott,..

Nelson Loverin,.......................
Eliphalet G. Edwards,.........
John L. Stevenson,...
Coller M. Church, ....
John B. Gibson,............
George Pringle,............
•James Paterson,.........
Charles Ault,................
James P. Ault,..............
Elzear Gauvreau,.........

do
do ....U.C.

England. 
... .L.C. 
... .U.C. 
.Ireland.

do
L.O

do
U.C. L.C.

U.C
. .L.C. 
..U.C.

do
do

do do
do do
do do
do 1855.
do .. ..U.C.
do do
do do
do L.C.

do
............. U.C.

do
do do

......... U. 0.
..........do

do
L.O.

do 1856.
W. Justus Jones,.........

......... U.C. Joseph Alex. Hamel,..
...........L. 0. Ed. Laberge,..................
.......... do Jos. G. P. Dupuis,....
.........  do Alex. H. Kollmyer,...
..........U. 0. Walter J. Henry,.

•A. Kirkpatrick,.............................. U.C.
..........L. 0. James 0. Lee,....................................
..........U.C. James McGregor Stevenson,.... do

.L. 0. ...U.C.
...L.C.

do
do
do
do

do
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.... Ü.C. 1857. William M.H. King,.................... l.C.

James Joseph O’Dca,.
Andrew W. Hamilton,
James McIntosh,.,
James Stephenson,...
•Thomas Keeler,........
Samuel A. Carter,....
Irvine Bogart,............
Robert W. W. Carroll,
William Rumsey,....
Walker H. Marr,........
George W. Hurlburt,...
Samuel S. Macklem,...

1860.

do Alex. D. Stevens,... 
Levi R. Church,.... 
A. C. B. Picault,... 
Henry Shoebottom,., 
Robert Howden,.... 
David T. Robertson, 
^illiam Wilson,.. 
Etienne R. R. Riel,.
John Allen,............
R. Whiteford,........
R. N. Shaver,.........
John McMillan,.... 
Andrew A. Boylan, 
Gordon J. Emery,.

L.C.. do Ü.C.
do do

.......L. O.

....Ü.C. 
. do

do
do
do

do
.... do do

do do
do do.......L. C.

.... do
do

Ü.C do
do do
do....L.C.
do Henry Warren,................

Alexander Ault,..............
.Ü.C. Adolphe Robillard,.................... ..

... do David Woods, L. R. O. S. I,Staff
Surgeon,......................

Louis G. Turgeon,............
John Erskine,.....................

do Gustave Chevalier,............
do William P. O. Whitwell,.. 
do Henri Adolphe Mignault,..

Alexander McLean,................ P. B. I.
Arthur Gourthope, Poussette,.. C. W.
Edwin Augustus Hulbert........ C. B.
John Wall work Pickup,...
William Edward Bowman,.
Robert Wilkins Bumham,
George Lloyd McKelcan...
Louis Robitaille,..................

do Louis J. A. McMillan,____ _________
do Israel Wood Powell,.................... O. W.

Francis Wayland Campbell,.... c!e.
do Henry Thomas Tait,..........

Charles H. Donnelly,........
........ do Louis Duhamel,.....................

MASTERS OP ARTS.

do .........O. W.
.......C. w.

c. w.
1858.do •James Kérr,..........

T. F. English,........
Jas. McGarry,........
Wm. Harkin,..........
George Pattee,....
L. T. Robitaille,....
Wm. H. Taylor,...
C, W.E.Glenn,....
James 8. Duncan,..........................  do
Alex. Peter Reid,......................... u. 0.
W. O. Thurlow Ounynghame, L. G.

1859.
Patrick O’Leary..............................L. 0.
John Rambaut, Surgeon, Ca

nadian Rifles...................................
William A Duckett,......................L. C
Edward W. Smith,..........
Philippe Giroux,.............. .
E. Gilbert Provost,............
Stephen Wright,.............. .
Linus 0. Thayer,................
Edwards T. Roberts,........

L.C.
....Ü.C.
.Ireland.
.....Ü.C.

>n.) C.W,

..L. C. 

..L. O. 

..L. C.

C. B
do
do
do J

an.) L.C. 
do 

.Ü.C.
do
doo

do
.L.C.
•Ü.C. do

do do
• L.C. C.W.

do do
Cuba. C.B.
•Ü.C. do

do
.........L. C.do

do dododo • ,..0.W.
.... do do

/.. ..Ü.C.
Alex. Morri», B.A., B.O.L.... A..1862
Ber John Butler...............(Hah.) do
Rev. Charles Bancroft, (ad euk) 1866 
Henry Aspinwall Howe, (Hon.) do 
Thomas A. Gibeon,.... (do) 1866 
George D. Gibb, M.D... (do) do 
Brown Chamberlain, B. 0. L. (ad

do ?»7MBodger................... (Hon.) 1867
John H. Grhbam,........ (do) 1869
William M. Bowman,., (do) do 
Edwin Gould, B.A.,..
Robert A. Leach, B.A., B.O.L... do 
Rev. John Kennedy, B.À

do
• L.C.

do 1860• Ü.C.
do dodo

... do 
... .L.C.

1857

BACHELORS OP CIVIL LAW.
Christopher C. Abbott,
Alexander Morris..........
William B. Lambe,..., 
Brown Chamberlin,.... 
Romeo H. Stephens,.., 
Alexander Molson,... 
Frank H. Badgley,....
John J. C. Abbott........
Peter Aylen, B.A..........
Edward J. Hemming,...

...Ü.C.
...L.C.

1850 John G. Bamston,....
William F. Gairdner,
R. G. Laflamme,........
P. B. Lafrenaye,.......
H. L. Snowdon,........ .
Frederick W. Torrance, M. A.

(Hon.).....................................
Dunbar Browne, B. A.,............ ..
Isai Jodoin,................ .................
J.G.Daljv................................

1856do dodo do (Hon.) do 
(do) do

do do
do do dodo 1851

.. .Ü.C. 

... do 
... do

1852 do1854 1868do do1865 doF

Q
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I Pierre Doutre,..................

Zephirin Gauthier,...............
Damage F. J. Ricard,..........
Chas. Ambroise Pariseault,,
Bdson Kemp, B. A................
Robert A. Leach, B.A.,....
John L. Morris,........... .......
Telesphore Larose,........ ..

John Robert McLaren,..
DeBir&r Girouard,............ .

do Thomas Joseph Walsh,..
do John Dunlop,..................
do James Ponsonby Sexton,,
do Henry Carden,.................
do Mederic Lanctot...............
do John A. Perkins................

BACHELORS OF ARTS.

.......... 1849 Robert A. Leach,.........
Harry McLaren,................

do Reginald J. Plimsoll,...
1852 John A. Perkins,..............
do James Kirby,.....................
do James L. Mason,...............

1863 Corydon J. Mattice,.........
1856 William Morris,.................
do Bdson Kemp,....................
do William,B. Bullock,..........

1857 John Redpath Dougall,..,
do Duncan Dougall,............
do Thomas Walker,..............

1858 1859
1869 1860if do

do
do
oo
do
do

Alexander Morris
Peter Aylen,...................
Rev. Charles B. Pettit,..
Charles E. Bockus,........
Charles W. Phillips,....
George T. Stethem,........
Thomas Browne,............
Edwin Gould,...................
John R. McLaren,..........
Dunbar Browne,..............
•Philip G-iKershaw,.... 
Alexander Rarnston,....
George D. Redpath,........
Robert W. Ferrier,...hi

1857
1850 1858

do
do

1859
1do
<do

do it
do

1860 Jldo
Jdo

do
do A

6GRADUATES IN CIVIL ENGINEERING.

1858 George H. Frost,..
1859 Charles H. Kirby,.. 
do Joseph Savage, 
do Arthur Ross,.......

AOliver Gooding,.. 
Christopher McLennan,.. 
Alexander Barnston, B.A,
Robert Crawford,............ .
Thomas Walker,

I860 Ldo
A. do

do B
I860
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1859
1860
do
do

HIGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENTdo
00
do OFdo

M6Œ,H «MME.
185Ï

1860-61,1858
do
do

.1859
Rector.— 
domical and 
Senior English 

Masters.

Prof. H. Aspinwall Howe, M. A.
( T. A. Gibson, M. A.
] W.Kay, M.À.
( J. Mabiland, B. A.

Mathematical Master.—D. Rodoeb, M. A.
Junior English and f J, Kemp.

Writing Masters. | J. M, Reid,
French Master.—Prof. P. J. Dabby, M. A.
Gentum Master.—Prof. GYF. A. Mabkqbap.
Elocution Master.— J.'Andbew.
Drawing Master.— J.fDuNOAN.
Music Master.— J.Follbnus.
Book-Keeping.— A .Gbant.

This School offers the higher kind of instruction and the mental 
training which together constitute the foundation of what is called a 
Liberal Education. As a Department of the University, it offers a 
thorough preparation for the College course. J

do
do
do
do

1860
do
do
do

W

1860
do

. do
.... do

The Session commences on the 1st September and tenninates in 
the first week in July, when a Public Examination is held and Pri-

" “d “d"‘are

For admission into the lowest Form, it is required that the Punil 
shall have attained the age of seven years, and be able to raid 
moderately well. If more advanced, he will be examined and '■i-n-d 
according to his proficiency. Regular early training, however, is of

me!htely,aftoL the SumJ?er Vaoation, as the classes are then re- 
modelled for the year. The course extends over a period of six or 
seven years, a general promotion taking place only once a year.

As the object in view is to give a sound general mental triinine 
quite as much as a knowledge of special subjects, no Pupil will be 
permitted to indulge excessive partiality for anyone study to the 
neglect of others. The whole of the subjoined course is therefore

i\û
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to be considered as obligatory upon all the^Pupils, and a departure 
from it will be conceded only when really desirable or necessary.

Latin and Greek are made the basis of the Language Division of 
the course, as Geometry is that of the Mathematical Division. They 
are made imperative in the course, because they are the best means 
of training boys into a sound knowledge of general Grammar and of 
their mother tongue, and facilitating the acquisition of the modern 
languages ; they are taught also with reference fo the learned profes
sions, for which a knowledge of them is required, and because they 
possess innate perfections and beauties, which, expanding to the mind 
of the advanced School-boy, are among his inducements to become 
a College Student. The time, however, devoted to the Ancient Lan
guages is not excessive, being limited to at most two hours daily, and 
leaving ample time for the modern branches of Education.

A sound knowledge and correct writing of English is regarded 
of paramount importance, and the study of Latin and Greek is mainly 
subservient to it.

In connexion with this branch regular lessons in Elocution are 
given throughout the school by a well qualified Teacher of the Art.

The French and German languages form a part of the ordinary 
course. Much attention is given to the former, because it is one of 
the colloquial languages of the country.

Mathematics have an hour dail 
faculties of the Pupil are sufficiently developed to cope with the diffi
culties of the subject. They are the grand means of strengthening 
and disciplining the reason ; a knowledge of them is indispensabl ' 
the Engineering profession and in the Mechanical Arts ; and the pur
suit of them affords a very high and pure pleasure to the active and 
inquiring mind.

In teaching History and Geography, the aim will be to impart cor
rect general views of these subjects with a particular knowledge of 
those countries which most nearly concern us. By judicious illustra
tions something more is made of them than a dry catalogue of facts 
and names. The senior Pupils can, by the payment of a trifling foe, 
attend the University lectures on Physical Geography and Geology.
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The elements of Natural Philosophy form part of the course of 
the Senior Form. This subject has been,selected from the Natural 
Sciences, because it is properly the first in order if not the most im
portant of them. The senior Pupils can however, attend the Univer
sity Lectures on Zoology and Botany.

Fin
i Bio

Oui

The other subjects of a school course,—Arithmetic, Writing, Book
keeping—so indispensable in a commercial community, have their full 
share of time and attention, and are not neglected for the study of 
Latin and Greek.

In the Religious Instruction, which is part of the course, there is 
nothing of a sectarian character ; the truths of the Christian re-

The

The

58!
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re ligion and the principles of morality which flow out of it are made 

the subject of regular teaching, and are impressed upon the Pupils 
whenever occasion requires or opportunity offers.

Linear Drawing and Vocal Music, formerly voluntary subjects, 
are now included ip the regular course without additional charge.

The Pupils are required to prepare themselves every evening in 
their work for the ensuing day. Their progress will depend very 
much upon the diligent performance of this duty, which ought to 
occupy them from one to two hours. The olass-roooms are always 
open to visitors ; and parents having sons at the School are earnestly 
invited to frequent intercourse with the masters, so as to aid them in 
securing that regularity and industry, without which education is but 
the stone of Sisyphus. The classes are visited periodically by a Com
mittee of the Gtovernors.

The school building is in a healthy and airy situation, and has 
convenient interior arrangements with those modern improvements 
which secure proper warmth and ventilation.

The Rector, who resides a short distance from the city has made 
arrangements to receive a limited number of Pupils of the High 
School to board with him, an.' ho will devote his time to their im
provement.
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COURSE OF STUDY FOR THE SESSION 1860-61.ur-
md

PREPARATORY FORM.
jor-

Hours, 9 to 11 A. M., and 1 to 3 P. M.of
fcra- Subjeots op Study. Text-Book Used.
iota Englith.

Reading and Spelling. Recitation. Dublin Commissioners’ 3rd Book of 
Formation and Derivation of Words. Lessons. M'Culloch’s Series of Les?

sons. Vasey’s Spelling Book. 
Bullion’s Practical Lessons in English 

Grammar.

foe,

w-
of First Ideas of Grammar, 

Elocution.irai
im-

Geography.
| Cornwell’s Geography and Atlas. 

Arithmetic.
The Four Fundamental Operations. | No Text-Book required. 

f Religious Instruction.
| The New Testament.

Writing.

ver-
Outlines of the Subject.

wk-

full
jr of

The Gospel of St. Mark.re is
re-
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1 FIRST FORM.
Hours, 9 to 12 A. M., and 1 to 3j P. M.

Subjects op Study. Text-Books Used.
Latin.

! jltfi The Accidence of the Grammar. 

Easy Translations
The Edinburgh Latin Rudiments.

" impt’s Elementary Latin The! [I i ; . PExercises.
Coi

English.
Reading and Spelling. Recitation. M’Oulloch’s Course of Reading.

Formation and Derivation of Words. Vasey’s Spelling Book
ElOCTtton ani Pmi”g' Brown’s First Lines of English Gram-

I Dr. Barber's Text-book of Elocution. 
History.

| White’s England for Junior Classes. 
Geography.

I Cornwell’s Geography and Atlas. 
Arithmetic.

| Card of Arithmetical Tables.

0

Rea
F

Gra
Elo<

ft' England.

1 Gra:
Europe in detail.

Compound Rules and Reduction.
GreiReligious Instruction.

| The New Testament. 
Writing.

The Gospel of St. Luke.

As b

SECOND FORM.
Hours, 9 to 12 A. M., and 1 to 4 P. M.

Latin.
The Grammar as before with the Irre- The Edinburgh Latin Rudiments, 

gulars &c,, and the chief Rules of Gibson’s Eutropius.
Syntax. Zumpt’s Phædrus.

• Schmitz and Zumpt’s Elementary
Oral and Written Exercises. Latin Exercises.

Prac
Me

The]
Schmitz and Th

English.
Reading and Spelling. Recitation. The Fourth Book of Lessons. Vasev’s 

Formation and Derivation of Words. Spelling Book J
Grammar and Parsing. Brown’s First Lines of English Gram-
Elocution. mar_

Dr. Barber’s Text-book.

I

Revis
add|i Cæsai 

Oral lHistory.
I White’s England for Junior Classes. 
I Roy’s History of Canada. 

Geography.
As before ; add America in detail. | Cornwell’s Geography and Atlas. 

Arithmetic.
“AritCetif" PrMU0BS- | Card of Arithmetical Tables. 

Religious Instruction.
The Gospel of St. Matthew. | The New Testament.II

ll-li

England. Canada.

Grami
and

Readii
Con: Elocui

Grami
cisei

Readii

ft: .
'i , > ^ m, ft

■
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THIRD FORM.
Hours, 9 to 12 A. M, and 1 to 4 P. M.

i ;4Subjects of Study. Text-Books Uskn.

l$S~ilsgg™
Exercises.

lents, 
iry Latin

>g-
English.ih Gram- “ pfimaflnnîn Bec-1£t1™’ The British American Reader.

Formation & Derivation of Words. Brown’s English Grammar. 
Grammar and Parsing. Dictation. Dr. Barber’s*Text-book.cutiou.

'lasses. French.
Grammar and Oral Exercises. 

Reading and Translation.
Ollendorff’s French Method (Jewett’s 

Edition.)
De Fivas’ French Reader.

tlas.

History.

I White’s Great Britain and Ireland. 
I Chambers’ History of Rome. 

Geography.
I Cornwell’s Geography and Atlas.

Great Britain. , Rome.

As before ; add Asia in detail.
Arithmetic.

Practice and Vulgar Fractions. 
Mental Arithmetic. | Sangster’s Arithmetic.

Religious Instruction. 
The Books of Genesis & Exodus. I The Bible. 

The Gospel of St. John.
its.
tz and

Writing—Vocal Music.lentary

FOURTH FORM.
Hours, 9 to 12 A.M., and I to 4 P.M.

Latin.
Revision of the Grammar as before ; The Edinburgh Latin Rudiments 

add Prosody. Schmitz & Zumpt’s Ctesar Sallust
Cæsar. Sallust. Virgil. and Virgil ’
Oral k Written Exercises. Arnold’s Latin Proie Composition,Pt. 1

Pasey’s

Gram-

Greek.
GrarTSxercimsdUCt0r7 Translations, | Bullion’s first Lessons in Greek. 

English.
BComposition ” beforc ’ ”dli c»sy I The Fifth Book of Lessons. 

Elocution.

is.

Brown’s English Grammar. 
Dr. Barber’s Text-book.

French.
Grammar. Oral and Written Exer

cises.
Reading and Translation,

Ollendorff’s French Method(by Jewett) 

De Fivas’ French Reader.
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r
Subjects of Study. Text-Books Used.

History.
Great Britain. Greece. White’s History of Great Britain and 

Ireland.
Arit

Pe
Geography.

ra<As before ; add Africa in detail. 
British Nor.th America in detail.

Cornwell’s Geography and Atlas. 
Hodgin’s History and Geography of 

Canada.

Et

Arithmetic and Geometry.
Scrip
The:

: Decimal Fractions and Proportion. I SangsteFs Arithmetic. 
Mental Arithmetic. Plane Geometry, I Chambers' Euclid.

Bk. I. I
Religious Instruction.

Historical Books of the Old Testament. I The Bible. White’s Sacred History. 
The Acts of the Apostles.

Writing.—Linear Drawing—Focal Music..

Hi FIFTH FORM.

Hours, 9 to 12 A.M., and 1 to 4 P.M.,
Occat
Livy.
Prose
Class

The Edinburgh Latin Rudiments. 
Revision of the Grammar as before. Schmitz & Zumpt's Cicero, Horace, 

Cicero. Virgil. Horace. Prose and Virgil.
Composition. Classical Antiquities. Arnold’s Latin Prose Composition.

Part 1.
Gram

Ilia
Bk.

Greek. sitic
Grammar and Exercises. Greek | Bullion’s First Lessons in Greek. 

Testament. Xenophon. Anthon’s Xenophon’s Anabasis. Readh
tionEnglish.

Reading, &c. Composition. 

Elocution.

Fifth Book of Lessons- Parker’s Pro
gressive Exercises in English Com
position.

Grami
French.

Grammar and Exercises. Ollendorffb French Method, (Jewett’s 
Edition.)

Petite Histoire Universelle. GramiReading and Translation.
and

German.
Grammar and Exercises. 
Reading and Translation.

I Ollendorff’s German Grammar, by 
I 1er. Adler’s German Reader, V(

Ad- Univer
ol.l. Geo|

History.
Revision of previous work. Oompen- j White’s Outlines of Universal History, 

dium of Universal History. I

Geography.

ing.
|

i The hi.
garil
fromAncient and Modern. Map-Drawing. I Ewing’s Geography and Atlas. Mit- 

I chell’s Ancient Geography. Classi- 
I cal Atlas.

s
Trig
Geoi

I
iri

irn
iii
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Subjects or Studt. Text-Books Used.
Mathematics,

ritain and Arithmetic, as before, with Interest, 
Per Centages, he. Mental Arith
metic. Algebra ; the four Funda
mental Operations, with Simple 
Equations. Plane Geometry.

Gangster’s Arithmetic. Oolenso’s Al
gebra. Chambers’ Euclid.

Atlas, 
graphy of

Religious Instruction.

The^Epistlea'ofSt. Pat | Th6 Bible’ Wbitea History.

Writing.—Book-keeping.

Duff’s Book-keeping.
Linear Drawing.—Vocal Music.History.

SIXTH FORM.
Hours, 9 to 12 A.M., and 1 to 4 P.M.

Latin.
Occasional reyiaion of the Grammar. The Edinburgh Latin Budiment, 
dIIÎ’ Ja0ltua,’. Ju'’e"< Schmitz and Zumpt’s Livr.Toilnà

VeraificBtion- and Juvenal. Arnold’s Latin Prose 
Classical Antiquities. Composition, Part II. SmUh’s a“

tiquities.idimente.
, Horace,

ipoaition.
Greek.

G~oaot ?T!r hÆSS 1 BuIlion’! Greek Grammar-
Bk. 5. Euripides. Prose Compo
sition.

_ _ Anthon’e
Homer. Oxford Text of Hero
dotus, and of Euripides. Arnold’s 
Greek Prose Composition. V

English.
Beading, Ac. Composition. Elocu- Latham’s Hand-Book. Parker's Pro- 

tlon- gressive Exercises in English Com
position. Chambers’ History of 
English Literature.

lis.

cur’s Pro- 
ish Com-

French.
Reading I Ollendorff’s French Method, (Jewett’s 

I Ed.) Petite Histoire Universelle. 
German.

Reading I Ollendorff’s German Grammar by
I 1er. Adler’s German Reader, Vol. 1. 

History and Geography.
Universe1 History. Historical and I White's Elements of Universal His- 

Geographlcal Bxerolses. MapDraw-l tory. Ewing’s Geography and Atl 
ing. Use of the Globes. I las. Mitchell's Ancient Geography

I Classical Atlas;

Grammar and Exercises, 
and Translation.

(Jewett’s

Grammar and Exercises, 
and Translation. Ad-

r.Vol. 1.
Ad-

History.
Mathematics.

The higher parts of Arithmetic. Lo- gangster's Arithmetic. Oolenso’s Al
gorithms. Mensuration. Algebra gebra. Chambers' Solid and Sphe-

Geometry. Chambers’ Mathematical Tables.

is. Mlt- 
Classi-

G
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Subjects op Study. Text-Books Used.
Physical 8cience.

The Elements of Physical Science. | Loomis’ Natural Philosophy.

Religious Instruction.

I Home’s Compendious Introduction. 
I Porteous’ Evidences. Bible.

Writing.—Book-Keeping.

j Duff’s Book-keeping.

Linear Drawing.— Vocal Music.

^ Study of the Bible. Evidences.

TERMS.

- 1st September to 15th November.
16th November to 31st January.

• 1st February to 15th April.
16th April to 30th June.

Fall Term - 
Winter Term 
Spring Term 
Summer Term

6
X

!

FEES.

(Inclusive of all charges.)
For the two Senior Forms - $12 00. per Term.

- 10 00. "
I

For the four Junior Forms 
For the Preparatory Form.

Payable in advance to the College Secretary who will Issue tickets at the 
beginning of each term.

Applications for admission of Pupils to be made to the Rector, or to the 
Secretary at his Office, Burnside Hall.

8 00. “

i

1
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Affiliated to the University, under the oontrol of the Superinten

dent of Schools and the Corporation of the University.
Principal and Adjunct Professor of Natural History and Agriculture 

—J. W. Dawson, LL. D.
Ordinary Professors—William Henry Hicks, Esq.

Sampson Paul Robins, Esq.
Adjunct Professor of French. Pierre J. Darcy MA.

and^MaLkt™Mr. R%DS. “ ^ DUn°a"'

The institution is intended to give a thorough training to teachers 
especially for the Protestant population of Lower Canada. This end 
is attained by instruction and training in the Normal School itself . 
and by practice in the Model Schools ; and the arrangements are of 
such a character as to afford the greatest possible facilities to Students 
from all parts of the Province.

Candidates for admission at the commencement of the Session, will 
be examined in reading, writing, the elements of grammar, arith
metic, and geography, and will be required to produce certificates of 
good moral character from the clergymen or ministers of religion under 
whose charge they have lost been, and also testimony that they have 
attained the age of sixteen years. They will also be required to sign 
school fL* *° tm*1 f°r three years in some puMic

On complying with these conditions, pupil-teachers will be entitled 
to free tuition, with the use of text books, and to an allowance not 
excMdmg £9 per annum in aid of their board, should they be suc
cessful m obtaining the diploma at the final examination. Under the 
regulations subjoined, those who reside at a distance of more than 
nmety miles from the city of Montreal, will also be entitled to a small 
allowance to pay travelling expenses, proportionate to the A™*™??

The course of study in the Normal School will include all the 
branches of a good^ English and French education, with special refer- 
enceto their principles and practical applications, and to the best 
methods of teaching them. Instruction will also be given in the art
of teaching and: the management of schools, in history, the elements
of geometry and algebra, natural philosophy, chemistry, natural his- 
tory, agriculture, drawing and music.

In addition to religious instruction of a general Protestant charao- 
>. the professors, arrangements will be made for special religious

/
f

i
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h»^lbTding'h0Uï “ attached to toe institution, but every care will

and is provided with every modern appliance in the art of teachin

can

g-

tease*- - *■

d«n rÏÏÏ Skrml?ge °i enterm8 on the University course free stu-

academies and other inSütutio;:?br “edu“K 

theTlstJulv0n„Cndm™,ertl0n .‘he lat of September and extends to

e ““ perL-

1. JUNIOR CLASS STUDYING FOR THE ELEMENTARY DIPLOMA. 
Fibst Term, from September 1st to December 20th.

(Entrance Examination at itated above.)

logy, Penmanship ^ Pro«reS81Te Leaa<™ i Beading and Spelling, Btymo-

Geography—So far 
World. as to have a good acquaintance with the Map of the 

History.—History of Canada.

con™.tra-The elementai7 raIea “ i= the Algebra of Chambers’ Educational 

Geometry-First Book of Euclid.
OHendoîff ElementS °f Graomar' ea*f readin* »”d translation.

Natural Hiitory—Elements of Animal Physiology.

TeSSrTwum and/or' “* “

Text-Book,

f

l

t

S

h

ol

te

a .5

m

-

.

.
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ions with «totCc2ZtocUsm!B,r0iUOtlm t0 Agri<mltural Chemistry. Text-Book, John- 

Drawing Elements and simple outlines.
Music—Elements of Vocal Music.

y care will 
il-teaohers 
1. Board

Sxooud Tibii—January 1st to April 1st.

(Pupa, entering at the commencement of this term will be expected to pa,, a 
satisfactory examination in the Subject, of the previous Term.)

and complexée™ nce^'and'to^rlfi0111 B° asto^e able to analyze simple 
subject. ’ to T lte correctly a short essay on a familiar

Old High 
and fitted 
al School, 
caching.

apply for 
ementary 
the close 

ilomas as 
and pri-

politlcri“dWsions oTthe great’côntine'nto nC° T‘th th° physical features attd 

Ht,tory of England and France. Ancient History.
cs^ EÎràangl°°S.8^fngkerage- Inaurance> ^rchase of Stocks, Inter-

Algebra—Simple Equations of on. and two unknown quantities.
Geometry Second and Third Books of Euclid

rs as may 
ihall have 
free stu- 
colleges, including Syntax, Heading, Translation,

Text-book, Patterson’s Zoologytends to 
who may 
hose pre 
i period,

Agriculture—Sections 2nd 
Lectures. to 6th inclusive of Johnston’s Catechism, with

Drawing—Landscapes, Ac., in pencil. 
Musk—Vocal Music continued.

LOMA. Th®d Tbsm—April 1st to July 1st.

(Pupils entering at the 
tatisfactory ex

commencement of this Term, uni, be expected to pa„ a 
ammatwn in the subject, of the two previous Term,.) 

English Advanced Lessons in Grammar and Composition. 

tuUtloWprtw0^rt.~om”B"uree',l,0nS’With u8e of «lobes, and reoapi- 

Science‘,<i0” ” Art ot Teaohi

ally, and 
Bullion’s 
, Etymo-

ip of the
"g, Including Hygiene and Elements of Mental

Canada. latbn<Ame<<C”ConClU8ion of 0o rcial Arithmetic, and Général Recapitu-
’ractions, 
i. Text- Algebra Quadratic Equations and Recapitulation

uSsusacasi^jKas^icational with outline

xt-Book, —Continued as in previous
Rtligious Instruction wUl be given throughout the Session.
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II. Senior Glass Studying for the Model Diploma.

nng this Class will be expected to pass a satisfactory examination 
Junior C/im. The Class mil pursue its studies 

throughout the Session, witjiont any definite division into Terms.)

English—Principles of Grammar and Composition, Style. History of the 
ftngluffi Language. Lectures on English Literature. Elocution.
PoSS'pStpt NaUtiCal Pr0blems- DetaiIed Co»™ of

Hilton/—Mediœval and Modem, with especial reference to the History of 
Literature, Science, and Art, and to Colonization and Commerce.

Education—Advanced Course of Lectures on Educational Subjects.

Êmnnecïïi Th1"' The0™“ of Undetermined Co-efficients. Binomial and

6th and 6th BMka ofE“clid-
Co*erettonsrrrednch?Ur8°0f Fr“oh Literat"e- with Composition and 

Natural Hiitory—Botany, and Vegetable Physiology.
Chemistry-Principles and Applications to Industrial Arts.
Drawing Figures from the Plat and from Models-Elements of Perspective. 
ATtisic—Instrumental Music, and continuation of Vocal Music.
Religious Instruction—•Throughout the Session.
Clnsncs.—A course of study in Classics, with the view of obtaining 

fittedetoentt™oanit.W‘Ilbe PrOTided f°rtho9e P“P«3 who maybe found

I
(Pupils enteri 

in the

i
1
t

. b

ti

d

it
ot

af

m

sh
ac

lei
EXTRACTS FROM THE REGULATIONS. gt

Special Regulations for the admission of Pupil-teachers. “I
wiArticle First.—Any person desirous of being admitted as a pupil-teacher no
wi
im

pu

ins

eome °f

Primdpal,^ihaîllthënf(in<thedpre8enceTof two^itnesses^rho, with^ttiePrinci-

™rUfib ♦ forw"d?d t0 the Superintendent of Schools, together with all the 
to? ?nds0tïer do,™m,nts required, and if the whole be found correct,

boarding-houses, but in such oply as shall be specially approved

Ch:

cal

the
me
wai

of. No Is.

1
m

m
:

W
s

m
-

—
r
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- •«-

from the city of j tdiataDc.6 of m0« «-an ninety miles
“St'S

amination 
its studies
18.)

>ry of the

bourse of

■ zsssbsss»* r. jr^gasygaas
titled to any portion thereof, until vacanciea èhaU occur ' B°‘ be en‘

Special Regulation, for Government and Diecipline.

erne, or entering disorderly honsMor^emblto!ï,enness’ ®f frequenting tav- 
with disorderly persons, ofof commftS»^ 8 \T?’ of keeping company 
dination, shall be expelled. m ttmg “y act of "“morality or insnbor-
mate^npiuCtrTwUtointe scho0,^0"^86 betweea th° -ale and ft-

history of

ts.
, Recapi- 
. Ratios 
imial and 
>f Euclid.

tion and

aftf ^-^^ne'tfS'ockin thoweS.1 *° b° ab8eBt from their lojeings

meetings8 mly M'my^bT'consiiS'T'h *°fh 'l*î?? 8uch lecturea and public 
moral fnd meMimpLmeT 7 PrinCTal condaci™ to*W

eba1«UnT!rc^

lectures for a timl toy's^mt^ho»!8 tbe ?”«” »? “eluding from the 
gnUty of any minor infraction of the «gTations ™t0 blS *udie8 orSS^SsjtfSisasjHB

o’clock, will be assigned for this

Jssmsisssss^issis"-^-»
MODEL SCHOOL OF M'OILL NOBMAL

Teacher of Boys’ Sohool-Mr. James M'Gregor.
Girls’ School—Miss Mary M'Cracken.

*^5»«BSsea: syatte
per week ; Intermediate,.Is. ; Junior, 9d.; pa^ble wLkly

spective.

obtaining 
>e found

acquainted.
Article Sixth.—

•teacher, 
icing an 
let he is 
duct re
eved by 
icember,

pufpra? Thnrsd,y afternoon- “free four

id write 
ngue,— 
ledge of

a of the 
Princi- 

mission, 
i. This 
all the 

correct, 
ribed in

SCHOOL.

lidence, 
live in 

of. No
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A
rithm

etic.
A

lgebra.
G

eom
etry.

Education. 
English Literature.

Com
position. 

Religious Instruction.
French.

N
O

iB
iA

ia
 ho

i u
n r

T
h

u
rsd

a
y

.
T

u
esd

a
y

.

H
istory.

G
eography.

G
ram

m
ar.

French.

G
eom

etry.

F
rid

a
y

.

•A
V

O
H

Û
lY

g

Chem
istry.

A
lgebra.

G
eom

etry.

G
eneral Exercise. 

D
raw

ing. 
Singing.

W
ed

n
esd

a
y

.

Botany.
A

rithm
etic.

G
eom

etry.

M
o

n
d

a
y

.

6

French.
A

rithm
etic.

A
lgebra.

1011

G
eography.

G
ram

m
ar.

W
riting.

French.

H
istory.

G
ram

m
ar.

A
gricul. Chem

istry. 
_.

Zoology. 
I Religious'lnstruction.

D
raw

ing.
Education.
Singing.
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M6ÏJIL&T1I0MS
RELATING TO THE

EXAMINATION OF PUPILS
OF SCHOOLS OR ACADEMIES,

[?®IB ®StBWO®A'ffig@ ®1? TBS iKMWllIBSQTY.

«JSÿiïiisa&saÿrtacir
ssa.».^

d. All candidates must pass'an examination in the following subjects

z5““ “s narssut
ordin^ **• in i-tegral n'umbMs a"nd 26° marlS-

« 11" C0.l0nka- MP.eCiaI15 of C»nnaa 100 marks."

accountnaIitJr °f ** hani'miti^ in the several exercises will be taken tato

—Grammar ; Oœsar Com.
Virgil Aen. B. 1 to 3

Greek Grammar ; Xenophon, Anab. B. 1 .
French Reading and Translation of French Into English - 

German—Reading and Translation into English 
Algebra To simple equations inclnsive ..."
Geometry—Euclid, B 1 to 3, inclusive ...

OhamCsV/ne"eo™e,<>/’4!!’ “f ^ T?‘ b"

Ekme.rU of Zoology, as in Patterson's Zoology for Schools

/

or minister, 
last been, will be re-

:

B* 1 to 3 j Sallust Oatil. Î
125 marks. 
125 marks. 
125 marks. 
125 marks. 
125 marks. 
125 marks.

75 marks. 
75 marks.

$im
t 

@
aM

t 
of H

ttiSill form
al Stjpol, 1860-61.
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75 marks. 
75 marks

Element t of Bot any, as in Gray’s First Lessons
Geology, as in Page’s Introductory Text-Book 

Inorganic Chemistry, as in Chambers’ School course 75 marks' 
Drawing 75 marks.

5. Candidates must receive at least one-sixth of the total number 
of marks in any subject, to entitle them to credit for that subject,— 
and at least two-thirds of those proper to the whole number of subjects 
required, to entitle them to pass for the certificate.

II.—Second or Senior Examination for Pupils under 18 years 
of age, entitling to the Senior School Certificate.

1, Preliminary conditions to be as in the Junior examination.
2. Every candidate must pass in the following subjects :
English—Reading in prose and poetry ; grammatical ana

lysis of sentences ; composition of a short theme or version
Arithmetic—All the ordinary rules with Cube Root and Lo

garithms ..............................................................................
Physical, Political and Commercial Geography, and use of 

the Globes ; detailed Geography of British America 
History of Britain and its Colonies ; Outlines of Universal

History - ....................................................................
Book-keeping - -
The quality of the hand-writing in the several exercises will be taken into 

account.

I 500 marks.

250 marks.

t200 marks;
(

150 marks. 
100 marks. t

1

3. Every candidate must pass in at least two and not more than 
four of the following subjects, including at least one language and at 
least one mathematical or scientific subject.

Latin—Grammar ; Cicero, Orat, in Catil. ; Livy, B. 21 ; Vir
gil, Georgies, B. 1 ; Arnold’s Latin prose Composition ;

Greek—Grammar ; Herodotus, B. 6 ; Homer Iliad, B. 1 to 3. 250 marks. 
French—Reading and Translation of English into French 
Germon—Reading and Translation into German 
Algebra—Including Quadratics.......................................

ti
c
tl
ti

250 marks. w

250 marks. in250 marks. 
250 marks.

Geometry—Euclid, first six books, with plane Trigonometry, 
principles of solid Geometry and Mensuration of Surfaces and 
Solids........................................................................................ 250 marks.

Natural Philosophy— Including Mechanics, Hydrostatics and 
Pneumatics, Optics, Electricity, as in Lardner’s,"Tate’s, Loomis’ 
or Comstock’s Manuals or similar books -

Zoology and Comparative Physiology, a 
logy for schools, and Agassiz, and Gould’s 

Botany and Botany of Canada, as in Gray’s Text-book and
Manual................................................. -

Geology and Mineralogy, with practical applications, and 
Geology of Canada ; Lyell’s Elements, Nichol’s or Dana’s 
Manual. - -- -- - - - - -

Chemistry—Inorganic and Organic, as in Gregory’s Hand
books .......................................................................................

Drawing and Perspective, and Mechanical Drawing

150 marks.
as in Patterson’s Zoo- 

! Principles, 150 marks.

150 marks.

150 marks,

s 150 marks. 
150 marks.

m
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marks.
marks
marks-
marks,

uinbcr 
ject,— 
abjects

4. Conditions as to questions, as in iunior examination. 

III. General Regulations,

«■«

Faculty of Arts as students of the second year. w enter the

• cmimatlon P»P=rs will be filed in the office of the SecretaryÆütsîsï'rk -
4^«aif.ïs;sêraiis
.«I .-i-t:sc£Tsci;“ ""did““

j/ean

P-

marks.
suc-

marks.

marks;
the

marks, 
marks, 
m into

re
approved by the

than 
ind at

marks.
marks.
marks.
marks.
marks.

marks.

marks.

marks.

marks.

marks,

marks.
marks. Pbutud BV J. C. Bbckbt, 38 Gobat Sr. James Stmst,

MoSTBBAr,.
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ERRATA.

Prize List, Page 36.
Dbummond, for Second Prize, read Second Rank Honors. 
Trbnholmb, add First Prize in Mathematics.
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UNIVERSITY
or

MCGILL COLLEGE, j

MONTREAL.

SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS. APRIL, 1860. '

{ VIRGIL.—ÆNEID, BOOK VI. 
HORACE.—ODES, BOOK I.LATIN.X

FIRST YEAR.

Riv. Profibsor Cornish.Examiner.
■

1. Translate, Æneid VI. vs. 268-289.

2. a. Write a short account pf the progress of Dramatic poetry and 
Satire among the Romans, prior to the age of Augustus, giving the 
names and dates of the leading poets therein. 6. Relate the principal 
events of the life of Virgil. When and where did he die. Name the 
most famous of his contemporaries, c. To what department of Poetry 
does the Æneid belong?

3. What countries are meant by ; 14. “ Minoia régna.” 60. “ Massy- 
J' lum gentes, prœtenta Syrtibus arva.” 2. u Euboicis * * oris.” 799-800. 
^ “ Mæotia tellus,” “ Caspia régna?” Where were Argos, Corinth, Gabii,

Cures, Nomentum, Alba Longa, and Fidenæ?

4. Translate, Æneid, VI. vs. 494r-604, and 648-666.

6. a. 646. ‘ Threicius sacerdos Who ? 6. Give some account of 
I, the persons mentioned in vs. 826-26 Why 1 sævum securi,’ and ‘ refe- 

rentem signa ?’—and in vs. 837—846. Name the wars alluded to in this

:

6

passage.

6. Give the etymology of the following words, and introduce any 
words in Greek and English that are cognate with them ambages, 
supplex, crateres, nubila, inclytus, lacerum, strages, juga, populate, 
vireta, pepus, nomina, axis, posthumus. What is the correct orthography 
of this last ?

m

7. a. Parse the following verbs Cecidere, direxti, prendimus, pepere- 
re, contorsit, vendidit, carpe, fefellit. b. Give the Perfect Ind. Act., and



%
Perfect Pass. Part., or Sapine, of ;—do, angeo, cemo, gandeo, crepo 
cano, pello, poao.

8. Translate, Æneid, VI. 842-854.

9. State the difference in meaning between ;—‘ cruor, sanguis 1 vis
cera, eita • vacuas, inania < ripas, littora < artns, membra ' amit- 
tere, perdere invenire, reperire ; in dies, quotidie ; similis with Gen., 
and with Dat ; licet, fas est.

10. a. Explain the construction of Æneid VI. vs. 1-2. 42. 77-79. 213. 
“ Olneri ingrate,” what is the force of ‘ingrate?’ 229-31. Explain 
‘ novissima,’ 312. What case is * terris apricis ’? 622. “ Fixit leges 
reflxit.” What is meant by this expression 1 What is the force of‘re’ 
in the latter verb? 646. Explain this. 747. ‘Aurai,’—what case? 
b. Scan vs. 126. 132. 169. 432. 685. 747.

11. Translate, Horace, Bk. 1. Ode VIII.

12. Translate, Horace, Bk. I. Odes XXI. and XXXIV.

13. a. Explain the metre of VHI, and also of XXI, by scanning the 
first four verses in each. b. State the opinions that have been advanced 
respecting the structure and occasion of Ode XXI.

14. a. What verbs are followed by two accusatives Î 6. Give in
stances of intransitive verbs that become transitive, when compounded 
with a preposition, c. What is meant by the Dative of attraction 1
d. Give those compound verbs—both with adverbs and prepositions__
that govern the Dative, e. What is the construction with the imper
sonal verbs, interest, refer! ;—licet ; oportett /. What is the rule for 
the attraction of the Predicate 1 g. What are partitive adjectives, and 
in what case do they take the dependent noun ?

15. Translate into Latin ;—The Gauls gave Cæsar much information 
about their own affairs, and again and again denied that they had under
taken to do the Roman state any harm. The consuls published a proclama
tion that no citizen should leave the city-of Rome. The accused came and 
threw themselves at the feet of the dictator and entreated that he would not 
suffer them to be condemned to die. Pericles was so generous that he 
gave all his lands as a free-gift to the state. It is the duty of a good 
citizen to givb up his life even for his country. I fear he will come, but 
I warned him not to come. Of what importance is it to you whether 
he come or not Î Ought a good man to be the slave of ambition 7

t
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UNIVERSITY

OF

COLLEGE,MCGILL

MONTREAL.

SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS. APRIL, I860.

GREEK.-HOMER.-ILIAD, BKS. I. A II.

FIRST YEAR.

Rev. Professor Cornish. .Examiner.
t

1. Translate Bk. I. vs. 225—244.

2. a. Give the most probable date of the destruction of Troy. b. 
When, according to Herodotus, did Homer live ? Name the cities 
which severally claimed to be his birth-place, and that one which has 
the best grounds for preference.

3. a. State briefly the theory of Wolf respecting the origin and 
authorship of the Homeric poems, b. State the two accounts of the 
introduction of the poems of Homer into Greece ;—and—assuming that 
they were not at first committed to writing—how is their preservation 
to be accounted for? c. What is the general testimony of ancient 
writers with regard to the first collection of these poems into a whole ?

4. Translate Bk. I. vs. 428—441.

5. a. What was the Digamma, and by what characters is it represented 
in Latin, German, and English, respectively ? Give instances, b. Ex
plain the Homeric use of the Article, c. Name the leading critics and 
commentators on Homer among the ancient Greeks, d. Define the 
terms irpo/SX^juara, for^juara, \A<rtis, and 2U6p0u<ris, as used by them. 
e. What were the principal iicddoreis of the Homeric poems ?

6. Translate Bk. II. 87—98, and 210—220.

7. a. Turn the following words into Attic ;—Kpabl-nv, è\d<poio, àpia- 
rfoacriv, atOcv, iraKd/xris, iretror^arai, ipJirvOev. b. How do you account 
for the dialectic peculiarities and varieties, as they have been termed, 
of the Homeric poems ? c. What are the two interpretations given of

Be



<Po\k6s by the Scholiast and Buttmann, and what reasons does the latter 
adduce for his meaning ?

8. Translate Bk. II. a. 419—431. b. 455—458. c. 414—479.

9. Explain the following expressions in the description of a sacrifice ; 
—6v\oxvrai àvt\ovro. ov\ox<nas irpo$d\owTo. àv tyvarav. pypovs ^e- 
rapov. nard KvifTajj badAuipav. wpoOeryrrav. &c. What were the irep- 
irwfioAa ?

10. a. What degree of advancement in the arts and sciences do the 
poems of Homer indicate ? b. In connection with the navigation and 
seamanship, write explanatory notes on ; 'Iaria ph> artiAavro, k. t. x. 
'larbv laroMitri * * * KapnaAlpcos. rty els tippov * Iperpoîs. ’E/c ^uyàr

ebyaav. Bk. I. 433—436.

11. State your views of the leading characteristics of the Homeric 
poetry. What are the points of the similes above given.

12. a. Write down the metrical scheme of an Hexameter verse, b. 
What is a Spondaic Hexameter verse, and under what circumstances 
can it be such ? c. Scan the following verses, and explain any pecu
liarities of metre you may observe :—Bk. I. 75. 86. 119. 262. Bk. II. 
74. 206. 294—298. \

13. Give the construction of; a. Bk. I. 66—67. b. 170__171. c.
666—567.

14. a. Write down the Greek Enclitics and Atonies, b. Decline the 
following nouns, accentuating them throughout :—\6yos, hypos, valnys, 
dvOpwiros, irais, var^p. c. Distinguish between ;—y, f, i}, 1j.

15. a. Name the principal and historical Tenses. 6. Define the Aorist 
Tense, c. What are the cpmpounds of &v, and what mood do they 
take ? d. What is the mood of the consequent clause in dependent 
conditional propositions ?

16. Translate into Greek :—“ Never flatter those who act unjustly 
towards the state. Accustom thyself to do kind offices to those who 
are thy benefactors. It becomes good citizens to hold in great respect 
those who successfully manage the affairs of the state. When the 
Persians invaded Greece they laid waste the whole of Attica and took 
the city of Athens. If the citizens had been wise men they would have 
put Philip to death ;—but if they find this fellow guilty of murder they 
will put him to death. The king told him he would come if he were 
wanted. He said he was present in order to do the Athenians a very 
great service.”
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UNIVERSITY
OF

MCGILL. COLLEGE,

MONTREAL.
SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS. APRIL, 1860.

X

LATIN.—TACITUS.—GERMANIA AND AGRICOLA. *

SECOND YEAR.

Examiner. Rev. Pboeessob Oobnish.

1. Translate, Germania, Chap. xvi.

2. a. Write a sketch of the life of Tacitus. 6. Give the names and 
dates of the emperors during whose reigns he lived. In whose reign 
was the Agricole written? c. Name the principal Roman Historians 
prior to the age of Tacitus, and the works of these now extant, d. What 
are the peeuliar features of the style of Tacitus ? 
besides Tacitus wrote accounts of Britain.

3. Translate, Germania, Chap. xlv.

e. What writers

4. Write short explanatory notes on ; Chap. 5, » Serratos bigatosque,” 
What noun must be supplied ? 6. « Nudi aut sagulo leves.” 7. « Ce- 
terum neque animadvertere * 
cassis

* * permissum.” 9. “ Martem,
* placent.” 10. “ Terkingulos tollit.” 12. " Discrimen capi

tis intendere.” 14. 5 6 7 * * * 11 Expectare annum.”
* * * imitetur.” By what name is this substance now known? 
17. “Eligunt feras • • * • mare gignit." 20. “ Nudi ac sordidi.” 
41. « Invohi popuiis arbitrantur.” What case is populis ?

16. “ Quædam Ioca • •

5. Give the modern names of the rivers Rhenus, Mosa, Amisia, 
Tisnrgis, Albis, and Lupia. Whore, and what were the 11 Decumates 
Agri”? 40. “ In insula Ocean!.’’ What Island ?

6. Translate, Agricola, Chaps, iii, and xxiv.

7. a. Point out the mistakes made by Tacitus in the geographical
descriptions of Chaps, x. and xxiv. b. Give the geographical positions
of the Brigantes, Silures, and Iceni. c. What are the modern names
of ; Clota, Bodotria, Tans, Orcades, and Mona ? What is the Mona of
Caesar ?

I



8. Translate and explain the following passages ;—Chap. 6, Agr.
“Nam filium • * * amisit.” “Nee enim jurisdictio obvenerat." 
11. “ Sen procnrrentibus * * * * dedit.” 12. “ Fert Britannia
• • • * pretium victoriæ.” How is this to be reconciled with the
statement in Chap. 31 ? “ Neque enim * ant metalla, • * • •
reservemur” 7 13. “ Consilium id divus * * * * Tiberius prae- 
ceptum.” 18. “ Ne laureatis quidem gesta prosecutus est.” 31. “ Tri- 
nobantes • • * * jugum potuere.” What is meant by “ coloniam” ? 
35. “Cornibus adfunderentur.” “Pro vallo stetere.” “ Citra Roma- 
num sanguinem bellanti.” “ Diductis ordinibus.” “ Pedes ante vexilla 
constetit.” 40. •* Triumphalia ornamenta.” What were these, and what 
were the conditions necessary for a Roman general to gain the honour 
of a triumph ?

13. Translate, Agricola, Chap, xliii.

14. Give the etymology and meaning of the following words, which 
are found in the Germania and Agricola :—Lauti, indigenes, arment», 
discretes, exanguis, passim, securi, impotentia, tegumen, expedites, 
inhabile, stratis, superstites, auspicia.

15. State the difference in meaning between ;—ager, arvum ; gens, 
natio ; cassis, galea ; familia, mancipia ; discret!, divers! ; connexis, 
cohærentibus ; propinqui, adfines ; rudis, informis.

16. Parse the following verbs expulerint, adsuerunt, poposcerit, 
adoleverint, canent, texissent, popularetur, obtriverat, oppresseris, mis- 
cuerit.

17. Explain the construction ; Germania, 6. “ Possessione et usn
• * adficiuntur.” Supply the ellipsis. 10. “Se enim ministros •
• • putant.” 16. “ Nullas Germanorum * * * * sedes.” 17. 
“ Nudæ brachia ac lacertos.” 38. “ Neque enim ut ament * • • • 
ornantur.” Agricola, 6. “ Prima rudiment» * * * * contuberuio 
œstimaret.”

18. a. Agricola, 44. “Natus erat Agricola 
coque
b. “ Idibus Juniis” : “ decimo kalendas Septembris.” Express these 
dates according to our mode of reckoning. What part of speech, and 
what case is “ Septembris” 7 Give the full expression for the latter of 
the above extracts. Give the divisions of the Roman month.

19. What cases are used in Latin to express ; 1. A definite point of 
time, at which a thing is done ? 2. Duration through any length of 
time 7 3. A point or space of time in the future for which arrangement 
is now made ? 4. The town at which a thing is done 7 6. Motion to a 
place \-from, a place ? b. State the rule for the use of the Ablative 
Absolute : for the use of Qui with the subjunctive : for Dumt &c., with 
thvindicative, and with the subjunctive,

* Oollega Pris- 
consulibus.” What other readings are given besides this?

■
?



!

» î0- Translate into Latin j—His brother died on the 15th of May, in 
the 2nd consulship of 0. J. Casser ;-accordingly he determined on 
returning to Home on the 1st day of June, and forthwith set oat from 
the town where he had been staying for some time. When he had 
accomplished his journey, he learnt that his brother had made him heir 
to one half of his property, which brought him six hundred thousand 
sesterces. Up to the time of his receiving this money he had lived a 
poor man, but now he began to live in an extravagant manner, and soon 
squandered all he had.
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UNIVERSITY1
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COLLEGE,MCGILL

MONTREAL.
?

1 SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS. APRIL, I860.

GREEK.—SOPHOCLES.—ANTIGONE.

SECOND YEAR.

Rev. Professor Cornish.Examiner,

1. Translate vs. 249—211.
2. a. Give the leading facts of the life of Sophocles, with the date 

and place of his birth. 1. What are said to be the improvements in 
the dramatic art which he introduced. Compare his merits as a drama
tist with those of Æschylus and Euripides, c. State the number of 
plays attribued to Sophocles, and the number which are regarded as 
spurious. Give the names of those which have come down to us.

:

.
:

In what other dramas, both of Sophocles and of other dramatists,I dothe fortunes of the house ofŒdipus form the subject? What posi

tion in the series of events does the Antigone occupy 1 b. State the 
Argument, and what you regard as the primary idea of this play. 
Write also a brief analysis of it. c. In what year B. 0., and with what 
success was it represented ?

4. Translate vs. 937—978.
B. Write down the scale of the metre called Iambic Trimeter Acuta- 

lectio, with the various feet that are admissible into it. Mention the 
isochronous feet in the scale. State the laws of the scale as given by 

Define the terms Catalectic, Acatalectic, Brachycatalectic, and

r:

Person.
Hypercatatectic- Scan verses 10—16.

6. Parse and explain the composition, meaning, and derivation of the 
following words hr?K«e*7|f>5x6“‘- tvpobmrrov. Sefidirei- 
po!. fieXfiUmr. arepif.ir. Impateapiry. bytprl. BpBijv. 6o6ppaior.

ApedMjiroi. bvrirptpra. pipprey. XourBla. XPV- <TKa,inpra.

;

vrfivfnot.
Give the cognate word in Latin with this last.



7. Translate vs. 998—1010. Give the literal rendering of <Nirl (upov 
TbX’l5” KdK\nrrr\s}—is this active or passive ?

8. Explain the construction of; a. 48. b. 120—21. c. 471. 
d. 489—490. e. 1034—35. /. 1021—22. g. 1084—86. h. 1261—62.

9. Translate vs. 1115—1145.

10. Explain the geographical allusions in the above passage. Why 
was Bacchus an object of special adoration at Thebes ? State briefly 
the legends alluded to in the Chorus, vs. 944, &c.

11. Give the different interpretations that are given of; a. vs. 88. 
b. 263. c. 628—30. d. 1085.

12. What are the various readings for; vs. 4. &yns &rep. 134. àm- 
T&irq.. 235. iretpapy/iévos. 868. rptir6\ijroy.

13. a. vs. 431. x°“1<rt rpunrivUoun. What were these libations ? 
b. vs. 1005, &c. Write short explanatory notes on the several particu
lars mentioned in this passage. In divination by fire what were regarded 
as propitious omens ? c. 1175—6. lun6xeiP’~~~1raTPe$as xfPos‘ How do you 
account for the use of the latter expression by the Chorus? d. 1282. 
Tcanfi-fiTup. Explain this compound.

14. a. Write down the leading Doricisms used in the Choruses, b. Ac
centuate, and give the different meanings of the following words, 
according to their difference of accentuation :—ayuv. a\\a. 
toy. ay. r\v. 7rapa. voawv. When do Oxytones take the grave
accent ?

15. a. What do the Suffixes -tor and -ucos in Adjectives denote ? Also 
-/to, -TTjs, -to, and -tStoy, in Nouns ? b. Write down the Imperfect, Per
fect, Future, and the Aorist 1st, or 2nd, Indicative of the following 
verbs : — facrddyopat. Ix«. 7lyvopat. 4\dvvu. iiraivèu. ripvca. <pépu. 
à\l<TKopai. ivpKTKu. dyfitTKu. c. What are p.lv and $4 used to express ? 
d. State the difference in usage between the negative particles ov and 
pfl’ e. What are the various meanings of outin the Nom. and 
oblique cases, according to its position in the sentence? f. Write 
down thê indefinite corelatives of rls} irfoos, irdios, ttoO, ir6re, m)\htos, ir&s. 
g. State the principal rules for the use of ei and &v in Conditional Pro
positions.

16. Translate into Greek ;—The citizens of Athens fought and van
quished the myriads of the army of the Great King in the battle of 
Marathon. On that day of victory Miltiades commanded the army of 
his country, for the other nine generals had given up to him the sole 
command. Had it not been for this step, the Persian army might have 
proved too strong for the Athenians. The centre of the Athenians was 
overcome and had begun to flee, when Miltiades succoured them, and 
with all his forces charged the Persians, who now fled to their ships.
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UNIVERSITY

OF

MO GILL COLLEGE,

MONTREAL.

SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS. APRIL, 1860.
1

history.—history of home.

EIBST AND SECOND YEANS.

Examiner. Rev. Pboeessob Donnish.:
: s 1. Give an account of the physical geography and early population 

of ancient Italy.

2. By what names do the Greek historians designatethe Etruscans ? 
What name did they gfvfc themselves ? State the general testimony of 
the ancient writers, Herodotus especially, respecting the origin of this 
people and their introduction into Italy.

3. Explain the constitution of Rome under the Kings.

4. Give an account of the institution of the Census, and of the divi

sion of the Rdînan people into classes—ascribed to Servius Tullius.

6. Explain the expression Patres Conscripti. Of whom was the Sénat* 
composed? What were its functions and powers ? Distinguish be
tween populus and plebs.

6. What power did the old Roman lhw give the creditor over an in
solvent debtor? Explain the mutual relations and obligations of the 
paironus and the cliens.

1. Mention, with dates, the most important of the wars by which 
Rome made herself mistress of Italy.

' 8. Give an account of the successive struggles and laws by which 
the Plebeians sought to gain equal political rights with the Patricians.

9. Explain the composition and powers of the Oomitia Curiata, Oen- 
turiata, and Tribute.

1

-

:

1



10. a. Name the divisions and subdivisions of land 
Roman jurists. 6. Write 
was the

made by the
an account of the Agrarian Laws. What 

primary object of these laws, and to what kind of land did 
their provisions apply? c. In connection with this subject, define 
terms possessio, possessores, possidere. the

three £ w' ®.0l!0,ln‘'with date9>of the PrinclPal «vents of the 
form f »h ° T"8'. 6 the derlTation of the te™ BUd the oldest
form of the adjective Pmlcu,. To what family of nations did the Oar-
thagmians belong, and wbat part of the world was their original home 7 

12. Under what "circumstances, and at'what dates did the following

G, 'r !*!vda^8 "nd gMSraPhicaI positions of the following bat-
cephalm Pydür’ '  ̂ ^ T1CinU8’ C^08"

14. Give an account of the sources from which the revenue of Home 
RepubUcTed’"Bnd 116 m0,i6 °f C0UeCting “> dMi“8 Period of the

15. What were the functions and powers of the Dictator, Consul
Quaestor, Censor, and Tribunus Plebis ? 1

16. Mention the reforms which the Gracchi sought to introduce in the 
Roman constitution, and point out in what respects these reforms were 
needed.

was

17. Give the date 
Spartacus.

IS. State the causes to which the overthrow of the Republican form 
of government at Rome may be attributed.

and circumstances attending the insurrection of

4
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îUNIV SITY

mogul College,

MONTREAL.

SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS. APRIL, 1860.

‘

»

I JUVENAL.—BATS. I. HI. VIII. X. 
HORACE.—BATS. BOOK I.LATIN.

THIRD TEAR.

Ordinary Examination.

: f ■
: [||j

Examiner. Ret. Professor Oobkish.

1. Translate—Juvenal—Sat. Till. vs. 196-210.

2. Point ont in what respects Juvenal is superior to Horace as a 
satirist.

3. Translate, Satire X. vs. 133-166.

4. a. Write an analysis of Satire X. b. By what celebrated English 
writer, and in what poem has this satire been imitated ? c. Explain 
what is meant by vs. 1. ‘a Gadibus 
Lateranorum cedes.’ 47-60, ‘ Tunc quoque 
losopher and what country are alluded to? 116, ‘ totis Quinquatribus :> 
—What festival was this? d. Mention the principal battles, and leading 
events connected with the invasion of Italy by Hannibal in the second 
Punic War. Relate the circumstances of the death of Hannibal. 
e. 1 Pellaeo juveni —Who, and why so designated ?

6. Translate—Horace—Sat. Bk. 1.1. vs. 61-79.

1

if et Gangem.’ 17, ‘ egregiaa 
nasci —What phi-

i

6. a. Show in what this Satire of Horace resembles any of Juvenal. 
b. Give the construction of 19-21. 1 Atqui * * beatis.’ ‘ Quid causae 

• inflet.’ 49-61 ‘ quid refert * * • * aret?’ c. What are the various
readings of vs. 29 ? vs. 86 ;—with what is * post’ to be connected ? what 
figure is here used ?

I 7. Translate Sat. IV. 1-21.



8. a. Translate and explain ;-Sat. III. IS. 'decies centena:' what do 
yon supply here? 2?. 'serpens Epidaurius.’ 46-49. Some editors write 
the words 'paetum,' ‘pnllum,’ 'varum,' 'scaurum,’with a capital ini
tial; others, as here given translate according to either reading. 
87. ‘tristes Kalendae,why 'tristes?' 6. Sat. IV.—'dignus 
cribi give the force of the latter word. What is meant by the Old 
the Middle, and the New Comedy of Greece? Mention the principal 
writers in each. Is the judgment of Horace on Lucilius, in this passage 
altogether fair andin accordance with the opinions of\ other ancient 
critics? c. vs. 48, &c. To what comedy is the allusion here made? 
vs. 60-62. Give the construction. From what poet are these vs. quoted ? 
69-70. Explain the construction, and supply the ellipsis, 
person is here meant?

it

K
»
£94. What

10. Translate—Satire VI. vs. 66-83.

11. a. Explain the construction of VI. 1-6: and 31-33 ;—'eat quacun- 
que, • • » • capilio.’ b. Translate and explain v. 76. What is the force 
of octonis?’ What interpretations are given of ‘referentes aera?’

. 12. Parse the following verbs ;—triverit, compilent, vestiret, obtule- 
nm, hgurrierit, fregerit, finxerunt, illeverit.

13. Explain the composition, derivation, and meaning of; crustula, 
reticulum, tripes, abortivus, sincemm, tritum, latro, opifex, convictor 
prolutus. State the difference between libertus and libertinus.

14. Grammatical Questions a. Write down the principal verbs that 
are followed by the accusative with the Infinitive. 6. Give the interro- 
gative particles, and point out the exact difference in meaning between 
them. c. In what mood does the verb of dependent questions stand? 
d. What are deponent and neuter-pauive verbs ? What participle have 
they which other verbs have not? e. State the difference in usage 
between the Gerund and the Gerundive.

I

;

16. Translate into Latin ;—He was slain by his fellow-citizens on ac
count of his great desire to consult the interests of the republic, but his 
death proved the ruin of those who had slain him. Can he then be a 
bad citizen who is delighted with the discovery of what is true, and 
honourable and useful. He sent word that ho should remain at Rome,
°l Untl1 the lTth °f the neIt month- Ia !t Possible that a man

^ should be believed who never speaks the truth ?
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UNIVERSITY

OP

MO GILL COLLEGE,

MONTREAL.
SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS.—APRIL, 1860.

GREEK.—ÆSOHYLUS.—PROMETHEUS VINCTUS.

THIRD TEAR. I
Ordinary Examination.;

Rev. Professor Cornish.Examiner,

1. Translate vs. 298—821. Ed. Dindorf.

2. a. The Prometheus Vmctus is believed to have been the second of 
a Trilogy :—Give the Greek titles of the other two. b. Two dates 
have been assigned for the composition of this play :—Name them, and 
give the reasons which have been adduced in support of them. c. In 
what manner is it supposed the character of Prometheus was repre
sented on the sjage ?

3. Translate vs. 526—560.

4. a. Into what feet of an Iambic Senarius can Anapæsts and Dac
tyls be admitted ? What exceptions are made in favour of proper 
names ? b. Write down the scale of the measure called Anapæstic 
Monometer Acatalectic, and also of that called Anapæstic Dimeter 
Acatalectic. c. Scan vs. 620—525.

6. In what condition did Æschylus find tragedy when he began to 
write ? Give the derivation and original meaning of the word rpa- 
ytptila. What were the improvements which, according to Horace, 
Æschylus introduced in Dramatic composition and representation ?

6. In what year B. 0. was Æschylus born? Relate the most re
markable events of his life. When and where did he die? Write a 
short critique on his excellencies and peculiarities as a writer and 
thinker, so far ek these appear to you to be discernible in this play.

7. Translate \ 944—963.

8. Explain the composition and derivation of the following words 
raxbmtpoi. àrfipiOfAQV. trafx/xrjTop. vap0i)KOir\iipwToy. àn\irov. &rp«T-

. t

i

.



à

KvétaXa. &KIKW. Sfooiffra. àvrjpir 
àyduyrjroy, fidicos, àffrepydvopa.

&KTTOV. KfXaivSPpUTOV»

9. Parse the following verbs bwyx. «%„; «,.85.
T€{«. f*W<u. Aormi. x/uurArra. ,f,0,e„.
KfKpa/xeyr). reOr)yp.ivovs.

10. Translate vs. 1063—1079.

11. Translate and explain vs. 64. 116—116. T(r iSpà
r’T’- J366-69; "V"*”1 * * * ><"■ What event is supposed to 
be referred to in this passage, and in what year did it occur ? 479—81. 
“ oJ/t Jjy ixftw' * * * • Kor.o-afAAoi.To.’’ Mention also the various 
kinds of remedies which physicians used in ancient times among the 
Greeks 708 bvypirovs ytas. What region is supposed to be referred 
to here? 717. fj£.,s 
is the legend here alluded to ?

ÿtvSiiruiMv. What river ? 860—61. WhatI

12. Explain the construction of; a. vs. 938. b. 904—5. “ixfA.uor 
85. ripiiws. c. 891—93. What is the reading of the MSS for 
WpoTov in vs. 2. In 430 what is Paley’s reading for jx5„
In 948 after Sr Paley inserts t« :—what difference does its insertion 
make in the translation ? To what speakers are vs. 968—69, and 970 
respectively attributed by Hermann, and, after him, Paley ? Show from 
the context that their arrangement is preferable to that of Dindorf.

!

13. State the principal rules for the accentuation of words preceding 
an enclitic. When does an enclitic retain its accent? Define the terms 
proparoxytone, paroxyton,, oxytone, propenepmenon, and perispomencn, 
giving their derivation in each case. Accentuate, in the Active Voice
the.3, ™g' !res'Ind' ’ 1 Bing-Imp-Ind- i 1 Aor. Inf. ; 2 sing. Imperat. ’ 
and 1 Pin. Pres. Subj., of the verbs an/.'» an|l xpirrx.

14. a. Does the Relative, when in apposition to a noun, agree with it, 
or with its own proper antecedent? b. State the Rule for the attrac- 
tion of the Relative.

;

e. What does the future participle often express ? 
d. In what case does the subject of the Infinitive stand 7 e. Can the 
Infinitive be used, as in English, to express a purpose ? /. What is the 
signification of t*e Per/. 2, and of the Put. 3? g. What is the Middle 
Voice used to denote ?

15. Translate into Greek ;—He told them that he would endeavour 
to perform those things on condition that they should hold their 
for, said he, 1 would choose to act thus in preference 
things I possess. But the king, who happened to be 
suggestion of others, preferred war to peace, although he 
that he was acting uiijustly and doing great harm to the 
way he inflicted more damage upon the state than 
person, and brought upon it unexpected woes.

peace ; 
to all the good 
present, at the 
was conscious 
state. In this 

any other single
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lUNIVERSITY
OF

MO GILL COLLEGE,

MONTREAL.
B. A. ORDINARY EXAMINATIONS. APRIL, 1860.

I PERSIUS.—BATS. n. V. 4 VI. 
TACITUS.—GERMANIA 4 AORIOOLA.

LATIN.

Examiner, Rbv. Profbssob Oobnish.

■ 1. Translate—Persius II. vs. 69—15.

2. a. In the reigns of what Roman Epiperors did Persius live. b. Give 
the dates of his birth and death, with a description of his personal ap
pearance and character, as handed down by his contemporaries, c. Write 
a critique on the character and style of the Satires of Persius. d. What 
poet did he take as his model ? What peculiarities of his style are at
tributed by some to the dangerous times in which he lived ? What 
more probable cause may be .assigned ?

3. a. Give the derivation of the word Satira to what part of speech 
does it properly belong? Adduce instances, b. Give an account of 
the rise and progress of Roman Satire, referring particularly to those 
writers who were most distinguished in this department of Latin literature, 
and to those passages in Horace which bear upon it. c. What were the 
Saliaria carmina ,* the Carmina Fescennina ; and the Exodia ?

4. Translate,—Persius V. 132—163.

6. Give the exact meaning and derivation of the following words found 
in these Satires :—scilicet, viatica, tressis, centusse, quincunce, deunces, 
lotus, peronatus, politus, cenophorum, obsccenum, artocreas, sinciput.

6. Explain, Sat. II. vs. 1. “ Huno diem lapillo." 3. 1F unde merum 
Genio.’26. ‘ An quia * • * bidental.’ 32. ‘ Frontemque * * * 
perita.’ 46. ‘Quo pacto * * * liquescant?’ Explain this by an 
account of the mode of offering sacrifice as described by Homer. 66* 
1 Et Oalabrum * * * vellus.’ Where was the best purple dye pro
duced ? Sat. v. t30. “Quumprimum * * * * pependit.” 64. 
‘■Mercibus • • • • cumini.” What case is mercibus ? Give the

«

I

;

p



force of pallentit. What does Horace say about the same thing Î 62 
Explain the construction of this, and also of 70—72. vs. 76—79. “ qui
tus una vertigo * • • marcus Dama." 82. ‘Hoc nobis pilea don- 
ant.’ TI. 9. i Lunai portum.’ 66. < Bovillas, Olivumque ad Virbi' :— 
What places are these ? 80. '• Juventus • • • Acervi.’

7. Translate,—Tacitus—Germania—Chap. XI.

8. a. “Nox ducere diem videtnr Was this mode of computing 
time peculiar to the (Germans among the ancient nations? Mention 
some English words in common use now derived from this custom. 6. 
Point out what may be regarded in the institutions and customs of the 
ancient Germans as the rudiments of the Feudal system ; knighthood ; 
judicial combat; blazonry ; and debts of honour, &c. c. What points 
of resemblance have been traced between the manners and customs of 
the Germans, and those of the aboriginal tribes of this continent?

9. Write short notes, with dates, of the several events and wars allud
ed to in Chap, xxxvii. I

10. Translate,—Agricola—Chap. XXI. How does Hitter 
thia Chap. ? What are the various readings for :—Centurionem, tribu- 
torum exactionem, ut civitates proximis hibemit, and ludere pretio ?

commencea

11. Give the exact import of the prepositions used by Tacitus in the 
following expressions :—Oitra Homanum sanguinem bellanti ; ex mag- 
nitudine deorum arbitrante; in hæc munera uxor accipitur ; pro 
solita Germanorum inertia; juxtalibertatem; submittere crinem; in- 
gemere agris.

12. Grammatical Questions, a. State the general rule for the sequence 
of Tenses in Latin, b. Mention the impersonal verbs that are followed 
by ut with the lubjunctive. d. How do you express a purpose in Latin ? 
i. What is quo equivalent to, and what is its force with the compara
tive? e. What do the participles in rut and dut often severally ex
press ? /. Define Oratio obliqua, oratio recta :—In the former, in what 
mood do the principal verbs stand ? g. What class of verbs does quod, = 
that, follow?

13. Translate into Latin :—He sent thither M. Antonins with five 
cohorts of the 8th legion. The inhabitants ofSulmo, as soon as they 
saw our standards, opened their gates ; and all, both townsmen and 

Vloldlers, came forth to meet Antonius with their congratulations. 
Lucretius and Attius threw themselves down from the wall. When 
Attius was brought before Antonins he begged that he might be sent to 
Cæsar. Antonius, with the cohorts and Attius, returns on the same 
day that he had set out thither.

vt.
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UNIVERSITY

COLLEGE,MCGILL

MONTREAL.
B. A. ORDINARY EXAMINATION. APRIL 1860.

GREEK. (SSaT,l 

................................... Rev. Professor Cornish.

4

Examiner.

1. Translate, Hecuba, vs. 555—582.

2. a. Write a short analysis of the plot of the Hecuba, b. Point out 
where the scene is laid, by a reference to particular passages in this 
Play. c. State the peculiarities of Euripides, as a dramatic poet ; as 
regards the manner in which he opens his plays, his treatment of the 
subject, and the introduction of the pathetic, the intellectual, and the 
poetic element ;—in comparison with his great predecessors Æschylus 
and Sophocles.

3. Translate, Hecuba, vs. 905—931.

4. ja. Name the principal Greek metres, and point out those 
in which two feet are required to make a metre, b. Write down the 
following feet Iambus, Trochæus, Anapæstus, Bacchius, Amphima- 
cer, Choriambus, Ionicus a majore, c. Define the terms—arsis, thesis, 
ccesura, synapheia. d: Explain the construction of the metre called 
Iambic Trimeter Acatalectic, and illustrate by scanning vs. 890—895.

114

I

measures

6. a. Explain the composition and derivation of the following words ; 
—&0pav(rToi, irrSpdos, SopfArjirroy, àicpai<pvts, ircarj^a, avSvpra,

• AerjAaToDi/Tes, <f>potp.lois, Mpypara. b. Parse and explain the following 
verbs :—AeActfcas, ^pdcrOrj, SeSpafccv, ^/UTrtTrTcv/re, Kfnapffai, «(Syarai, àpfHH 
<rct. c. Explain the construction of; a. 1234-37. b. 1240. c. 1075-77.

6. Translate, Thucydides, Bk. II. Chap. 43.

7. a. Give an account of the principal Greek historians that preceded 
Thucydides, b. Write a sketch of the life of Thucydides, and point 
out his excellencies as an historian, c. How much of the Pelopon
nesian War does his history comprehend ?

I



8. Give the dates of the commencement and termination of the Pelo
ponnesian War, together with a brief account of the events that gave 
rise to it.

9. State the fference in meaning between fifooiKoi, Avoikoi, and 
tiroiKoi. Give Arnold’s distinction between Karaffucirfi and napafficewh.

10. Give an account of the constitution and powers of ;-a. fj /3ou\^ 4v 
'Apcupndytp. b. f] &ou\)} rav ncvranoffluv. c. >; cKK\t]ffla.

11. Translate, Bk. II. Chap. 83.

12. v<pop[uffdn*vot. What is the subject of this—1. according to the 
Scholiast on Thucydides, and—2. according to Arnold and other 
modern commentators ? How do you explain the movements of the 
hostile fleets referred to in this passage ?

13. Give the geographical position of;—Theræ, Platæa, Corcyra, 
Naupactus, Cyllene, Panormus, and Euboea.

14. Write a brief description of the symptoms of the Plague at 
Athens. Mention the other great Plagues, which have ravaged Europe 
and Asia, since that at Athens.

15. Accentuate the following passage, introducing the spiritus also : 
AKovffas Se o Tiffffa<pcpvr]s c<pr)' ravra cya anayyc\u jSamAci feat vpiv naKiv ra 
nap' 6Kcivov‘ pexP1 S’ av «7" «t ffnovSat ptvovrav ayopav 8e ijpeis nape£op.ev.

16. a. State and explain the rule for the use of the Optative and Sub
junctive after Unas, Vva, and âs. b. When the subject and the Predi
cate refer to the sanle object, what is the construction? c. How are 
verbals in -reo$ formed ? How are they construed ? d. What class of 
verbs govern two accusatives ? e. What is meant by the accusative of 
limitation ? /. State the fundamental notion of the Genitive, and also 
of the Dative.
KrelvUf and iffrtjpi.

17. Translate into Greek But when. Darius was dead and Artax- 
erxes had come into possession of the kingdom, Tissaphernes accused 
Cyrus to his brother of conspiring against him. There he remained 
fourteen days. In the fourth day’s march from that place he held 
review of his army. If they cared for the state they would provide for 
their own safety. If the wise and just had managed the affairs of the 
government the citizens would now be prosperous instead of wretched.

/

g. Give the tenses in use of ;—Hyvvpi, àipcu, êvplffica,
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UNIVERS
;

II MCGILL COL G E,

MONTREAL |

ÉXApHATION FOR H0N01

THIRD YEAR.

LIVY.—BOOK XXL I 
CICERO.—PRO MüRÆnI 
CICERO.—DE BENEOTüJ 

TERENCE.—ANDRIA.

LATIN, -

Rev. Propbs1|u Cornish.Examiner,

1. Translate, Livy, Book XXI., Chaps. 16 and 31

2. Translate, Cicero, Pro Muræna, § 32.

3. Translate, Cicero, De Senectute, § 23 :—“ 0 prseolarum diem " to 
the end.

4. Translate, Terence, Andria, Act II. Sc. 2 ; and A$ti V. Sc. 1.

5. Enumerate the principal historians among the Romans. Can yon 
point out any resemblances, as regards style, intellectual qualifications, 
&c., between any of them and Herodotus and Thucydides'?

6. “ Malevoli veteris poetae.” Andria, Prolog. 6-1—1 it poet is
here alluded to ? What was the ground of his hostility against Te
rence ? What was the charge he continually urged against him?

7. Write a sketch of the life of Terence.

GREEK AND LATIN PROSE COMPOSITION.

1. Translate into Greek;—“ And after him his two sons, Podalirius 
and Machaon, following Agamemnon in the war against Troy, afforded 
no trifling service to their fellow-soldiers. But yet Homer has described 
them not as having rendered them any aid against pestilence, nor the



ranous kinds of diseases, bnt only as being accustomed to cure wounds 
with the knife and medicinal applications. From which it is evident 
that these were the only branches of medicine which they attempted • 
and that consequently these are the oldest. And from the same author 
wo may learn, that diseases were referred to the anger of the gods, and 
that it was from them assistance was wont to be implored.” '

2. Translate into Latin

" The 8°Iden W of Trajan and the Antonines had been preceded by 
an age of iron. It is almost superfluous to enumerate the unworthy 
successors of Augustus. Their unparalleled vices, and the splendid 
theatre on which they were acted, have saved them from oblivion. The 
dark unrelenting Tiberius, the furioi j Caligula, the feeble Claudius, the 
profligate and cruel Nero, the beastly Vitelline, and the timid inhuman 
Domitian, arc condemned to everlasting infamy. During fourscore 
years (excepting only the short and doubtful respite of Vespasian’s 
reign), Borne groaned beneath an unremitting tyranny, which extermi
nated the ancient families of the republic, and was fatal to almost 
virtue, and every talent, that arose in that unhappy period.

every
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UNIVERSITY

OF

COLLEGEMOQILL
MONTREAL.

SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS. APRIL, 1860.

' SOPHOCLES.—PHILOCTETE8.
EURIPIDES.—ALCESTIS.
PLATO.—CRITO.
Æ9CHINEB.—ORAT. AGAINST CTESIPHON.

GREEKj

THIRD YEAR.

Honor Examination.

Rev. Professor Cornish.Examiner

1. Translate, Philoctetes. a. vs. 391—411. 6 1101—1121.

2. a. Give the legend of Philoctetes, and point out in what particu
lars Sophocles has departed from it in this play. b. Scan the vs. of 
the Chorus in extract a. Write down the scheme of the metre called 
Trochaic Tetrameter Catalectic, and also Anapæstic Dimeter Acatalec- 
tic. c. ‘ trùpfloAov.' Explain this word, and the custom connected 
with the use of the aip-Poboy to which allusion is here made. d. Give 
the exact meaning and force of the prepositions used in the following 
expressions VS. 60. iv Airaîr. 90. npbs play. 148. irpbs W 
904. to» fvTtimyroy. 963. ly ml. 1268. la xiyay KoAây. e. 287. 
SiaKoyel&Oat What is the quantity of the 2nd syllable ? Give the rea
son for this by pointing out the derivation of the word. 473. iy rap- 
{p^v 0ov Explain this, and give the Latin for it. 619-520, Upon 
what does the Genitive <ri)s i>6<rov depend ?

:

3. Translate, Alcestis. a. vs. 476—491. b. 962-979.

4. a. Write the plot of this Drama. What place in the list of the 
plays of Euripides is this supposed to occupy 7 On what ground is it 
said to be the last of a Tetralogy 7 b. What is the force of the particle 
yi in answers to questions 7 c. State the general rule for the use of the 
Article, as a relative pronoun, by the Tragic poets.

5. Translate, Crito. a. § XI. b. § XVII.



/

6. a. What ia the subject of the Crito ? Write a sketch of the line of 
argument employed by Socrates, b. Give an account of the leading 
Greek Philosophers and Sophists who flourished before the time of Soc
rates. c. Mention the most eminent followers and disciples of Soc
rates, and state what you regard to be the leading tenets of his phi
losophy.

7. Translate, Orat. against Ctes. a. § 69—70. b. 222—23.

8. Compare the style and relative oratorical merits and excellencies 
of Æschines and Demosthenes.

9. a. In what year B. 0. was the speech against Ctesiphon delivered, 
and how many years after the moving of the indictment? What other 
orations of Æschines are extant ? b. Mention the points of policy on 
which Æschines and Demosthenes, as statesmen, were at issue with 
one another, c. What are the strong points in the argument of this 
speech ? How does Demosthenes meet them ?

10. a. State and illustrate the precise meaning of the following ex
pressions and terms, as used in the courts and public assembly of 
Athens }—-h<rayyt\la. &yuv. Kptatis. ypcufyfj. 4ninpla. \oyt<rro(. rl 
pijpa. vopoQtrai. SiKarrrit. vSpos. irpofio4\evpa. \p-f}<pi<rpa. 6. Distin
guish between ;—dtîvat v6pout, 04<r0cu vipovt : ypdtpeiv ttap&vopa, ypdtpta- 
Oai irapavdpav : àiro\pr}<pl(e(rQat, KaTa\pr]<pl(f(r0ai : bhcrjv tplvytiv, 8. 3<pÀi<r- 
ttiveiv : 6 Sk&kuv, à <plvywv. c. rà Atovtiaia rà iv &<rrtt Give the other 
name of this festival. Also give an account of the other festivals of 
Dionysus, and of the IlayaOJivaia. /.w.
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UNIVERSITY
OF

MO GILL COLLEGE,

MONTREAL.

EXAMINATION FOB HONOURS.

HISTORY, GRAMMAR, AND GEOGRAPHY.

THIRD YEAR.

Examiner. Rev. Professor Oorkish.

1. Give the date of the Ionic Revolt. What states took part in it? 
By what important consequences to Greece was it followed ?

2. Give an account of the legislation of Solon at Athens. Write a 
sketch of the life of Peisistrains. For what is the literary world sup
posed to be indebted to him ?

3. Describe the constitution and social customs of the Spartans. 
What great objects were aimed at by them ?

4. Give an account of the Greek system of colonisation. Enumerate 
the principal colonies that were established by the several states, in 
Asia Minor, Italy, and Sicily.

5. Mention the principal writers in the Lyric, Epic, and Dramatic 
literature of both Greece and Rome. Give the names of the seven sages. 
What kind of poetry was cultivated by them ?

6. What event is generally regarded as forming the boundary between 
the mythical and historical ages of Greece ? Give an account, with the 
names, of the early logographers of Greece.

7, Write a geographical description of the Grecian settlements in 
Asia Minor and Italy. Give the political divisions of Central Greece.

8. What led the Athenians to interfere in the affairs of Sicily ? At 
whose instigation was the expedition to Sicily undertaken ? What 
were the causes and consequences of its failure?

9. What were the qualifications of birth requisite for citizenship atx 
Athens ? What alteration in the law, on this subject, is said to have 
been made in the time of Pericles, and why ? /■



i *

10. What were the XhtouW(,i at Athene ? State the dietinction be
tween \ttroupyta and What were the changea which De
mosthenes effected in the law of the rpiqpaxta 1

11 Give the date of the accession of Philip. Between what powers 
did the Sacred War commence? What reasons did Philip assign for 
his interference? What advantages did he gain by his termination of 
it ? By what decisive battle did Philip completely establish the 
acy of Macedonia over the other states of Greece ?

CounriT*6 the CharaCter’ coraP°8itioni “id object of the Amphictyonie

Buprem-

h/“ R°m0i and0a^“on was 
open to thetoe Consulship first thrown 

Plebeians ? What were the powers of the Tribuni Plebis ?
was

14. Give the dates of

16. a. Enumerate the various 
Greek give instances, b. What 
in Greek ?

meanings of the Middle Voice in

and without it ? c. What is the general signification of the Perf. 2 ■ 
d. What classes of verbs govern the Genitive ? 'and of the Fut. 3 ?

17. o. How is the lack of the

HS M.DC., and HS. M.DOO. c. Translate, according to oar mode of 
reckoning, d. VI. Kal: Apr:. Id: Quincft. Prid: Non: Mart:.
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UNIVERSITY

M°(HLL COLLEGE

MONTREAL.

B. A. EXAMINATION FOR HONOURS.
|

PLAUTUS.-^TRINUMMUS.
TERENCE.—ADELPHI.
TACITUS.—HIST., BOOK I.
CICERO.—EP. AD ATTICUM, BOOK I. 
LUCRETIUS.—BOOKS V. AND VI.

LATIN, 4

Examiner, v* • • •i«1Rbv. Professor CorAsh.

1. Translate, Plautus, Trinum. a. Act. III. Sc. I. b. IV. 1.

2. Translate, Terence, Adelphi. a. Act II. Sc. 4. b. IV. 4.

3. Translate, Tacitus, Hist I. Chaps. 20 and 71.

4. Translate, Cicero, Ep. ad Att. I. Ep. 4 and 15.

6. Translate, Lucretius, a. V. vs. 201—218. 6. VII. 1136—60.

6. Point out any old grammatical forms that occur itt the above ex
tracts from Plautus and Lucretius.

1

7. Write a sketch of the rise and progress of Dramatic composition 
among the Romans.

GREEK AND LATIN PROSE COMPOSITION.

1. Translate into Greek

Pericles, who died about the beginning of the Peloponnesian war, 
was properly the first who carried eloquence to a great height ; to such 
a height, indeed, that it does not appear he was ever afterwards sur
passed. He was mçre than an orator : he was a statesman and a gen
eral, expert in business, and of consummate address. Forty years he 
governed Athens with absolute sway ; and historians ascribe his influ-

?



ence, not more to his political talents than to his eloquence, which was 
of that forcible and vehement kind that bore everything before it, and 
triumphed over the passions and affections of the people. Hence he had 
given him the surname of Olympins ; and it was said, that, like Jupiter, 
he thundered when he spoke. Though his ambition be liable to 
sure, yet he was distinguished for several virtues ; and it was the con
fidence which the people reposed in his integrity that gave such a pow- 
erful effect to his eloquence.

2. Translate into Latin

Ancient Gaul, as it contained the whole country between the ^Pyren
ees, the Alps, the Rhine, and the Ocean, was of greater extent than 
modern France. To the dominions of that powerful monarchy, with its 
recent acquisitions of Alsace and Lorraine, we must add the duchy of 
Savoy, the cantons of Switzerland, the four electorates of the Rhine, and 
the territories of Liege, Luxembourg, Hainault, Flanders, and Brabant. 
When Augustus gave laws to the conquests of his father, he introduced 
a division of Gaul, equally adapted to the progress of the legions, to the 
course of the rivers, and to the principal national distinctions, which 
had comprehended above a hundred independent states. The sea-coast 
of the Mediterranean, Languedoc, Provence, and Dauphiné, received 
their provincial appellation from the colony of Narbonne. The govern
ment of Aquitaine was extended from the Pyrenees to the Loire. The 
country between the Loire and the Seine was styled the Celtic Gaul, 
and soon borrowed a new denomination from the celebrated colony of 
Lugdunum, or Lyons.
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UNIVERSITY
OF

M«G1Ù COLLEGE

MONTREAL.

SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS. APRIL, 1860.

PINDAR.—OLYMP. ODES.
ÆSOHYLUS.—SEVEN AGAINST THEBES. 

GREEK, ARISTOPHANES.—THE FROGS.
THUCYDIDES.—BOOK VII.
ARISTOTLE.—RÔETORIO, BOOK I.

B. A. Honor Examination.

Examiner. Rot. Profbssor Cornish.

1. Translate, Pindar ;—a. Olymp. Ode II. vs. 1—50 6 VI vs
37—58.

2.0. Give a sketch of the life of Pindar, b. When were the Olym
pic Games instituted, and when were they discontinued? Of what 
contests did they consist ? c. Explain the method/>f computing time 
by Olympiads.

3. Translate, Seven against Thebes o. v. 253—276. b. vs. 706—
716.

*
4. a. Write a short critique on this play, and point ont those pecu

liar features of it by which the great popularity it enjoyed among the 
ancients may be accounted for. 6. Explain and give the derivation of; 
—Qpot/ilois robvppieoLs. vs. 8—9 ; on what does the genitive Ziv de
pend 1 TrvpYppovpévoir. rdyeutrai. rppd^ai vdAurpa.

1

iroKidoxoi. àvd-
puya. dySpijbdrijr. c. What was the original metre of Greek Tra
gedy ? Who introduced written Tragedy, female characters; and a 
second and third actor, respectively ? i. How many actors are there 
In this play, and of whom does the Chorus consist ? e. Give the ety
mology of the word Drama. Explain the terms Strophe, JntUtrophe, 
and Epoie. What part of the Greek theatre did the Chorus occupy ?

6. Translate, The Frogs ;—e. vs. 461—479. b. vs. 1195—1221.



Sion .34tU“ ,0fAth: f? °f,tMS Pl“y- 6' «» allu-
“ ,7' 33~34- T‘ yàp * * Impixovvf ‘Ü t‘ i, • • • . ,

TS. 73 o™'1,05,0;- Who was this? 129. 1 is Ktpapuitiv1 Where 
was this, and for what was it famous 7 173. < Uo ;~What tas

lar bdief ^tic drachma ? 293. "E/iwov&a ;-What was the popu
lar belief respecting this monster? 609. - «dAMirr, M Give the
rartv ThT, fa ^ WaS Cleon> and ‘° what political
Comedy of Greece” Meati0n ‘h6 Prindpal Writ™ »f «he Old

1. Translate, Thucydides, VII. ;-a. Chap. 26. b. Chap. 72.

8. a. When, and by whom, was Syracuse founded? What form of 
government existed there at the time of the Peloponnesian wÏ7 b 
Draw a map of ancient Sicily, marking particularly the promontories 
and principal dties i-give also a general account of its physical geo- 
graphy. c. Td,„. What was the Latin name of this place, and by

tiow doe9 Thucydides divide his narrative, and for what 
b. Give an account of the Athenian

9. a.
reason ? 

as re-

1st, 7th, 16th, and 24th of the month.

Ex-
#*• «oîAoi. Express in Greek the

iiSIlSEII!
11. Translate, Aristotle, Rhet. I. chap. 3.

12. Give an account of the life and writings of Aristotle.
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UNIVERSITY

OF

Mo GILL college;

MONTREAL.

SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS, APRIL, I860.

GRAMMAR, HISTORY, AND GEOGRAPHY. 

B. A. Honor Examination.
V

Examiner Rev. Professor Cornish.

1. What were the pecuniary, military, and naval resources of the 
Athenians at the commencement of thefPeloponnesian War?

2. Write a short account of the administration of Pericl
and point out in what respects you regard his line of poHcy to have 
been advantageous or prejudicial to the interests o.f his country.

3. Give an account of the events that furnished the King of Persia 
with a pretext for the invasion of Greece, 
what kings and commanders,

At what dates, and under 
were the invasions severally made ?

4. Give a description of the geographical position of the plain of 
Marathon. By what state were the Athenians assisted in the battle of 
Marathon? What illustrious generals lived at the time of the second 
Persian invasion ? Give a description of the character and position of 
the Pass of Thermopylaj. Whence has it its name ?

5. What was the relative importance of Athens and Sparta 
commencement' of the Persian wars ? In what respects did these 
tribute to give Athens the supremacy in the affairs of Greece?

6. Give a summary of the history of Athens and Sparta, between the 
expulsion of the Persians and the commencement of the Peloponnesian 
War. Enumerate the chief allies which these states severally had at 
this period.

1. Give the date of the expedition of Cyrus the Younger in Olym- ■ 
piads, and id the year B. 0.

8. How long did the Spartan supremacy last, and by what 
was it wrested from them ?

at the

power



9. In what year B. 0. was Rome founded ? Mention the leading 
changes in the Roman constitution from the time of the expulsion of 
the Kings to that of the first Punic War.

10. Give the dates of the Punic wars ; of "the subjugation of Greece 
1 Kome i of the Servile war under Spartacus ; of the battle of Phar-

salia; of the death of Julius Cæsar.

11. Explain the difference between decent and Quantity. State the
principal rules for the use of Accents in the Greek language. By whom 
were they invented? Point out the differences in meaning, according 
to their accentuation, of the following words tevun.
irciOa. vocruv. <riya. cifii. qp.

. 12’ Wlth what tenaea of the Indicative Mood is the particle joined 
in a contingent or conditional signification ?

IS. Name the principal dialects of the Greek language, and point out 
their leading peculiarities. Turn the following passage into Attic:- / 
/Iirà Si ravra Svirljm u,yi\v<ri rbv tv A(\<p0:<r, e,bv Mnero.

*™< frW ravra 81 Mu, rûvS, lty,K,v Sum Av Si, t KMt 
i lapSwbs iSi, rovj Avtpb'mous iv MaOtiym iivrasfiyyt\\v 'Awirry.

..U'ia„6“i U8ed with the Subjunctive, in Latin, and when with 
the Indicative? State the rule for the use of the Reflexive Pronoun 
How is emphasis indicated in a Latin sentence ?

ravra itoi-

I

fl
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UNIVERSITY

;

MCGILL COLLEGE,

MONTREAL.;

: SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS. APRIL, 1860.

$!:

GEOMETRY, ALGEBRA, TRIGONOMETRY.

FIRST YEAR.

Ordinary Examination.

Examiner, Professor Johssor.

1. Parallelograms standing on the same base and between the same 
parallels are equal. Prove also that this is true of triangles.

If two sides of a triangle be given in magnitude, at what angle must 
they be placed so that the area of the triangle shall be the greatest 
possible.

2. In any triangle, the square of the side subtending an acute angle, 
is less than the sum -of the squares of the containing sides, by twice the 
rectangle under either of them and the part which is intercepted on it 
between the acute angle and the perpendicular let fall on it from the 
opposite angle.

3. In a circle, the angle in a semicircle is a right angle ; the angle in 
a segment greater than a semicircle is acute ; and the angle in a seg
ment less than a semicircle is obtuse.

By the aid of this proposition, draw a tangent to a circle from a point 
given without it.

4. The sides about the equal angles of equiangular triangles are pro
portional ; and those which are opposite to the equal angles are homo
logous.

If a line be drawn from the vertex of a triangle to the base, it 
divides every parallel to the base into segments which are in the same 
ratio as the segments of the base.

6. Find a mean proportional between two given straight lines.
6. If four straight lines be proportional, the rectangle under the 

extremes is equal to the rectangle under the means.
If a quadrilateral be inscribed in a circle, the rectangle under the 

diagonals is equal to the sum of the rectangles under the sides.

!

■

■



7. Find the value of 3a= + 7 <Jab -[3 (a-i)(c-d)]t whenas:», 
i s 12, c = 6, d = B.

8. Multiply a3" — a'“ z" + a" z!" — za' by 3 a- + 3 x\
Divide z1 + p z» + g z + r by z + a.
Show that — cx—6 = + o6. :

:9. Find the greatest common measure of
a3 4- 3a2 x — 10 a x2 — 24 x3 and a* + 2 a x — 8 *2. 

Find the least common multiple of 
4 a2 (a2 — xe), 2 ax (a + x)e, and 7 a b c (a4 — x4).

3 x — 510. Solve the equations

bx c-\-dx 
a

15

~fi T-T = landT-'9 =1-e x

a x jl -j- b x
i/x' 1 + ax VI — 

x3 4- y3 =p and x 4 ÿ = g.

11. Solve the equations x — 1 = 24- -4= ; 1
= 1;bx

12. A farmer buys m sheep forp £ and sells n of them at a gain cf 
5 per cent. ; how must he sell the remainder that he may clear 10 per 
cent on the whole ?

13. Define the units of angular measure in common use. If a right 
angle be adopted as the unit, determine the numerical expression for an 
angle subtended by an arc 6 feet in length, when the yadius of the circle 
is 10 feet ; assuming that the circumference = iir.

14. Define sine, cosine, and tangent, of an angle.
t> , „ sin A
Drove tan A =------versin 90° = 1 : and sin A = __________=

cos A VI + tan M'
Trace the changes in the value and sign of sin A from A = oboA 

= 270°.

15. Prove sin {A + B) = sin A cos B -f- cos A sin B.

_ 1 — tan eA 
— l + tan 'A'
*

17. Define the logarithm of a number.
Prove that logIVAf=loglV+logJlf,andloglV!’ = PlogIV.

516, b = 219, and C= 98° 54';

The hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle is 100 and one of the 
angles is 39° 48' ; find the sides.

I16. Prove cos 2 A

18. In a plane triangle given 
find A and B.
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UNIVERSITY
OP

1 MO GILL COLLEGE,

MONTREAL.

SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS. APRIL, 1860.

GEOMETRY, ALGEBRA, TRIGONOMETRY.

) SECOND YEAR.

Ordinary Examination.

Examiner Professor Johnson.

1. Define a Parabola, and trace its figure.

2. The tangent at any point P of a parabola bisects the angle be
tween the focal radius vector S P and the perpendicular P M on the 
directrix.

Tangents at the extremities of a focal chord intersect at right 
angles on the directrix.

3. If P F bo a diameter drawn through any point P on a parabola, 
and Q V be an ordinate to it, prove QV =4 SPPV, S being the focus.

4. If a solid angle be contained by three plane angles, any two of 
them are greater than the third.

5. The sum of the internal angles of every triangle is equal to two 
right angles. If the base angles of an isosceles triangle be each double 
the vertical angle, what is the number of degrees in the vertical angle ? 
Find its circular measure.

6. Divide a given right line so that the rectangle under the whole 
line and one segment -shall be equal to the square of the other.

Solve this question algebraically also, the length of the given line 
being a.

7. Give Euclid’s definition of the proportionality of four magnitudes 
(i. e. when the first is to the second as the third is to the fourth), and 
llustrate it by numerical examples.

Prove that triangles or parallelograms having equal altitudes are to 
one another as their bases.

(

-

!
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?
8. Equal and equiangular paralellograms hare their sides about the 

equal angles reciprocally proportional; and, conversely, equiangular 
parallelograms which have their sides about the 
cally proportional are equal to one another.

equal angles recipro-

9. Simplify J---- HI — i 0 — *)]
— i [i — 1 (l — ;*)]
æ+2

2(»+l)
2 — 1and

2(^ — 1) ** + r

10. Solve 5 X + 7y — 43, 11 X + 9 y = 
x* 4- y2 = a and x -f y =r 6.

11. Sum the series i + i + * + &c. to 10 ter

, !.2' In \ milturo of c°PPer’lead, and til, the copper was 5 lb. less than 
half the whole quantity, and the lead and tin each 5 lb. more than 
third of the remainder ; find the respective quantities.

13. Find the numerical value of sin 18°.

14. Prove cos (A — B) = cos A cos B + sin A sir. B.

15. Prove cos (A + B) cos (A — B) = cos *A — sin ‘B.

16. Prove that in a plane triangle sin J A — K8 ~ 6> (s~c)
V 6 c

„,1T' ®iT“ two 8ide3 “ and 6 ofa triahgk and the contained angle C 
Shoy that we can calculate logarithmically the third side c without 
previously finding the remaining angles by assuming an auxiliary 
angle <p, such that J

469 :
* — 1 *+ I" 3 :

t

4 ab cos Ccos 2d> = —-------- -—.
(a + 6)2

and that we shall then have c = (a -f b) sin <p.

Ex. In order to find the distance of two headlands, I measure their 
distances from a point inland, 2 miles 560 yards, and 3 miles 88 yards,
L their dLtonce ? “ ‘US iS ^ «"i

18. What Is meant by the ambiguous case in the solution of triangles ? 
Explain it both trigonometrically and geometrically. Given 6 
« = 617, and A = 124° 32'; find B.

what

= 312,

?
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;
MO Q I L L COLLEGE,

MONTREAL. w
J

SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS. APRIL, I860.

I
MECHANICS, HYDROSTATICS, OPTICS, ASTRONOMY.

THIRD TEAR.

Ordinary Examination.

Examiner. Promssor Johnson.

1. Prove that if two forces be applied to the same point, their mo
ments with respect to any point on their resultant are equal.

2. State the principle of “ constancy of work done ” ; and apply it to 
determine the ratio of the Power to the Resistance parallel to the aiis 
in the Screw.

If the interval between the threads of a Screw be Jths of an inch, and 
the radius of the circle described by the Power be 2 feet, find the Re
sistance which a Power of 32 cwt. will sustain.

3. Prove that the velocity acquired by a body in running down an 
Inclined plane is equal to the velocity acquired in falling down the 
height of the plane.

4. Assuming that when a body moves in a circle the centrifugal force

is proportional to -jq (r being the radius and T the periodic time),

prove that the diminution of gravity at any place owing to the Earth’s 
rotation varies as the square of the cosine of the latitude.

Supposing the earth were originally fluid and spherical, what effect 
would the rotation have on its shape ?

6. Prove that a body projected in any direction not vertical, would 
describe a parabola if acted on by gravity alone.

To what distancé measured on a horizontal plane will a shell ie pro
jected, which is discharged with a velocity of 620 feet per second, and 
at an elevation of 36° ?

'

1

;



6. Show how to find the specific gravity of a body by means of the 
hydrostatic balance, (1) when the specific gravity of the body is less 
than that of the fluid in which it is weighed, (2) when greater.

7. Prove the following formula for finding the sp. gr. of a nugget of 
gold and quartz : X

a _ v(n—s)_?
(<r-î) n

G = weight of gold ; g r= ita sp. gr.
N = weight of nugget ; n = its sp. gr. 
q = sp. gr. of quartz.

8. Describe the Suction-Pump. A pump which will not work is 
often rendered effective by pouring in water above the piston. Explain 
this.

"9. If f be the absolute brightness of a small luminous surface, and A 
its area, show that the intensity of illumination at any distance D is
AI
~D'

Describe Wheatstone's Photometer, and the manner of using it to 
•determine the relative intensities of two lights.

10. Prove that a luminous point presented to a plane mirror will give 
rise to an image, mentioning any experimental law introduced in the 
proof; and explain then the formation of the image of any object.

Account for the appearance of two images in a badly-silvered mirror, 
and of only one when the mirror is well silvered.

11. A luminous point is placed on the axis of a lens at the distance 
D from the surface, is the index of refraction of the material of 
tho lens, r and r' are the radii of its surfaces, r being nearest the light ; 
show that the distance d of the conjugate focus is given by the formula

1 1
t-5- = (p-1)

What is meant by the focal length of a lens ? How is it practically 
determined ?

12. Describe the Astronomical Telescope. Find the magnifying 
power of a refracting astronomical telescope whose object-glass is of 
10 ft. focal length, and eye-glass of } in., used by a person whose least 
distance of distinct vision is 3 in. ?

13. What is meant by the Celestial Pole. Define Equator, Ecliptic ; 
the Declination, Right Ascension, Polar Distance, Latitude, Longitude, 
Altitude, and Azimuth of a Star ; Hour Circle and Vertical Circle ; 
Latitude and Longitude of a place on the Earth.

(r-v)



14. Assuming the Earth to be a sphere, show that .the Altitude of the 
Pole will be equal to the Latitude of the Place.

The north polar distance of ij Ursae Majoris is 39<> 66' 48" ; deter
mine its least altitude at Montreal, latitude 46° 31' N.

15. State clearly Cavendish's method of ascertaining the mean den
sity of the Earth, and describe the apparatus with which the experiment 
was performed.

16. Prove the following formula for the effect of refraction on the 
position of a star whose zenith distance is z.

r = (n —• 1) tan ».

State within what limits it is true, and show that if n (the refractive 
index of the air) be 1'0002836, then

r" = 58".49 tan z.

1Y. Find the length of the shadow of the Moon produced by the Sun, 
the diameters of the Sun and Moon being 888,000 and 2163 miles re
spectively, and their distance being 96,000,400 miles. State the cir
cumstances under which an Eclipse is Partial, Total, or Annular.

t
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-
MCGILL COLLEGE

MONTREAL.
I

B. A. ORDINARY EXAMINATION. APRIL, 186».

1
MECHANICS, HYDROSTATICS.

Examiner, Professor Johnsoh.

1. If three forces, P, Q, R} acting on a point O, equilibrate each, 
other, prove that

P : Q : R : : sin Q O R : sin R O P : sin P O Q, where QOR,ROPt 
P O Q, denote the angles between the forces Q and R, R and P, P and P, 
respectively.

2. Find the centre of gravity of a triangular pyramid.

3. Investigate the condition of equilibrium in the Wheel and Axle. 
The Resistaitbe of a sluice-gate to which a cogged rack is attached 
amounts to 1 ton ; if this be raised by means of a winch and pinion 
having for radii 1 ft. 1 inches, and 2.5 inches, respectively, calculate the 
Power which must be applied to the handle so as just to sustain the 
Resistance.

4. Describe the two kinds of Burton pulleys, and find the ratio of the 
Power to the Resistance in each.

m

Compare their efficiency when each system has 10 moveable pulleys.

5. A carriage-wheel ÿnose weight is W and radius r rests upon a 
level road ; show that^ the horizontal force necessary to draw the wheel

obstacle of height h, must be greater than W ^ r h ~ ff?

6. Define Velocity, Specific Gravity, Quantity of Matter, Quantity of 
Motion. A cubic foot of copper (sp. gr. 8.90) moves with a velocity of 
1407 yards per minute ; find its quantity of motion, volume being mea
sured in cubic inches.

ill- over an
t

|

I 7. What is the Dynamical measure of a constant force ? Prove the 
following relations between the velocity, force, time, and space, when a 
body originally at rest is acted on by a constant force 

, vt
v=ft\ j = -£-ivE = ft'.

2 /*; t=T'

In what manner must these equations be modified if the body have 
originally a velocity V, acting with or against the force ?



8. Prove the following rule for calculating the height of 
approximately, and state the causes of error in it •_

rr:r - -
bottom.

a pilot

the top to the
W

9. Twow8®hts, P and F, rest on inclined planes, the inclination.

_

, J?'aAn h“Ti,lg the ma“3 M m0Tes Tith a ™locity y and
linl and in = m°Ving With 1 Telocity V’ in the =»me
mn„r SamS dlrectioni determine the motion of each after

Investigation °Ut ” " ^ « «o™* in theli

11. State the principle of Archimedes with regard to the equilibrium 

the surface ?

A Jiece 0f larch:wood weighs 50 grains ; a brass weight weighing 
8122 grams m water is attached to it, and the compound body who!
sunk in water is found to weigh 42.88 grains ; determine the sp. gr of

will it rise towards

1

13 Water, is said to he about 815 times heavier than air. 
what conditions is this true? Describe 
fact is ascertained.

A specific-gravity bottle when filled with water weighs 752.32 
when filled with a,r, 252.21 grs. ; determine the weight of the bottle 
the weight of the water, md the weight of the air contained in it.

and lifting pump and

If the height of the cistern above the well be 25 feet, the diameter of

receiver after the 10th stroke.

16 Explain the principle of the siphon, and determine 
which causes the descent of the liquid.

Under
an experiment by which the

grs.;

14. Describe the construction of the suction 
its mode of operation.

the force

£«
33

3
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UNIVERSITY
1 OP

MCGILL COLLEGE,

»!

MONTREAL.

B. A. ORDINARY EXAMINATION. APRIL, I860

ASTRONOMY, OPTICS.

Examiner Paorasson Johnson.

1. Give the proof of the Annual Revolution of the Earth derived from 
tho Aberration of the Fixed Stars.

The time of revolution is said to be 365» 61 9» 10». 7 ; state generally 
how this is ascertained ? Define a year.

2. The Sun’s least apparent diameter being 31' 30".2, and the greatest 
32' 34".6, determine the eccentricity of the Earth’s orbit.

3. At a time when the declination of the Sun was 17® 13' 54" N., the 
shortest shadow cast by an upright pole 6 feet in height, on a horizon
tal plane, at a certain place, was 4 feet in length. Determine 
as you can from these data the latitude of tho place.

14* Given the latitudes (I, l') of two observatories on the same meri
dian and the zenith distances (z, s') of tho Moon as observed from them 
at the same instant, also the radius (r) of the Earth, show that the dis-

E*

; as nearly

sin z -f- sin zf| tance of the Moon from the Earth = r x 2 + s' _ i _ r
6; Show that the enlightened part of the ,Moon visible to us is pro

portional to the external angle at the Moon between the lines joining 
its centre to the Earth and Sun, and thence account for the Phases of 
the Moon during one revolution.

6. Exhibit by means of diagrams the relative lengths of day and 
night at the following places : the pole ; the equator ; latitude 66° 32' 
North ; latitudes greater and less than 66<> 32' North.

■

.

7. Mercury appears sometimes to move fr west to east; sometimes 
from east to west ; occasionally it appear^ stationary. How does the 
Copernican System account for these appearances ?



%

^ 8. Explain the methods of finding the distance of Mercury from the

(1) by his greatest elongation.
(2) by his horizontal parallax.
(3) by his greatest and least apparent diameters.

9. If R & T denote the distance of the Earth from the Sun, and its 
periodic time ; r and t the distance of the Moon from the Earth, and 
the Moon’s periodic time ; show that

The mass of the San : The mass of the Earth : : ^ and calcu

late the ratio of the Mass of the Sun to the Mass of the Earth from the 
following data :

R — 12032 Equatorial Diameter of the Earth. 
r = 29.982 
T = 365.265 days. 
t = 27.321 do.

10. Prove the formula -jj 4- —■ =

do. do.

2
~ connecting the distances of a

luminous point and its image from the surface of a spherical reflector. 
Trace the relative positions of the point and image as ' the point moves 
in from a great distance up to the surface of the mirror.

Prove that a parabolic surface will reflect all 
itsfocus in parallel directions.

rays proceeding from

11. Find the centre of a lens. Show that the conjugate focus of a 
luminous point not situated on the axis of a lens may be found from the 
formula

1 1 /1 1 \ 7 — ü = (m — l) (7--?)

•where D and d are the distances of the point and its conjugate 
tively from the lens, r and r' are the radii of the lens (r being 
the light), and p is the index of refraction.

An object 5 in. in diameter is placed at a distance of 14 in. from a 
«onvex lens of 1 in. focal length; find position and magnitude of image.

12. Define the dispersive power of a body. The dispersive power of 
crown glass is .036 ; find in minutes and seconds the dispersion pro
duced by a convex lens of this material having an aperture of 1 inch 
and a focal length of 3 feet.

The dispersive power of flint glass is .048. Determine the focal 
length of a lens made of this so as to achromatize the above, and also 
whether it ought to be convex or concave.

13. Describe the eye as an optical instrument.

14. Describe the simple microscope, and explain a method of calcu
lating its magnifying power.

respec-
nearer
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UNIVERSITY

MO Q i LL COLLEGE,

MONTREAL.
SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS. APRIL, I860.

HEAT, ELECTRICITY, AND MAGNETISM.

Examiner. Professor Johnson,

1. State the principle on which instruments,. t0 measure the tempera
ture of bodies are constructed. Describe the process of construction of 
the mercurial thermometer and the different scales of graduation, form
ing also rules for converting any number of degrees in one scale into 
the corresponding number on another.

Reduce 62» Fah. to the Centigrade scale.

2 If L be the length of a bar of metal at the temperature t, and U at 
the temperature V, find the coefficient of linear expansion for 1» Fah.

Show that the coefficients of superficial and cubical expansion are 
approximately double and treble this respectively.

3. State Dalton and Gay-Lussac’s law for the 
temperature on the volume of

effect of a change of
, £as> and apply it to determine the

volume of a gas at 120= Fah. which at 80= occupies 100 cubic inches.

4. Define the unit of heat, and specific heat. Describe the meth.d of 
inapplicable SPeC‘fiC h6at by mktures- statinK cases in which it is

perature of the mixture. (Specific heat of mercury = .033 ; specific gra
vity _ 13.5 ; weight of a cubic inch of distilled water at 600 = 262.5 grs).

6. Describe an experiment by which the existence of latent heat is 
proved.

If 10 lbs. of water (latent heat 143=) be cooled down mthout freezing 
to tiie temperature 22= Fah. and then be agitated, what will be the 
weight Of the mass of ice produced ?

—
wæ

se
sœ



7. Find approximately the mechanical effect produced by the evapo
ration of 1 lb. of water at the temperature 212", assuming that a cubic 
inch of water swells into 1696 cubic inches of steam 7

8. Describe a simple experiment showing the variation of the boiling- 
point of water with the change of pressure.

9. Give Wells’ Theory of the formation of dew.

10. Describe the effects of heat as affecting the electrical conductive 
power of metals, liquids, and glass.

11. A Leyden jar is charged with electricity from a plate machine ; 
explain the entire process fully from the first development of the elec
tricity, describing particularly the inductive action which takes place.

12. How is it shown that the atmosphere generally contains free elec
tricity, and how is the kind determined ?

Describe the lightning-rod, and give rules to be observed in its con
struction, stating the reasons for the rules as far as you are acquainted 
with them.

13. How is the identity of frictional electricity with that obtained 
from the Voltaic battery established.

14. Describe fully Grove’s nitric-acid battery, explaining its action 
and stating the advantages of the arrangement.

15. Describe the process of electro-plating.

16. Give Ampère’s theory of magnetism, describing some experiments 
which seem to confirm it. Describe an instrument for obtaining an 
electric current by means of a magnet.

17. What is meant by the terms, variation and dip of the needle 7 
Define Magnetic Meridian and Magnetic Equator. Describe the me
thods of ascertaining the variation and dip of the needle at any place.
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UNIVERSITY

MCGILL COLLEGE
MONTREAL.

SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS, APRIL, 1860.

GEOMETRY, ALGEBRA, TRIGONOMETRY. 

First Year.

Honor Examination^T-Fimr Day.

Examiner Prof. Johnson.

1. Given in position one pair of opposite sides of a quadrilateral, and 
the point of intersection of the other pair, find the locus of the intersec
tion of the diagonals.

2. If the sides of a variable triangle pass through three given points 
in a right line, and if two angles move on given right lines, the third 
anr e will always lie on one of two definite right lines, passing through 
th intersection of the two given lines.

3. In a given triangle, inscribe another such that each side may pass 
through a given point. How many possible solutions ?

4. Define pole and polar with reference to a circle. Any right line 
through the pole is cut harmonically by the circle and polar.

5. Find the radical axis of two given circles.

6. Give Plato’s, Philo’s, and DesOartes’ methods of finding two mean 
proportionals between two given right lines.

7. Given three lines in position and magnitude, find the locus of the 
common vertex of three triangles standing on them such that the sum 
of the areas of the three triangles shall be constant.

8. Let two points A and B be on the same side of an indefinite right 
line ; let A B be divided into m+n equal parts ; let M be a point on it 
such that m of these parts lie next A, and n next B ; from A} and B 
let fall perpendiculars AP, BQ, MN, on the indefinite line ; prove that 
(m+n) MN=n AP + m BQ.

",

SB

:

1 1
m

;



9. Find the number of permutations of n letters, of which p are a's, 
q hre 6’s, r are c’s.

10. Prove the truth of the Binomial Theorem for a positive index.

1
11. Resolve into partial fractions.(z—a) (x—6) (z—c)

12. The three roots of the equation z3 — Il z* + 36 x — 36 = 0 are 
in harmonical progression ; find them.

13. Change the equation z4—12z34-16za+196z—-480=0 into ano
ther wanting the second term.

14. Find the three roots of z3—1=0.

15. Solve the equations sin z + sin yxza and cos z + cos y = 6.

16. Find the value of cos 3A in terms of cos A.

„ _ „ 12 sin A—sin 2A,
17. Prove tan M= + Vf fo Jfl

18. If A-\-B-\-C=z 180 prove that
tan .4-j-tan 5+tan C= tan A tan B tan C.

19. Prove that (cos 6 + V ”1 sin 0)m ■— coa m 0 dr V ”1 sin w 0 if 
m be positive.
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UNIVERSITY

MO G I L L COLLEGE
,

MONTEEAL.:

S1
SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS, APEIL, 1860.

:
GEOMETRY AND ALGEBRA,!■

FIRST YBAB.

Honor Examination.—Second Day.

Professor Johnson.Examiner.

t'J*1.8 Six5 ^!ca1’8 linea of a he“g™ inscribed in a circle consist 
of twenty sets of three, each set passing through a point.

2. A right line cutting the sides and diagonals of 
is cut m involution. any quadrilateral

£' 3. If two triangles A B C, A' B' C be
corresponding vertices AA', BB', CO, % «fjert"

tions of corresponding sides lie on one right line 
is true if the triangles are in different planes. Prove also that this

J- f:ea a P°int’ and a system of circles having a common radical 
ans fin» another point through which the polars of the giv 
with respect to the circles of the system, shall all pass.

throurt rib0 “ P0lf80n in * giTen circle so that each side shall pass
tothe8g'r::dne,p:"^:;of"

J; ”efine ce”/7 of mean Of any number of points. Prove
“f mea°„ T”' °f the dis‘a“ss of a points from their centre
of mean position is less than the sunrof the squares of their distances

en point,

i
§

sides GandenthefdSivtri“gl Vhe bîS6Ct0r °f the baS(!> the rectangle undersides, and the difference of the base angles, construct it.
:



f*

8. Find the locus of the centre of a circle which cuts at right angles 
the circumferences of two circles given in position.

9. Prove Cardan’s formula for the solution of a cubic equation; and 
show that it is defective when the roots are all real.

10. Solve the equations
4 x’ —24i“ +57 x‘ —71 z= +57 x' —241+4 = 0
i»—1 = 0.

11. If the roots of the equation x‘ +px* +qx+r = 0 be a, b, c, form 
from it the equation whose roots are a +6, b +c, o+c.

12. Find the value of the symmetrical function 5 (a* 6=) of the roots 
\of the equation
X X* 4^*n-i -fjxii—a 3 -{-311-4 &Ci = Q,

113. toolve *«+x4 +2x* +2**+x+l int0 its Partial factions.

14. Given y = x — J x* xB —1 x4 + &c., find x in a series of 
powerà of y.

15. Find the amount of P£ at the end of 7 years at 6 per cent, com
pound interest, the interest being due yearly. What would the amount 
be, interest being due quarterly ? Find in what time the money will be 
doubled.

16. Explain the method of calculating the present value of an annuity 
of £1 to be continued during the life of an individual of a given age, 
allowing compound interest forethe money.

.
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university1

MC G- I L L COLLEGE

MONTREAL.I
SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS, APRIL, 1860.

CALCULUS, ANALYTIC GEOMETRY, TRIGONOMETRY, ALGEBRA 

Second Year.

Honor Examination.—First Day.
IjS

Examiner Prof. Johnson.

a»1 sinFina the coefficients of

V +1 + X
3. State and prove MacLaurin’s Theor 

f (pc'). Develop sin x by means of it.

4. Explain the methods of determining the position of a point in a

flnd tbe ^ *»-
5. Construct the lines 6x—4$-20 = o ; 2y—3x-6 = o. Find the 

co-ordinates of their point of intersection. Find the 
them.

6. Taking any axes you prefer, flnd the equations of the perpendicu
lars at the middle points of the sides of a triangle and show that these 
perpendiculars meet in a point.

7. Given the base of a triangle, and m times the square of one side 
± n times the square of the other ; show that the locus of the vertex 
will be a circle and find its centre and radius.

2. Differentiate ; ex cos x ; x sl“ *.

for the development of any

1
::

angle between

■

8. Trace the figures of the ellipse, hyperbola, and parabola, from their 
z1 , if1 x1

equations ^ p = li ^- p-=li =y,x.
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9. Find the equations of the tangent and normal at any point for 
each of these curves. Prove that in the parabola the sub-normal 
constant.

10. Prove that the sum of the distances of any point of the ellipse 
hyperbola?0118 ^ C°n8tant' What is the corresponding property of the

11. The rectangle under the perpendiculars from the foci on a tan
gent to an ellipse is constant and equal to the square of the 
minor.

is

semi-axis !

cos a—cos b cos c 
sin 6 sin c

13. The hypotenuse of a right angled spherical triangle is 76" 20' and 
a side is 64» 10' ; find the other parts.

14. Prove Demoivre’s Theorem for positive and for negative indices

(cos 6 +V —1 sin e)"> = cos m 0 + sin m e.

15. Expand n« by the method of indeterminate coefficients. Calcu
late the value of the base of the Napierian system of logarithms, 
c — 2*7182818.

16. Assuming the expansion of ex prove

cos x

12. In a spherical triangle cos JÎ =

1

= i |ezV+1 7zv-i|

= 5* —*V—l£
2V —1 Ie - e $

;
17. Prove log. (1 + z) =z _ J + j 2a _ &Ci

18. Sum the series Ie + 23 + 33 + &c. to n terms.

19. Find the number of combinations of n things taken r together.

20. Find the vulgar fraction equivalent to P QQQ &c., where P 
contains p digits and Q contains q digits recurring ad inf.

9
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■ UNIVERSITY

OP

MCGILL COLLEGE
1

]MONTREAL.
I

SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS, APRIL, 1860.
i

1
CALCULUS, ANALYTIC GEOMETRY, TRIGONOMETRY. 

Second Thab.

Honor Examination.—Sioond Day.

«

Examiner1 Pnop. Johnson.
<

1. Prove Leibnitz’s Theorem that if u and v be two functions of x
(u ») d« u 
: ~~dxn ”

* dn~> u » n (n— 1) tfrv d«~»u 
dx ix‘~ 1 + T2 dx* ix« t+ &c.

12. Prove Taylor's Theorem and apply it to the expansion of 
log (x + h).

^ 3. Differentiate cos C0S x

1

) ; log cos -» (1—X»)*.

4. Show that the general equation of the second degree Jlx* +Bxy 
+Cy* +Bx +Ey +.F=0 includes three distinct classes of curves as 
regards form, and determine a test for distinguishing the class which 
any particular equation represents.

a +b cos x

1 6. Transform the equation of the ellipse

13 (*i +i/«)+10 xy — 36 (x +y —I)I ■
to the axes.

6: Find the parameter of the parabola

(ax+by)* +Dx +Ey +F= 0.

7. Prove that the sum of the squares of any pair of conjugate diame
ters of an ellipse is constant. What is the corresponding property of 
the hyperbola?

8. Prove that confocal conics cut at right angles.

li
ii

.



9. Given base and difference of base angles of a triangle ; find locus 
of vertex.

10. Given any point Ô, and any two lines through it ; join both 
directly and transversely the points in which these lines meet a conic ; 
then if the direct lines meet each other in P and the transverse in Q, the 
line QP will be the polar of the point 0 with regard to the conic.

11. A line is drawn parallel to the base of a triangle and the points 
where it meets the sides joined to any two fixed points on the base ; 
find the locus of the point of intersection of the joining lines.

12. Show that three right linos will pass through the same point, if 
their equations being multiplied each by any constant quantity, and 
added together, the sum is identically = o.

13. Prove that in a spherical triangle

sin v Bin b am c
Given a == 33° 4' ; 6 == 74° 16' ; c = 94° 18' ; find A.

14. Investigate the formula for the area of a spherical triangle in 
terms of the spherical excess and the radius of sphere.

If the radius of sphere be 4000 miles and the spherical excess be 
1° 21' 32", calculate the area in square miles.

15. Sum the series
sin a +sin (o +8) +sin (a +28) +&c. to n terms.

16. Find the number of different values comprised in the fonctions
Imir +6 , 1m.it +0

cos — ---- and Bin —-——

when successive integral values are assigned to re.

17. Prove log. (y +1) = log. y +2 j

18. Prove thé truth of the rule employed in finding the approximate
logarithms of numbers consisting of more places of figures than those 
in the tables. t*

i

:

1 + 1(âiT+î)8 + 6c'}2y +i

I:
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UNIVEESITY

: OFH'

MO GILL COLLEGE,

MONTREAL.

SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS, APRIL, 1860.

ASTRONOMY, MEOIIANICS, HYDROSTATICS, CALCULUS.

THIRD THAR.

Honor Examination.—First Day.

Examiner. Professor Johnson.

1. Find a formula for determining the deviation of the plane, in which 
a transit instrument moves, from the meridian, by means of the observed 
times of transit of two known stars.

2. Explain the method of determining the co-efficient of atmospheric 
refraction from observations of circumpolar stars.

3. At a place in lat. 26<> 40' N. the Sun’s correct central altitude was 
found to be 10° 6' 27", when his declination was 8° 6' 66" S. What 
was his distance from the meridian ?

■

.

4. The declination of the Sun at 
at Greenwich, is given in the Naut. Aim.

noon, April 24th (Astron. time), 
-as 13° V 63". 2 N. ; for April 

25th it is 13° 21' 26". 2 N. ; find its declination at 91 20“ A.M. this day, 
April 24th, civil time, Montreal, long. 73° 32' 66" W.

6. A particle P is placed within a thin parabolic tube AP, the axis Ax 
of the parabola being vertical : the particle is acted upon by gravity and 
by a force u-PM tending from Ax, to which PM is perpendicular ; show 
that there will be no equilibrium unless the latus rectum of the parabola

be equal to —
/* .

6; A 8ÎT=n force P, acting parallel to the horizon, just sustains a body 
of given weight IF on a rough inclined plane, the angle of which is 6: 
the same body will just rest without support on a plane of the same 
material, the inclination of which is a ; determine 0.

6 ®cfine a C0UP1‘- Find the resultant of two couples acting in differ-

l

Ï



8. A particle is placed at a centre of repulsive force which varies at 
any power of the distance ; determine its véïocity after receding to any 
distance from the centre, and the time of motion.

9. A hemispherical bowl (radius = r) is filled with water ; find the 
total pressure on the surface.

10. Find the centre of pressure of a parallelogram immersed in 
fluid, one edge of the parallelogram being in the surface.

11. Find the centre of gravity of the area of a portion of a parabola 
cut off by any chord.

a

12. Show by integration that the area of a circle (radius =: r) is it r3.

13. Integrate/^, M &

14. Determine the values of x which make the function z* — 5 z4 
+ 5 z3 + l a maximum or a minimum.

\

$
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UNIVERSITY

OP
i

MO G I L L COLLEGE:

MONTREAL.
:

SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS, APRIL, I860.

ASTRONOMY, MECHANICS, HYDROSTATICS.

THIRD TEAR.

Honor Examination.—Second Day.

Examiner. Professor Johnson.

Investigate the following formula for finding the latitude of a place 
by observations of the pole star, at any time of the day ; explaining 
also the mode of its practical application

l = a p cos i sin I" (p sin/i)= tan o-j sin* l"(pcosA) (p sinli)* 
where a = true altitude of star.

p = apparent polar distance expressed in seconds of arc. 
h = hour angle of star.

i.

by^efractkin'hi^thrtime'of'a star's rSngmate'y a*terat'on produced

h'—h —
VCOS (1+ 5) 008 (^5)'

hour angle when star really rises, 
hour angle when star appears to rise, 
horizontal refraction.

where h = 
h' =
r =
l = latitude of place.
5 = declination of star.

3. Prove that the aberration of a fixed star = 20". 5 x sine of earth’s

... , ... T' being 6h’ 6m' 42-03s- and its Dec. 45» 60 
being 23“ »- 26 "ti ^ l0ngUade' the Mi^ »e ecliptic

j; way.

4. The R. A. of a

V
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6. If Z1 be the duration of an oscillation of a simple pendulum, whose 
length is Z, and h be the height of the bob when the motion commences 
prove that ’

Tvs(1+(ï) è+ (n)*(â),+ 4c'}r=

6. Prove that the space described in the time t by a heavy particle 
falling in a medium whose resistance varies as the square of the velocity

f,r + e^r )
I---- g----- v where — is the coefficient of resistance.

:
k» ,
— log

fg

Id_ 7’ tlie equation of the common catenary, and determine the ten- 
sion of the chain at any point.

S. Two equal uniform beams which are capable of revolving in r. 
tical plane about a point to which their lower extremities are attached, 
have their upper extremities connected by a string; a heavy sphere is 
placed between the two beams ; supposing the string to contract, deter
mine its tension when the sphere is just going to be forced upwards, the 
friction between the sphere and each of the beams being given.

9. A given weight is suspended from the rim of a uniform hemisphe
rical bowl, placed on a horizontal plane ; find the inclination of the axis 
of the bowl to the vertical when the bowl is at rest.

10. A semicircle is immersed in a fluid so that its diameter is perpen
dicular to the surface, and the extremity of the diameter is in the 
face j find the centre of pressure.

11. Show that the pressure at any point of a mass of fluid at rest, 
acted on by any forces, is determined from the equation

dp = p (Xd x + Yd y + Z d z).

12. A mass of homogeneous fluid in an open vessel is made to revolve 
uniformly about a vertical axis with the angular velocity » ; prove that 
if the axis of revolution be taken as axis of x, and c be the depth, below 
the origin, of the point where the surface of the fluid cuts the axis, the 
equation of the surface of the fluid is

“1 (** + y y + 2g (z — c) = o.
Show that this is a surface generated by the revolution of a parabola 
about its axis.

:
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UNIVERSITY
t or

MO0IL1 COLLEGE,
MONTREAL.

SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS, APRIL, 1860.

*

ENGINEERING STUDENTS.

SPECIAL MATHEMATICAL EXAMINATION.

Pbof. Johnsok.

1. Find formulae for determining the ultimate transverse strength of 
a rectangular beam (1), fixed at one end, and loaded at the other ; (|2) 
supported,at both ends and loaded at the middle. How are the formulae 
modified if the beam be uniformly loaded ?

2. State the laws of friction, mentioning the limits within which they 
are true# Define coefficient of friction.

Find the power which, acting in a given direction, will just support 
a bodj* of given weight on a rough inclined plane.

3. A roof (weight = W) inclined to the horizon at the angle <p, is 
composed of beams forming isosceles triangles ; find the horizontal 
thrust on the side walls.

4. A railway train weighing 40 tons ascends a gradient of 1 in 50
with a uniform speed of 30 miles per hour ; the friction being 8 lbs. per 
ton ; calculate the necessary horse-power of the engine, neglecting the 
resistance of the air. ^

6. A weight of 20 lbs. raises another of 1 cwt. by means of a wheel 
and axle, whose radii are 2 ft. 6 in. and 4 in. respectively : find the 
space through which the lifting weight descends in 10 seconds of time.

6. Prove that the centrifugal force of a train whose weight is W) 
moving on a portion of a circle (radius = r) with a velocity v,
. Wv\ is-----

Examiner

\

:

gr

1. A body weighing 10 lbs., moving at the rate of 5 miles per hour, 
overtakes a body of 5 lbs. weight, moving at the rate of 3 miles per 
hour in the same line ; and their relative coefficient of elasticity is 
i ; find their velocities after impact.

8. A cylindrical vessel 6 feet in diameter is filled with water to the 
depth of 8 feet ; find the total pressure on bottom and sides.



9. Determine the centre of pressure of a rectangular surface immersed 
in fluid, so that one side is on a level with the surface of the fluid.

10. Each of the 8 pontoons used in floating the parts of the Britannia 
tubular bridge, was a parallelepiped 100 feet in length, 25 in breadth, 
and 12 feet in depth ; supposing each pontoon to weigh 200 tons, what 
weight would they support if they were sunk to the level of the water.

11. If 100 cubic inches of air have a temperature 32Q F., and a pres
sure 29.22 inc. ; calculate the volume when the temperature becomes 
60° F., and the pressure 30 inchéfc.

12. Calculate the height of a mountain above sea-level from the fol
lowing observations :

Height of barometer at lower station,
Temperature,...................

Height of barometer at top of mountain,.. .28.015 inches. 
Temperature,

The cistern of barometer at lower station being 24.5 feet above 
level, and the mercury being supposed to have the same temperature as 
the air in both cases.

13. Calculate the distance between two inaccessible objects from the 
following data

The measured base-line is 600 yards long.
The angles which each object makes with the base-line are observed 

to be 118° 20' and 46° 14' at one extremity ; and 88° 48' and 
33° 12' at the other. ^

14. From the top of a mountain, a pillar 220 feet in height, is ob
served to subtend an angle 1° 12', and the depression of its top is 
120 20' ; what is the distance of the pillar?

15. Describe folly two astronomical methods of determining a meri
dian line.

16. The equation of time for apparent noon at Greenwich this day is 
given in the Nautical Almanac as 2m 2 Ie.73, the difference for one hour 
is 0».423, the equation increasing ; find the equation at 6h P. M. Mont
real, longitude 73° 32' 46" W.

17. Describe fully all the methods you are acquainted with for finding 
the mean time at any place.

18. a The observed meriejjan altitude of the sun’s lower limb 
70° 31' 18" at a certain place, when his declination was 15Q 24' 21".l N. ; 
the height of the eye was 16 feet ; calculate the latitude, introducing 
all the necessary corrections.

6 At a place north of the equator, two observations of the sun 
were made at an interval of one hour and a-half, the corrected altitudes 
were found to be 38° 19' and 60° 25' ; the declination was 19° 39/ N. at 
the middle of the interval between the observations : calculate the lati
tude.

:

1
29.853 inches. 
66°.6 Fah.

i58° Fah.
fisea-
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UNIVERSITY
ifOP

M° G I L L COLLEGE,

MONTREAL.

SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS. APRIL, 1860.

X
ENGLISH.

FIBBT TEAR.

Examiner Rev. Db. Leach.

'T3 Explain the two sorts of Etymology.
2. * Give examples of true and of false genders in English, and of a 

double feminine termination.

3. What is the origin of the fern, termination “ess ” ?

4. Account for the plural termination “es,” in such words as 
“boxes,” “churches,” “judges,” “princes,” Ac.

5. Of what is “ pence ” a contraction? and Show that its sense is 
rather collective than plural ?

6. How is the termination “s” accounted for in such words as 
“ mathematics,” “ethics,” “ politics,” Ac. ?

7. Why may not the use of a preposition be considered as constitu
ting a case, as in “ of a father,” “ to a father,” Ac.

8. Show that the genitive form “’s ” is not a contraction of “ his.”

9. What is the difference in origin between “ the,” the common 
article, and “the” in such expressions as “all the.better,” Ac.?

10. Which arc the true personal pronouns, and why is the usual 
declension of them to be considered exceptionable ?

11. What is probably the correct analysis of the termination “ most” 
in such words as “ inmost,” “ outmost,” Ac. ?

\ 12. Which are the two forms of English infinitives ? and explain 
4heir double origin.

:

I
I
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13. How do you account for the double forms 
words like “ ran, run ” ; “ sang, sung," 4c. ?

14. Do strong verbs ever become weak, and the weak, strong ; and 
are derived words inflected weak or strong ?

15. What view is to be taken of the 
phrases as “ rising early is good ” ?

,, d0 5'0u accoant f°r tl>= Preti “y” in words like -- yclept,'.

of the past tense in

termination “ing” in such

17. What is “ composition,” and state the conditions under which it 
can take place, subject to a few exceptions ?

18. What is the probable origin of the “ ce » in “hence,” &c. ?

*9, “,fuf;ar» water> and the juice of lemons forms a beverage” 
forms” allowable ? and if so, why? : is

.r!IwZdîÏÏ.;,"*'''"' "«.«•
would remain as the only true accusatives in English?

22. Distinguish between Etymological and Syntactic Convertibility.

23. Do adjectives ever govern cases?

mi!tfhnthefCOmParat:redegree,Tllat are the conflitions that deter- 
mine the preference of the form “er" or the word "

cal reflect!ves  ̂ Me

26. What peculiarity is there in the 
nouns, like “ my," “mine,” 4c.?

words

.

more " ?
-

I construction of possessive pro-
\

ÏÜS"‘r,™' 11«,
28. When two or more

£T,«—

'



31. What are the characteristics of the earlier writings of Chaucer, 
and whence is he thought to have derived the idea of the general frame
work of his Canterbury Tales ?

32. Mention the principal works of Sidney, Spenser, and Raleigh.

33. What does Stewart say of Bacon’s Essays ?

34. What is said of the scholarship of Shakspeare and Ben Johnson ?

35. What is meant by Metre ; what by Measures ? and mention the 
conditions of perfect Rhymes.

36. Express in English verse,—« man walketh in a vain shadow, and 
disquieteth himself in vain ; he heapeth up riches, and cannot tell who 
shall gather them.”

37. Express in English verse,—
Virtus, recludens immeritis mori 
Cœlum, negata tentât iter via.

1
8
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UNIVERSITY
or

MO GILL COLLEGE,

MONTREAL.

SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS. APRIL, 1860.

LOGIC.

SECOND YEAB.

Examiner, Rev. Db. Leach.

1. Show that the reasoning process is similar in all subjects.

2. In the following propositions, distinguish those which express the 
relation of cause and effect, and those which express that of premise 
and conclusion : “ the seed lacked moisture, therefore it sprung not 
up”; “the seed sprung not up, therefore it lacked moisture”; “the 
seed lacked moisture because it sprung not up" ; “the seed sprung not 
up, because it lacked moisture.”

3. How are singulars regarded with respect to quantity ? What is 
the quantity of “ not all are," “ not any are " ; and what is the differ
ence between 1 all " in its logical sense and “ all » as signifying “ all 
taken together.”

4. Show what kinds of propositions are opposed as contraries, as 
contradictories, and as sub-contraries.

4 B' TBone universal is true, what of its opposite universal ? if one par
ticular is true, what of its opposite universal and of its opposite parti
cular? if one universal is false, what of its opposite universal and of 
its opposite particular ? why cannot both particulars be false ?

6. When are propositions said to be converted ? Mention what is 
necessary to their valid conversion, and give the universal rule.

7. What kinds of proposition may be converted simply,—per accidens 
—and by contraposition ? Give examples in each kind.

8. How does the extended doctrine of distribution according to Sir 
W, Hamilton affect the rules of conversion ?

:

r



9. Give his new classification of propositions, the denomination, and
the symbolical letters that designate each class. Express, according 
to his scheme of notation, the. following moods ■ UYY Fin I • m 
Fig. II.; Y AY, Fig. III. ’ ’’ ’

10. How is the figure of a Syllogism determined ; and enumerate, in 
order,-the valid moods in each figure ?

11. Give the general and the special canons for the syllogism.

12. What are the special canons that are violated in the following 
moods : aei, aio, ieo, eee, ooi, ioo.

13. In conditional syllogisms what follows, if the minor affirms the 
antecedent ; if it affirms the consequent ; if it denies the antecedent ; if 
it denies the consequent ?

14. Draw out into separate syllogisms the following Sorites 
multa desiderat ; qui multa desiderat, multis eget ; qui multis eget,

est miser ; ergo avarus est miser.

16. What are ostensive reduction and reduction per impossibile ; and 
give examples.

16. What kind of syllogism is the following : aut probus est aut im- 
probus ; si improbus cur ejus conversatione uteris ? si probus, cur 
culpas.

17. Explain the Fallacies termed,—ignoratio clenchi, petitio prin
cipal fal* accidentis, fal. compositionis, fal. divisionis.

18. St. Paul says, " Servants (slaves) be obedient to your masters," 
Ac. This is used as an argument in defence of modern slavery. Ex
press the argument in logical form, and designate the fallacy it in
volves.

19. What is the meaning of—names, concrete and abstract, 
tative and non-connotative, relative and absolute.

conno-

20. What is it that constitutes between any two correlativU 
the fundamentum relutionis ?

21. Give Mr. Mill’s classification of things denoted by

22. Explain what you mean by “ subaltern genera ; cognate genera ; 
remote and proximate genera ; co-ordinate species ; 
and infima species j proprium, accidens."

23. Give the rules for logical division and definition.

24. Distinguish between division and partition.

25. Explain the kinds of induction improperly so called.

names,

names.

summum genus

■

: -, 
-
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26. What is the general axiom or principle that constitutes the 
ground of induction ?

27. Show that invariable sequence is not synonymous with causation.

28. What may be said, generally, to be the cause of a phenomenon ?

29. Explain the methods of agreement and difference, of residues and 
concomitant variations.

i

'
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UNIVERSITY
OF

MO GILL COLLEGE,
MONTREAL.

SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS. APRIL, 1860.

MORAL PHILOSOPHY.\ •>

THIRD YEAR.

Rev. Dr. Leach.

1. Prove that there are moral truths which constitute the basis of 
morality, and reply to the objection against their self-evident character 
—the objection that in different ages and countries they have not been 
uniformly accepted.

2. Mention some of the general terms which express the objects of 
morality and, that which may be considered as the simplest and most 
general and as rendering an ultimate reason for actions.

3. Express in general terms the objects of the appetites, of the affec
tions, of the mental desires, of the moral sentiments, and the reflex 
sentiments.

4. All truths include an idea and a fact ; whence is each derived and 
in the instance of Rights, what is supplied by each ; show that the 
connection between justice and law is inseparable.

5. Enumerate the, primary and universal rights of man ; show the 
difference between rights and obligations ; how rights become realities, 
and why they are necessary to moral rules.

6. Explain the meaning of the terms Morality, Duty, Virtue, Vice, Sin, 
Crime, Prudence, Providence, Wisdom, Cunning.

7. Show the duty of the moral culture of the affections, and reply to 
the objection that we have not the power to direct them.

8. How does Duty become Virtue ?

9. Explain the duty of Consideration and show how a good end does 
not justify the means and that even after deliberation men are held 
responsible for mistakes.

Examiner

i



;
10. With regard to the duty of Obedience to Law, when is it neces

sary to conform to the spirit as well as the letter of the law, and when 
to conform to the letter of the law only.

11. Supposing an informal contract, immorally made, is it a duty 
when the immoral end is answered, to perform the rest of the contract • 
state the reasons of your judgment.

12. What would bo the consequence of defining beforehand the con
ditions under which violations of duty (cases of necessity) are excusable ?

13. Show that Asceticism is not suited to the moral culture of man in 
general.

i

!:■

1
I

14. Can we properly refer to Conscience, an ultimate and supreme
authority ? state the supreme rule of human action and explain the pro
cess by which that rule is arrived at.

«

tlmn'violatV?10 immor,>1-I>romi3e- what is til= duty which is

16. Justice and Equity first conceived as identical ; why were they 
separated ? Explain the principal maxims on the subject of Equity ?

in which a Court of Equity in 
England may decide differently from a Court of Law, and show that 
Jurisprudential Equity does not fill up the measure of Moral Equity in 
that it abates the rigour of the law.

18. Enumerate the Rights and the Obligations of States, and show 
that the Rights of States 
individuals.

19. What classification may be made of International Rights?'

20. IIow are International Rights ascertained ?

21. What do the jurists mean by an Imperfect Right (of property) in 
International Law, and how are cases of such rights regulated ?

22. Explain what is implied in the term “ Comity of Nations.”

23. Give the two chief maxims of International Law in regard to 
jurisdiction.

24. State the objects of Mental Science. '

17. What are the exceptional cases

not formed by the addition of the Rights of

■

,

25. Show that Mind does not consist essentially in the sensational
nature, nor in the bodily organization, nor in the sum of all our thoughts 
ideas or conceptions. *

26. What are the three fundamental facts into which, according to 
Cousin, all the facts which fall under oir consciousness are resolvable.



27. Mention the throe main centres of nervous influence and to which 
of them all actions purely instinctive are to be referred.

28. Show that Sensation is not a purely passive state, and explain the 
distinction between internal and external sensation.

29. Give the law with regard to the relative intensity of sensation and 
perception ; show that the former zannot properly bo described as :the 
cause of the latter, and that in perception the mind adds something of 
its own.

30. Give an account of the two extreme theories on the subject of 
perception.

31. Point out some of the distinguishing marks of mediate and 
immediate knowledge.

32. Show the difference betweem Memory and Imagination ; state the 
laws of association as given by Hume, and the more general law into 
which they are resolvable.
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UNIVERSITY
OF

MO GILL COLL EG E,

MONTREAL.

SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS, APRIL- I860.

RHETORIC.

FOURTH YEAR.

9Examiner,

1. Explain the kinds of Argument—irregular, regular ; moral, demon
strative ; direct, indirect; and give examples of each.

2. Explain the two kinds of Argument into which the “ a posteriori ” 
class is divided.

3. Show that Testimony is a sign, and enumerate the circumstances 
that serve to establish the credibility of witnesses.

4. Explain the Argument from “ progressive apijroach.”

6. What is the essential principle in the Arguments designated by 
the names of Induction, Experience, Analogy, Parity of Reasoning, &c.

6. Distinguish between Analogy and direct Resemblance.

7. What are the cautions to be attended to in the use of arguments 
from Analogy ?

8. In what different logical methods may you deal with the arguments 
of an opponent ?

9. How do you determine, generally, on what side the “ onus pro- 
bandi” lies ; and explain the application of the principle m the 
of “ existing institutions,” “ paradox,” “ Christianity ” ?

10. What are the three useV^>f_‘lExamples ” ; and give an example 
ofeach.

11. Of the two classes of Arguments—those a priori, and those from 
example—which class generally takes precedence in arrangement ; and 
what conditions determine the precedence in favour of the one class or 
the other ?

Rev. Dr. Leach.
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12. Explain the two methods of Refutation.

13. In what spirit and manner ought the arguments of an opponent 
to be treated, be they invalid or valid ?

14. What is said to be the best rule for avoiding the disadvantages of 
conciseness and of prolixity of style, and what are the cautions given 
for the use of the rule ?

15. Prove that Perspicuity is not inconsistent with ornament.

16. What cautions are to be used in the use of Metaphors, and what 
kinds of metaphors conduce most to energy of style ?

17. What is the right interpretation of the term which Whately ren
ders 11 frigid,” in the phrase “ frigid style ” ?

18. Give Whately’s remarks on the subject, “ How the feelings are to 
be reached.”

19. How may “ good Poetry ” be defined ?

20. What is the important principle with respect to decoration of 
style which Whately Supposes to be established by the passage quoted 
from Dr. A. Smith ?

21. Compose, from the following data, a speech—say that of Xerxes 
to the Persian chiefs on the subject of his proposed expedition against 
Athens :—War and conquest the traditional policy of the Persians since 
the overthrow of the Modes ; allusion to the glorious deeds of Cyrus, 
Cambyses, and Darius ; he desires to emulate them ; proposes to bridge 
the Hellespont, to take and burn Athens ; objects of the war, to take 
vengeance for wrongs, as the burning of the temple of Sardes, Ac. ; the 
glory to be acquired ; the utility of it, exaggerating the fertility of 
Greece ; proposes rewards to the chiefs who shall appear with the best 
appointed troops ; consults them by way of conciliating.

22. Translate the passage in Cicero de Oratore, Lib. i., cap. 16, 
commencing “Sed, ut solebat,” to the end of the chap.

23. Translate the passage commencing “ Tumque ego ” to 11 poterit 
addere,” Lib. i., cap. 21.

t
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UNIVERSITYI,
or

MO GILL COLLEGE,

MONTREAL.

SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS. APRIL, 1860.

1

ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY.

ÏIBBT YEAB.

/Examiner. J. W. Dawson, LL.D.
;

1. State the laws of combining proportion.

2. Distinguish absolute, specific, and atomic weight.

3. Explain specific and latent heat. I

i. State the principles on which chemical notation depends, and give 
the formulée of Carbonic Acid, Nitrate of Ammonia, Sulphate ,of Potash.

6. Explain the terms — Element, Oxide, Perchloride, Snlphnret, 
Neutral, Gaseous. ^

6. Explain the processes for the preparation of Hydrogen.

7. State the properties of Oxygen, and the composition of water and 
of the atmosphere.

8. State the composition and properties of C,H4—the preparation 
and composition of coal-gas, and the structure of flame.

9. State the properties of Chlorine, 
it, and state the points in which they differ.

10. Explain the theoretical views as to the constitution of acids 
and salts, and the manner in which the compounds of Chlorine and 
Phosphoric Acid may be harmonized with these views.

11. Name the different kinds of Sulphuric Acid, and explain the pro
cess for the preparation of the common oil of vitriol.

/

the elements grouped with



12. Name the metals of the alkalies and alkaline earths, and state 
the distinctive characters of their oxides and the means of ascertaining 
these by chemical tests.

13. What is the composition of Alum, Limestone, Flint, Glauber’s 
Salt, Bone Earth Î

14. What are the elements that enter into the composition of the 
principal organic bodies ? Give examples.

y
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UNIVERSITY

or

M° GILL COLLEGE,

MONTREAL.
SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS. APRIL, I860.

in
ZOOLOGY.

SECOND Y1AB.

Examiner. J. W. Dawson, LL.D.

1. Define organization, and state the distinction between the animal 
and the plant. / V .

. 2- Describe the animal cell, name the principal tissues derived from 
it, and describe fully one of them,

3. State the structure of the eye in the Vertebraia, and the modifica- 
tions of this structure in the Articulata.

4. State the chemical and vital changes involved in Respiration, and
describe the organs provided for this function in Mammalia, Intecta and 
Ldmellibranchiata. ’

II

6. What is type or affinity as distinguished from analogy or adapta
tion? How are they harmonized in nature, and which is the more 
important in classification, and why ?

6. Explain the division of the animal kingdom into four provinces 
and state the characters assigned to each.

Y. Name the classes 
with examples.

8. Describe the highest class of the Mollusca, and give an example of 
each of its orders, with a statement of the points in which these differ.

9. Name the orders 
with examples.

10. State the distinction between Reptiles proper and Batrachiane.

11. Give the sub-classes of the Mammalia, according to Owen, and 
explain the characters on which they are founded.

13. State the structure and affinities of the genera Halkhondria, Str- 
tularia, Lepralia, Perea, Clio^And Serpula.

of the Radiata, and characterise two of them,

:

of the Amulata, and characterise one of them,
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UNIVERSITY

or a
Mo g i l L COLLEGE,

MONTREAL.
SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS. APBIL, 1860.

I
B O T A » r.

THIRD TIAB.
f

Examiner.......... .............J-W. Dawson, LL.D.

1. Describe the vegetable cell, stating ita Dart, 
and modifications. 1 1 manner of growth,

folatf»d“Mkind8 ^“^ue.with their mode of

»nLSî8te,th^ChemiCal comP°aiti°° of the tissues of plants and of the 
contents of cells, with the uses of the latter in the

4. Explain the law of Phyllotaxis.
economy of the plant.

5. Describe the structure and fonctions of the Petiole and Leaf. i
■;

6. Describe the structure and mode of growth of the End 
Exogenous stems. ogenous and

8. Explain the structure and functions of the stamens and pistils.

9. Describe the organs of fructification in the mosses and ferns.

10. State the gradation of groups in the Natural System 
grounds upon which each is founded, with examples.

11. Define {he 
Achenium.

and the

terms, Prosenchyma, Sporangium, Bhizoma, Stipule,

andlf’t ,aPedm0na ezUbited 40 their series, class, and order; 
reset8 be °f leaTea “a the character of their inflo-
luSCBOOOi
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UNIVERSITY

OF

MO GILL COLLEGE,

MONTREAL.

SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS. APRIL, 1860.

GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY.

FOURTH YEAR AND BENIOB STUDENTS IN ENGINEERING.

J. W. Dawson, LL.D.

1. Name and characterize the systems of crystallization, and mention 
the principal holohedral forms of one of them.

2. Explain the nature of combinations of crystalline forms, and of 
crystalline aggregates, and give examples.

3. Name the minerals most important as constituents of rocks, and 
describe one, stating its chemical composition and geological relations.

4. State the composition and mineralogical and geological relations 
of the principal ores of Iron, Copper, and Lead.

B. Define the terms Sedimentary, Volcanic, Plutonic, MetamOrphic, 
as applied to rocks, and give an example of each.

6. State and explain the data for determining' the relative ages of 
sedimentary rocks, and of dykes or unstratified masses occurring in 
them. v

7. Name the systems of formations in their chronological order, and 
specify those occurring in Canada.

8. Name the genera of plants characteristic of the coal formation, 
and state their botanical relations to living forms.

9. Name the classes of invertebrates represented by fossil remains in 
the Palaeozoic rocks, and give an example of each.

10. State fully the mode of occurrence and origin of Mineral veins, 
Coal Seams, or Beds of Rock-salt and Gypsum.

Examiner.
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UNIVERSITY

OF

MOGILL COLLEGE,

MONTREAL.

SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS. APRIL, 1860.

I
PRACTICAL AND HONOUR COURSE OF GEOLOGY AND MINERA

LOGY.

FOURTH YEAR AND SENIOR STUDENTS IN ENGINEERING.

Examiner. J. W. Dawson, LL.D.

1. State the methods of detecting^by the blowpipe the presence of 
Iron, Manganese, Sulphur, and Silica, in Minerals.

2. State in the order of their importance, the Physical characters 
employed in determining Minerals, and the manner of employing these 
characters.

3. The Lanrentlan and Hnronian Systems of Oanada—what are their 
structure and distribution, their useful minerals, and the formations in 
other countries chronologically parallel to them?

4. State the subdivisions of the Silurian System in Canada, with their 
equivalents in Great Britain, and the characteristic.fossils of any of 
them.

5. State the subdivisions of the Carboniferous system in British 
America, with the genera of shells characteristic of the marine members 
of the system.

6. What are the principal facts to be ascertained in a geological 
survey, and the methods of proceeding in.conducting such a survey ?

7. State the methods of exploring for mineral veins and extracting 
their contents, with the differences between these methods and those 
employed in the case of minerals occurring in beds.

8. Describe the Pleistocene deposits of Lower Canada, with their 
subdivisions and characteristic fossils.

:
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9. Explain the classification of the corals of the order Zoantharia, 
stating the characters of each sub-order and its geological relations, 
with examples.

10. State the characters and zoological and geological relations of 
the following genera,—Spirifert Orthoceras, Ckonetes, Favorites, Caly- 
mene, Leperdita.

11. State what you know of the specimens exhibited.

f
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UNIVERSITY1
OP

Mo O I L L COLLEGE,

MONTREAL.
SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS. APRIL, I860.

HEBREW.
'

JUNIOR CLASS.

Examiner, Rev. A. Da Sola, LL.D.

1. State the difference between bp im and pm im. Show their re- 
spective positions in words, and the rules to be obserred with reference 
to ynnK.

2. What is tjpa, and what influence has it on the accent?

3. What is to be observed of p'Bo, jnD, and nin ?

4. State the rules for ra nhv and yj nic.

C. Give the rules for am 'ap and sjian 'op.

6. What have you to say of the value of the Massoretic system of 
punctuation, and its general consistency.

7. Write the Definite Article, pointing out the difference between it 
and the Arabic form. State all the exceptions to its ordinary punctua
tion, and show how they arc influenced by the Gutturals

8. State the distinctive forms in Hebrew of nouns in the plural mas- ‘ 
culine, and plural feminine ; construct form of plural masculine ; con
struct form of plural feminine ; absolute and construct forms of dual, 
and of the feminine singular.

9. Write the Relative and Demonstrative Pronouns.

10. Write the Pronominal Suffixes, singular and plural, and the fol
lowing in Hebrew The good man, his good horse, and thy [masc.l 
good child. What is thy [masc.] name? Your [pi. masc.] house is 
large. Who is like our Queen? The good son of our beloved Queen 
will come to us.
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11. State what you know of the general characteristics of Segholato 
Nouns, and give the general rule for Nouns formed of mutable and im- 
mutable vowels,

12. site the general characteristics of Regular and Irregular Verbs 

and give the names of the forms (o-np) and their characteristics.

13. Give the principal parts of the verb ra,; and write (with points) 
the preterite and future of this yerb in the Kal form.

14. Give some examples to show the concord of the subject with its 
predicate.

15. Translate the following digest of Scripture 
Hebrew :— narrative into

Abraham begat Isaac, and Isaac begat Jacob and Esau. God loved 
Jacob and named him Israel. To Jacob were born twelve sons, from 
whom were descended all the families of # the house of Israel. Jacob 
dwelt at first in the land of Canaan ; but there was a famine in the land 
and he and his

;

went down into Egypt. They dwelt there, and 
increased so that the Egyptians were afraid on their account, and they 
afflicted the children of Israel with hard bondage ; but God raised up to 
them (onp >» Dpo) a deliverer in Mosçs the son of Amram.

16. Translate the following anecdote of Socrates into English 

lv ib* Ginh vn> ipppt tpi puno *m inv -s'kio n'r tw't Pa imn n'n cox-ipio 
n"n mu -roPP Pwro vronni! -p -tkip'P 

Ppd DPR 
:Ppd TT»3 QPRl
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UNIVERSITY

OF

Me GILL COLLEGE,

I
MONTREAL.

1
SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS. APRIL, 1860.

!
Hebrew.

Simon CLASS.

Examiner Rev. A. Di Sola, LL.D.

1. Translate into English the first six verses of Psalm v.
2. Does the etymology of nfrrnn assist us in obtaining an idea of the 

nature of the instrument, and state the opinion of those wh 
0*113*1 bv >m. o regard it as

3. State briefly some of the characteristics of the poetry of the Scrio-

rccï- « -»•■

perfbe”!T6mmPleS (fr°m ““ PsaIma) of P«»U«Hsm, perfect and in,.

6. Write the principal parts of the verb fn in Ps. i. 1.

6. What is to be observed of the noun n-nm in the same verse Î

7. Give examples of Prothesis, Epenthesis, and Paragoge.

8. Give examples of Aphmresis, Syncope, and Apocope.

ancient?WlWt mi>dern Hebrew P0etr7 mainly differs from the

1

i
10. Explain the terms in* ,n>3 ,rfn ,w.

sar.t kss; *
nDp DDK *33 imw 

TO i) m3 031 
*33 bD3 *TK 

V33 mn 031 rm



12. Analyze the word 
TQ’nn 'i.

13. Analyze v.
J>f prruM and iq1?.

Wi, and give the rules for -penn 'i and

4, Ps. ii., and say what is to be particularly observed

“srr.ssr;;.;'*'■-— - » —■
15. Translate into Hebrew : -

am faint » « &1 a r°d P°ttage-" 8aid “ for I

» mess ofpoLe and Jacob gh‘ Wa3 therefore »°>d f=r

i-iriraîS:ys rions promise; made to the principal branch of the family.
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UNIVERSITY
:i"

MC a I L L COLLEGE,

\ MONTREAL.

SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS. APRIL, I860.

,
I FRENCH.
: ySECOND TEAR.

Examiner. L. G. Fronteau, B. A..

Translate into English. T
Auguste ; Prends un siège, Oinna, prends ; et, sur toute chose,. 

Observe exactement la loi que je t’impose ;
Prête, sans me troubler, l’oreille à mes discours ; 
D’aucun mot, d’aucun cri, n’en interromps le cours ; 
Tiens ta langue captive ; et si ce grand silence 
A ton émotion fait quelque violence,
Tu pourras me répondre, après, tout à loisir.

Oorneillb:

1. Prends repeated twice, explain why this is thus repeated.

2. Que je t'impose : what is que ? When is que a relative pronoun? 
When is it an adverb?

3. Prête Voreille : Give the name of this figure ?

4. N’en interromps le cours: What is the force of cours ?

5. What part of the verb is Tiens: Give the first person plural sub
junctive.

6. Why ton masculine ?

7. Pourras.

5

Why is the verb pouvoir irregullr ? 

8. Give the difference between plus and mieux.

9. What is the difference between au travers et à travers?

10. Give the general rule of the Past Participle. When does it agree 
with the noun or not.



Translate into French :

Flattery can hurt nobody, but him whom it pleases. If we do not 
forgive others, we must not expect that God will forgive us. Remember, 
0 my son, the counsel I give thee : it will profit thee much : obey the 
law of God : obey the king and all the subordinate magistrates, resist 
thy passions, forgive thy enemies, hurt nobody, and never yield to 
the allurements of pleasure. He that resists his evil inclinations, deserves 
greater praise than he who conquers kingdoms and cannot command 
his passions.

COMPOSITION FRANÇAISE. 

The subject will be given on the Examination day.
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UNIVERSITY
or

MC G I L L COLLEGE,

MONTREAL.

SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS. APRIL, I860.

FRENCH. '

FOURTH YEAR.

Examiner................

Translate into English :

Grâce aux Dieux, mon malheur passe mon espérance 1 
Oui, je te loue, 6 ciel, de ta persévérance : A
Appliqué sans relâche au soin de me punir, \
Au comble des douleurs, tu m’as fait parvenir :
Ta haine a pris plaisir à former ma misère ;
J’étais né pour servir d’exemple à ta colère,
Pour être du malheur un modèle accompli :
He bien, je meurs content, et mon sort est rempli.
Où sont ces deux amants ? pour couronner ma joie, 
Dans leur sang, dans le mien, il faut que je me noie ; 
L’un et l’autre en mourant, je les veux regarder : 
Réunissons trois cœurs qui n’ont pu s’accorder.

........ *'*.........L. G. Fronteau, B. A.

Racine.

1. Why Grâce aux Dieux ! What is the figure employed here ? Give 
the reason why son malheur passe son espérance ?

2. Show the force of au comble des douleurs ?

3. Give the reason of it.

4. Je meurs content : explain the nature of the expression.

5. Explain the force of the Verb couronner.

6. Ufaut que je me noie: shop the beauty of this expression. 

Y. Give the names of the principal “ figures de Pensée.''

8. When is tout an adjective, when is it an adverb ?



Translate into French :

FOETUS AND AERIA.

In the reign of Claudius, the Roman Empeçor, Arria, the wife of Ce- 
cinna Foetus, was an illustrious pattern of magnanimity and conjugal 
affection.

It happened that her husband and her son were both, at the 
time, attacked with a dangerous illness. The son died. He was a youth 
endowed with every quality of mind and person which could endear 
him to his parents. His mother’s heart was torn with the anguish 
of grief : yet she resolved to conceal the distressing event from her 
husband. She prepared and conducted his funeral so privately, that 
Poetus did not know of his death. Whenever she came into her hus
band’s bed-chamber, she pretended her son was better, and as often as

same
if

$

he enquired after his health, would answer, that he had jested well, or 
had eaten with appetite. When she found that she could not longer
retain her grief, but her tears were gushing out, she would leave the 
room, and having given vent 'to her passion, return again with dry eyes 
and a serene countenance, as if she had left her sorrow behind her at 
the door of the chamber.

COMPOSITION FRANÇAISE.

The subject will be given on the Examination day.
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UNIVERSITY

OF

McGILL college,

MONTREE.
SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS. APRIL, 1860.

GERMAN GRAMMATICAL QUESTIONS. 

JUNIOR CLASS.

Professor C. F. A. Mabkoraf,Examiner

1. What is the declension of the definite Article in the 
four cases of the plural, a. when substituted for biejenigtn, 
and b. when substituted for roeldy ?

2. When do you translate the "pronoun that with 
„biefer", and when with „berjenige" ?

3 Change the conjunctive Pronouns mem, bcm, few, 
unfer, eucr, i&r, into absolute, giving the nominative sin
gular of both forms for the masculine and neuter genders. 
6 4 jjow many declensions of Nouns are there in Ger
man, and what is the characteristic termination of each 
declension in the genitive singular ? /

Decline ©aunt and STenfd) in the 4 cases sing, with the
de5niWhat is the declension of Adjectives in all the
singular for the three genders, .

a when not preceded by any determinative word , 
b. when preceded, by, the definite article or a word 

having the same termination ;
«. when preceded by tin, Riit, or a possessive pro-

n°6'1 What Verbs do not take the augment „gt" m the past

n
cases



participle ]

7. h what instances is 
tached from its verb ?

Superktive °f ^ 

ÆS ?&?* the before

UtKteymaCh0fit- butgSCl0th?

They wLtïy Vfew W SPanim'd8 ? 
them, and the English have the i^acb have

joiners andfhe ÏÏgïïrJSaib WOoden chaire °fth 
What letters do^ou °ecï f ° carPente™ ?
I receive long letters from hiS™ ^ frlend ?

v°lume of your ‘work read the first °r the second
they read both.

xYd" ÏÏÏÏS SC,”"? ï “ p« »™».

“ «» « -«âTâftew

««EBTfiF-~.»
"* * w* in iJ&StSSS tefej

the separable Particle not de-

not buy any, I have but

more of

to see the



?
«en, (ebernen ©atf, ber auf btm Sanbe log. „©ott fti ge« 
Iobt !" fprad) tr, aïs) er tyn aufôob unb befiiljlte ; „ba< fmb 
fltroifj îiatteln ober 9îii(ft ; rote mill tc& mid) on t|nen erqui» 
tfen unb labtn !" 3n biefer füpen j£)offitung bffnete er frfjneU 
ben ©acf, faÿ, roa» er ent^ielt, unb rief bann gang traurig 
oua : ,,$<$, es fmb nur ÿerlen !"

6ûR Du ba8 6<tIo§ gefeben,
Doê bobe ©cblog am SWeer ?
@oletn unb rejig mtben 
Dit ÜBollen brüber ber.
Œê miicbte jidb nieter neigm 
3n fpiegelflare Slutb,
@6 miitbte jlreben unb jlelgen 
3n ber îlbenbroelfen ©lutb-

; de-

(edfrt,

ben,

fore
(6$ubart%

but

/Fragment from L. t 'Iilaiid'aX 
\ taî ®*l»6 «ni SDimt. /of
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UNIVERSITY

OF

McGILL COLLEGE,

MONTREAL.
SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS, APRIL, 18f.O.

GERMAN GRAMMATICAL QUESTIONS.

SENIOR CLASS.

PROFEssbR' C. F. A. Markgraf,Examiher

1. What Conjunctions do not throw the verb of the 
subject to the end of the sentence ?

2. What is the termination of Feminine Nouns in the 
nominative plural, and do they soften' the' radical vowel ? 
Add a few Examples.

3. Mention'the instances, where the Subject is placed 
after its verb.

4. How are Names of Persons declined in German, and 
which of them take-tiw in the genitive singular ?

: 5. Give1 theTmperféet and- Fast'Participle of the fol
lowing Verbs :

Stwfttt, jtofjen, Wfrftw, g$jjri)ïn, antietm, fricmt, fttficn, 
gettiitnm, »ergiegen, f(|affto, (iim, ncnnm, f)cljcn,
gletiÿtn, Icibcn, toti^en, jlietyen.

6. Give the nominative plaral of Sfyfel, 3rtt. ©dblag,
Huge, 3«|r, £ag, ffitltocife, ftltib, Scft,
©t^wefler, ©tabt, Sïadjbarinn, grau.

7. Mention the cases governed by the Mlowing Preposi- 
tions : auf, tt«&, ttor/fltvPbftit, fltftf, fcti, ihiroeit, ntbcn, 
untcr, ungcadjitet, ftir, um irttten, gtgett, wtgeit, aitfer^alb, 
irbtr.



KvLpÜ!'lmt “eanin^ is W» bench susceptible? _ Give

stantiVeÿas in EngIi!h?1C'ple “ Germ™ ever used sub-

SBrnii i^SBren ®er£Lthh fo]I°wmgconstruction • 
akeifciu ? r tocr6c ÿa6en, fb tpcrbe

Tfl ,Uc6^ê» Sic i,«é Veutfcbe:
street ? h°m W6re y°U SJ,eaking- when I met you in the

thaUuKTther"in"laWaUCCeeded in finding a house 

seen ® °fm>' unck, but he has not
havedot^h^°Ve(1-one^dogoodto those who 

I hpZt '5$T# ^ ■»» the people to whom 
and riding onYrefbî.’ 1 SP6nt ™y time in studying,

upon? ^ nobleman a month to live

Do tou recollect this old man ?
serWfdTtor haa Pmted ^th her 

, served her no more well.
I shall return you the books

t

<
(

t
(

!

i

cook (fern.) because sh< 

which you have lent me,



ive as soon as I have read them.
It is more useful to speak than to write, but in order 

to learn a foreign language, one must do both.
Ueberfefcen ®ie i»8 ©itgltfdje :

31m gufje ber julifdjen 9tlpen liegt in fi'rain ber berii^mte 
Sirfnifcer ©ee, eon itfytv bas SEBunber unb fllâtbfel ber ©e- 
genb. Defllicb eon 3lbel#berg, ba too bie ©ebeimniffe ber 
Untemclt in (mnbert ©etoblben ber Salffelfcn eerfibloffen fmb, 
breitet fitb ber teunberfdjiSne ©ee eon String au«, toie ein 
©picgeloou brei Quarbratmeilen* 3lu$ iljm ragen fiinf 
Snfeln bereor, unb cine berfelben tragt felbft bas 3D8rf<$en 
Dttof. 3Jict)rere gliifjtben fallen l)incin. Sr i(t fe()r reicb 
anftifcben unb SEBaffereSgeln, unb bie ganje SE^algegcnb um
ber tjl romantifcb fdjôn. 9teun Ebrfer, jtoanjig Striven unb 
jieei S(i)lB§er reif)eit fti) urn ben See.

(Srud)llüiJ au» „ber ŒirfniOet @ei »on Out»' $tu!&».")
Unb ter S8nig roinft lefebcr,
Ea fecit bas bopeelt geiiffnete SauS 
3rocf Seoparben auf efnmat au#.
Efe flttrjen mti mut&iger itampfbegfer 
3tuf bas ïigerlt)ter;
Ea# pad! fte mil fefnen grlmmigen lapctt,
Unb ter Sen mit (Mriirt 
3ti*tet fi* auf, ba rolrb’S flirt ;
Unb berum im JtreiS,
Son Sfltorbfutbt beifi,
Cagern ftcb bie grSuIfcben fla|jcn.

(SBruibfliirt au» e*fltçr«’ „t>anbWu&".)

ub-
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Bearings. Distances. 

14*20 chains. 
10*65 «
14*80 “
20*00 « 
16*03 «
22*96 «

UNIVERSITY
OP

MO G IL,L COLLEGE,

MONTREAL.
SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS. APRIL 1860.

ENGINEERING.

Examiner ......................... Prof. M. J. Hamilton.

generally made use of in ordinary surveying

Give a detailed description of the mode of conducting 
or township survey ?

3. Give an example of the best form of field book for such 

rt4?DeaCribe thC construction ana adjustments of the Transit Theodo-

6. What are the objections to the box sextant 
•ment ?

6. Two sides of a triangle are 20-46 and 31-64 chains (100 feet) and 
the included angle is 61» 38'. Required the remaining side and angles 
and also the area in acres, roods, and perches.

7. The three sides of a triangle are 27-60, 34-26, and 37-83 chains (66 
feet) Required the area in square yards and also in acres, roods, and 
perçues.

8. How must the limb and vernier of an instrument be divided 
to read to 20 seconds.

9. What precautions must necessarily be taken in order to insure some 
degree of accuracy when the compass is used as a surveying instrument.

10. Balance and plot the following field notes :

1. What instruments are 
operations.

2.
a property

survey ?

as a surveying instru-
^ •

so as

S3
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11. Required the area in the last example by Double Longitudes: 
Gunter’s chain being used.

12. How are inaccessible distances measured by the chain alone 
and by the chain and an angular instrument.
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UNIVERSITY
OP

MO GILL COLLEGE,

MONTREAL.
SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS. APRIL, 1860.

ENGINEERING.

Prop. M. J. Hamilton.Examiner

1. Give a sketch and description of the methods of sinking the work
ing shafts of a tunnel.

2. The diameter of the shaft of a tunnel is 9 feet clear and the brick
work is 10 J inches thick. Required the content in cubic yards per yard 
down.

3. How are the levels transferred from the surface to the workings.

4. The span of a stone bridge is 60 feet and the versine is 9 feet. The 
djch is 2 feet thick at the crown and 3 feet at the springing. Required 
the pressure per square inch at the crown, the weight of a cubic foot of 
the material being 160 lbs.

6. If the abutment of the bridge in question (4) bo 15 feet high and 12 
feet thick and have a specific gravity equal to that of the arch. Find 
its modulus of stability.

6. The clear span of a truss bridge built upon Howe’s plan is 160 feet, 
the distance from centre to centre of the chords *19' 6", the weight per 
lineal foot including that of the truss and load 3000 lbs., the resisting 
area of thé upper chords 400 square inches and of the lower chords 300 
square inches. Required the pressure per square inch on the upper and 
lower chords.

7. What must be the sectional area of the end braces in question (6) if 
the safe load be taken at 1000 lbs. per square inch.

8. A trass bridge on the Burr principle has the same dimensions and 
weight as that in question (6). Required the sectional area of the end 
ties between and their length above and below the chords.

9. The span of a suspension bridge is 600 feet, deflection of cables 44 
feet and the permanent load 700 tons. Required the solid section of the 
cables, the safe load per square inch being 8 tons.

10. Required the length of the cables, in last question, between the 
points of support.
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UNIVERSITY
4 rOF

MO G IL L COLLEGE, '
\

MONTREAL.

SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS. APRIL, I860. I
engineering.

Examiner Prof. M. J. Hamilton.

1. Define the terms profile, datum and bench mark.

2. Describe the construction and adjustments of the Y Level.

3. A railway is to be built from A to B. State in detail the nrelimi 
nary operations necessary in order to determine its proba^ cost and 

prepare for its actual construction.

4. Enter and reduce the following observations taken 100 feet aoart 
above Batumi9 ^ American 8*8tems the B « being 100 feet

1st setting up of instrument 3-40, 4-Ï0, 4-91, 6-60, 8-76
“ 720, 11-90, 6-27, 7-60,

9-50, 11-60, 10-94, 11-40,
feet'nrn^i ?rig,ht °fgrade at the first station in the last question be 100 

yards by mean heights.

5-333rd
6-89

Required the content in cubic 

per m!” ‘h6 °fgradein 1ae8ti™ <=) 100 feet and

d,?'fomuUlTd ^ COatent 0fth6 CUttiDg ™ I”88»»- (=) by the prlsmoi-

8.

cid8es!ithT,Wirer °fa,IeTeI Standin« 4'67 f88‘ above a point A, coin-

Vs
ure and re-

'
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formation level 18 fl and the « ™ “ 6 feet-the *«» « 
‘he eide etakltaltnl ^ **‘° the«*«of

rad\’slf6th:ct:i0u0ditbet;:™ :;rrnte is i2°"3,,™a «»«
the tangente from the point of curve °* °fi“t<,r9e‘,ti»n «f
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